MARTIN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
Martin County Administrative Building
First Floor Growth Management Conference Room
2401 SE Monterey Road, Stuart, FL 34996
www.martinmpo.com
(772) 221-1498
Wednesday, February 8, 2017 @ 9:00am
AGENDA
ITEM

ACTION

1. CALL TO ORDER
2. ROLL CALL
3. APPROVE AGENDA

APPROVE

4. APPROVE MINUTES
Regular Meeting – September 7, 2016
Joint Advisory Committee Meeting – November 14, 2016

APPROVE

5. AGENDA ITEMS
A. ELECTION OF OFFICERS

APPROVE

B. TRANSPORATION ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM
(TAP) - PROJECT APPLICATION

APPROVE

C. PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT PROGRAM (PIP) ANNUAL REPORT

APPROVE

D. PIP - AMENDMENT

APPROVE

E. TITLE VI AND OTHER NONDISCRIMINATION POLICY
AND PLAN - AMENDMENT

APPROVE

F. LONG RANGE TRANSPORTATION PLAN (LRTP) AMENDMENT

APPROVE

Assistance for disabled persons may be arranged by calling 1-866-836-7034. Non-English speaking, deaf, or visually impaired
persons needing an interpreter should contact the Martin County Administrator’s office at 772-288-5420 or 772-288-5940 (TDD). An
agenda of items to be considered will be available to the public in the Administrator’s Office, 2401 SE Monterey Road, Stuart,
Florida. Items not included on the agenda may also be heard in consideration of the best interests of the public health, safety,
welfare, and as necessary to protect every person’s right of access.
For complaints, questions or concerns about civil rights or nondiscrimination please contact: Bolivar Gomez, Planner (Title VI/
Nondiscrimination Contact) at 772- 288-5412; or for special requests under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) contact Judy Lamb
at 772-221-1396. Hearing impaired individuals are requested to telephone the Florida Relay System at #711.
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G. SCOPE OF SERVICE - PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

APPROVE

6. COMMENTS FROM COMMITTEE MEMBERS
7. COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC
8. COMMENTS FROM FDOT

9. NEXT MEETING
• Joint CAC/BPAC/TAC Meeting
April 3, 2017 at 1:30 p.m.
10. ADJOURN

Assistance for disabled persons may be arranged by calling 1-866-836-7034. Non-English speaking, deaf, or visually impaired
persons needing an interpreter should contact the Martin County Administrator’s office at 772-288-5420 or 772-288-5940 (TDD). An
agenda of items to be considered will be available to the public in the Administrator’s Office, 2401 SE Monterey Road, Stuart,
Florida. Items not included on the agenda may also be heard in consideration of the best interests of the public health, safety,
welfare, and as necessary to protect every person’s right of access.
For complaints, questions or concerns about civil rights or nondiscrimination please contact: Bolivar Gomez, Planner (Title VI/
Nondiscrimination Contact) at 772- 288-5412; or for special requests under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) contact Judy Lamb
at 772-221-1396. Hearing impaired individuals are requested to telephone the Florida Relay System at #711.
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MARTIN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
CITIZENS’ ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
Martin County Administration Building
Growth Management Conference Room
2401 SE Monterey Road
Stuart, FL 34996
(772) 221-1498
www.martinmpo.com
Wednesday, September 7, 2016 - 9:00 a.m.
1. CALL TO ORDER
The meeting was brought to order by the Chair Amy Eason at 9:00 a.m.
2. ROLL CALL
Members in Attendance:
Amy Eason, Chair
Sheila Kurtz, Vice Chair (arrived at 9:18 a.m.)
Stephen Driver
Al Zilg
Saadia Tsaftarides
Dan Parz
John Patteson
Ann Kagdis Alt. Ken DeAngeles
Members Excused:
Trent Steele
Members Absent
None
Staff in Attendance:
Beth Beltran, MPO Administrator
Margaret Brassard, Administrative Assistant II
Bolivar Gomez, Planner II
Alice Bojanowski, Senior Planner
Ricardo Vazquez, Planner I
Others in Attendance:
Jeff Weidner, Marlin Engineering
Stewart Robertson, Kimley-Horn
A quorum was present for this meeting.
3. APPROVE AGENDA
Mr. Stephen Driver made a motion to approve the Agenda which was seconded by
Mr. Dan Parz. There were no questions, the motion passed unanimously.
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4. APPROVE MINUTES
A motion to approve the June 1, 2016 minutes was made by Mr. Dan Parz. The
Motion was seconded by Mr. Stephen Driver. No changes were requested. The
motion passed unanimously.
5. AGENDA ITEMS
A. FY 2017/18 LIST OF PROJECT PRIORITIES
Ms. Beth Beltran advised that each summer staff for the MPO, the County and Florida
Department of Transportation (FDOT) meet to review the Long Range Transportation
Plan (LRTP), the Transportation Improvement Plan (TIP) and the prior year’s List of
Project Priorities (LOPP) to develop the next year’s LOPP which in this case is the fiscal
year (FY) 2017/18 LOPP. She advised that there are three lists of project priorities: the
Roadway list, the Transportation Alternative Program (TAP) list and the Public Transit
Program of Projects (POP) list. She advised that these lists are in the Agenda Package,
and she’ll briefly review them.
Ms. Beltran began with the Traffic Signal Modification on U.S. 1 in front of the Barnes
and Noble which will be moved east to make the lane become dual purpose. It was
funded for design last year and we are seeking construction funds at this time. County
Road (CR) 609 is next, which is a safety item. It is 3.2 miles of guardrail and due to an
estimate adjustment it remains on this list. The third item on the list is the US 1 Retrofit
Project which is to increase storage on the southbound, left turning lane of the Roosevelt
Bridge turning on to Joan Jefferson Way. The following item is the widening of State
Road (SR) 714. Ms. Beltran advised that the Project Development & Engineering
(PD&E) as well as the design had been funded in the current TIP. With the State’s
reserve box for right-of-way (ROW) acquisition it remains on the list through the
funding of construction. The mid-block pedestrian crosswalks in the area of Monterey
Road and SE Ocean Boulevard are the fifth item on the list. Ms. Beltran advised that the
sixth item is the signal rehabilitation on U.S. 1 and Jensen Beach Boulevard.
Resurfacing Bridge Road from Pratt Whitney Road to U.S. 1 is number seven and
number eight is buffered bike lanes on the Jensen Beach Causeway. This project was
identified in the recently approved Bicycle Pedestrian Safety Action Plan (BPSAP).
Number nine, she continued, are safety improvements at intersections on Indian Street at
U.S. 1 and Dixie Highway. These were also identified in the Bicycle Pedestrian Safety
Action Plan as areas with potentially dangerous, high pedestrian/cyclist traffic. Ms.
Beltran stated that the tenth item on this list, which has been on the list for a few years is
the realignment of CR 714. She said that there is a dangerous curve in the vicinity
where it intersects with SR 710 and this is to straighten the road as a safety
improvement. Ms. Beltran noted that currently District 1 is completing a PD&E study
for the widening of SR 710 as well as straightening this road out, but it remains on our
District IV list as a show of support for this project.
Mr. Dan Parz inquired what “buffered bike lanes” were. Ms. Beltran advised that the
State’s new requirement for bicycle lanes is a five foot lane plus a two foot striped
buffer between the cyclist and the vehicle. It was noted that where there is a physical
barrier it is considered a “Protected” bike lane. Discussion ensued about the difference
between the two terms and the varying opinions of the communities. It was determined
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that the existing vehicle lanes will probably have to be narrowed a bit in order to
accommodate the extra space as there are currently bike lanes on the bridge. Mr. John
Patteson inquired on the resurfacing of Bridge Road, asking if they are planning to
widen the road to equal the width of the bridge. He added that the center reflectors are
pounded down due to the number of citrus trucks that traverse it, and the width of the
road should be updated to the current standards, adding that the new culvert bridge has
plenty of space. Would the resurfacing increase the shoulder of the roadway? Ms.
Beltran introduced Mr. George Dzama from the County Engineering Department. Mr.
Dzama advised that the intent is to match that cross section throughout the corridor as
the road in that section is tight with a 10 foot travel lane from I-95 to Pratt Whitney. He
said they anticipate at least an 11 foot travel lane with a five foot paved shoulder. Mr.
Dzama stated that traveling east to U.S. 1 from I-95 the roadway is constrained due to
large ditches on each side, so embankment will need to be added in an attempt to
complete the 11 foot travel lanes and five foot shoulders. He said it’s a costly project. A
number of bicycle lanes along Citrus Boulevard and Pratt Whitney Road have been
added; they are anticipated on Bridge Road from Pratt Whitney Road to SR 76 which
currently has bicycle lanes, adding that there is quite a bit of connectivity in the area.
He said that this project will add connectivity from the western section to U.S. 1. Mr.
Patteson affirmed that a lot of cyclists use that area. Mr. Dzama clarified for Mr. Driver
that the western stretch of Bridge Road from I-95 to Pratt Whitney Road is currently
only 10 foot, and it’s tight, but the other direction is 11 foot. Mr. Driver noted that it is
tough for trucks to stay in their lanes as it’s so tight and there is water on both sides. Mr.
Dzama said that is the area that they are factoring in the embankment; modeling, pipe
work and guardrails all will have to be done. Mr. Dan Parz inquired as to the time limit
for completion of the Roosevelt Bridge stacking area at the Joan Jefferson Way. Ms.
Beltran said that design was funded last year so it is in the fourth or fifth year of the
Work Program now and would be in the fifth year (2021-22) if the construction were to
be funded this year. There was no additional discussion.
Ms. Beltran continued to the next project list, all of which are funded. She advised that
these are the Transportation Alternative Program (TAP) Projects which have been
approved by the committees in the recent past. Ms. Beltran detailed each of the projects:
Kindred Street/Johnson Avenue Improvement; SE Bridge Road Sidewalks and the NW
Dixie Highway Sidewalk which have been funded in 2018, 2019 and 2020 respectively.
Lastly, Ms. Beltran addressed the Transit “Program of Projects” (POP). This is
primarily for bus replacement using formula funds as well as the 5339 funds from the
Federal Transit Administration (FTA). She said other projects on the list are for
operating and there is a requirement to have safety and security on transit. Ms. Beltran
advised that Ms. Claudette Mahan is here with Martin County Public Transit (MCPT) if
there are any questions. Mr. Driver said that he followed the bus from Jupiter up to
Bridge Road and the only person on the bus was the driver. He said that he’s seen that
same scenario a few times and is of the opinion that it’s an enormous amount of money
to run that bus without riders. Ms. Mahan advised that it is a commuter route from
Bridge Road to the Palm Beach Gardens Mall and it began November 2, 2015. She said
it makes four trips in the morning and four in the evening. Mr. Driver said for the
expense of running the bus a person could less expensively take a taxi. Ms. Mahan said
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it is a required pilot program and funded by a grant from FDOT for three years. If, after
that time the County does not feel that it is worth continuing, they will end it. Mr. Parz
inquired as to the ridership growth. Ms. Mahan advised the first month there was just
under 100 and last month there were 345 for the 21 travel days in the month. Ms. Saadia
Tsaftarides said that a lot of people from her church use that service to go to the Gardens
Mall. Ms. Mahan said that the buses are Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
accessible, noting that a lot of people that are transported are not capable of taking a
taxi. It was noted that the holidays are coming around and more riders will probably be
using it. Mr. Al Zilg inquired as to the amount of advertising used for this route to
inform the public. Ms. Mahan advised that FDOT provided advertisement from
November to January in Palm Beach County and the Hobe Sound areas. She continued
that there were billboard ads and radio advertisements and FDOT was responsible for
advertising it. Mr. Zilg asked if it’s advertised on Martin County Television (MCTV).
Ms. Mahan said that it has not been on the County’s channel. Mr. Zilg said that a lot of
people go to that channel for information. Ms. Mahan advised that they are making
some changes to the services to benefit the public. Since there isn’t an advertising
budget and the cost of the brochures is substantial it does affect the number of
brochures, and the maintenance of the on-line website, which all has to come from
operating funds. It was noted that the bus brochures are distributed throughout the
County in areas like the Stuart Chamber of Commerce, the lobby of the Administration
building, malls, laundromats and libraries. Mr. Ken DeAngeles inquired if there’s
information at the Jensen Beach Chamber as they have a strong Tourist information
Center. Ms. Mahan said she will look into it, but some facilities do not want to have bus
information if there isn’t a route in that area and U.S. 1 is the only route in Jensen
Beach.
Mr. Dan Parz made a motion to approve the FY 2017/18 List of Project Priorities.
A second came from Mr. John Patteson. There was no additional discussion or
objections so the motion was unanimously approved.
B. FY2016/17-FY2020/21 TRANSPORATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
(TIP) AMENDMENTS #1 and #2
Ms. Beltran advised that there were two amendments to the FY2016/17-FY2020/21 TIP.
She said that the “Roll Forward Amendment” is an annual occurrence which allows the
funds from the prior year’s TIP to be expensed in the current year. She stated that the
Hutchinson Island community has a Municipal Service Taxing Unit (MSTU), and has
been working closely with the County and State for improvements along A1A. She said
that the traffic circle recently completed on A1A and Jensen Beach Boulevard is one of
the improvements. The next items are transit funds to be carried forward from the
Section 5307 formula funds and Section 5339 funds for Capital and Operating. Ms.
Beltran said that the remaining item is for the Federal Lands Access Program (FLAP)
grant that funds the segment of the East Coast Greenway (ECG) which runs through
Jonathan Dickinson State Park (JDSP). These items comprise the first amendment. The
second amendment consists of a resurfacing project encompassing the entire length of
the Florida Turnpike through Martin County. Estimates were obtained by FDOT’s
Turnpike District and they are requesting the MPO approve their additional funds in the
TIP for this project. TIP amendments are required by law to go through the public
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process which is why this is being brought to the committees and Board, Ms. Beltran
stated. Mr. Stephen Driver noted that in the future the Turnpike widening will be up to
three lanes and inquired as to the timeline for this project. Ms. Beltran said she is
unaware of the exact schedule but it is in the State’s Long Range Transportation Plan
(LRTP) as well as identified in the MPO’s 2040 LRTP as a State Strategic Intermodal
System (SIS) facility. She will look into it and get back to the committee. Ms. Eason
said that there appears to be more Capital funds in FY 2017 for bus and bus facilities,
and what is that status? Ms. Beltran said Ms. Mahan will address the bus information
but that some of these funds are allocated by Urbanized Areas (UZAs) which would
include funds for St. Lucie County as well. Ms. Mahan said that the projected cost for
Martin County is a lot higher than what we actually received. She said that St. Lucie
County wanted to figure a new percentage split so it’s still being worked out. Ms. Eason
said it just looked like there were a lot of funds in 2017 and she wondered if it would be
used for bus stops. Ms. Mahan advised that the 5339 Funds may only be used to
purchase vehicles so it’s for Capital vehicles, the “bus facility” is a building, and the bus
stops come out of Section 5307 Operating funds. Ms. Mahan stated that Americans with
Disabilities (ADA) Bus Stop Compliance was adopted by the Board of County
Commissioners (BOCC) on March 7, 2015. There are 56 stops being approved to be
ADA compliant. She said that with matters such as Right-of-Way (ROW) or other
issues, some cannot reach compliance and location changes or other possibilities are still
being worked out. Ms. Mahan said that currently there are six bus shelters, two in
Indiantown, two at the Morgade Library/Hospital and two on Willoughby at the Health
Department/Sailfish Splash. She advised that an additional four are pending, two on
U.S. 1 at Britt Road and two near U.S 1 at Eugenia Street. There are a total of ten bus
shelters currently existing or planned at this time.
A motion was forthcoming from Mr. Stephen Driver to approve the FY2016/17FY2020/21 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) Amendments #1 and #2.
A second was provided by Mr. Al Zilg. There was no additional discussion and the
motion was unanimously approved.
C. RAILROAD GRADE SEPARATION STUDY SCOPE OF SERVICES
Ms. Beltran advised that Ms. Alice Bojanowski would present this item and the General
Planning Consultant (GPC) from Marlin Engineering, Mr. Jeff Weidner, is here to
answer any questions on the Scope of Services. Ms. Bojanowski advised that this is a
conceptual study for the 28 “at grade” crossings along the Florida East Coast (FEC)
Railroad tracks, which parallel Dixie Highway and U.S. 1. She explained that a grade
separation is where the roadways and the railroad tracks cross at separate elevations
much like the grade separation of I-95 above Kanner Highway. Ms. Bojanowski said
the Governor and the State are looking at increased freight throughout Florida as part of
economic development. She said that All Aboard Florida (AAF) is also considered as
if/when they get into Martin County that will create increased train traffic. She went on
to talk about some sample interchanges, reminding the committee that this is a
conceptual study regarding future access issues and the integration of the various modes
of transportation. On Monterey Road, Ms. Bojanowski said that sometimes the traffic
backs up to U.S. 1 due to train delays. The rail crossing at Indian Street has lots of
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cyclists and pedestrians from the Golden Gate area, who cross Indian Street using the
actual railroad tracks as the crossing area. Ms. Bojanowski said that Bridge Road has a
school nearby and is frequently crossed by pedestrians and cyclists. She said that Mr.
Weidner from Marlin Engineering will be tasked with the study of the various
intersections, collecting and analyzing data received from the numerous areas and
including the public to determine which of the intersections would potentially be the
most appropriate for grade separations. Once this information is obtained they are to
devise conceptual improvements. Ms. Bojanowski introduced Mr. Weidner and said she
will take any questions. Mr. Parz inquired as to the timeline of the Study. Mr. Weidner
advised that the draft report would be available in approximately 10 months. Discussion
ensued about various types of over/under passes. Ms. Bojanowski said the task is to
keep all modes of transportation flowing. Mr. Driver inquired if all crossings would be
evaluated. Mr. Weidner said that all 28 crossings will be reviewed, they will filter to ten
for prioritization, and down to two road crossings as well as two pedestrian crossings
adding that all information will be documented. Mr. Zilg inquired as to what other
counties are doing. Ms. Bojanowski said that Palm Beach County is also reviewing their
intersections, have discussed this with the local governments and are re-considering
audible intersections noting that any intersection without the audible rail crossing would
have to be improved with gates which would cost a lot. Mr. Zilg asked to be kept
apprised of this information. Ms. Bojanowski agreed, saying that the issue is similar in
St. Lucie County. Mr. John Patteson asked if the emergency services will have any
strategic crossing areas being considered. Mr. Weidner affirmed that it’s specified in
their services by the “technical team” who will be performing detailed reviews. Ms.
Shelia Kurtz said that in the field observations it notes that community impacts will be
reviewed. She inquired as to how the firm planned this evaluation. Mr. Weidner said
that often overpasses are omitted because the public doesn’t like the aesthetics of them
in their neighborhood, but near commercial areas, they are raved over for the access. He
said they consider the adjacent land uses. Ms. Kurtz said that there has been a lot of
negative response from the community but it hasn’t seemed to phase the project [AAF]
at all. Ms. Beltran advised that this study is to address the increase of all train traffic on
the FEC rail corridor which will impact the transportation network. Recently the first
fully loaded post-Panamax ship, one of the largest ships in the world, came through the
Panama Canal. In recent years on-port rail has been reconnected at Port Miami and Port
Everglades with the anticipation that there will be more freight. The FEC invested thirty
million dollars of their own money at Port Everglades and the freight trains are really the
issue as they can be upwards of a mile long, they go slower and bridges remain down
longer. Mr. Weidner said that this study will look at how the length of the trains will
affect transportation and multiple crossings. Ms. Beltran said that there will be a big
public component for this study, with stakeholder groups that will include Fire Rescue,
the School Board, Transit and other folks that engage numerous agencies in the
community. Mr. Driver inquired if a sound barrier could be included for those houses
that are real close to the tracks. Mr. Weidner said that by making the crossing
impossible to pass using curbs and gates all around the crossings then you can apply to
the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) to not blow their horn, but that’s voluntary.
As far as a wall, they [FEC] own the corridor and they can’t be forced to do something
of that nature and FDOT will not pay for it. Ms. Bojanowski said that what Martin
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Engineering will be working on is studying the FEC crossings and coming up with two
conceptual plans for how it crosses with the highway as well as two conceptual plans for
a pedestrian crossing. Ms. Eason asked if the conceptual design could be a combination
of things like an over/under type of crossing to appease the public. Mr. Weidner
affirmed that there are options to combine the two. There’s the open trench option which
is a tunnel without a roof. It consists of a descending roadway with the tracks running
overhead. He said he could bring in a photo of one that was recently built in MiamiDade County. Mr. Weidner said the problem with rail is that the slope has to be
extended for such a long distance to be raised. Seeing no more questions the Chair
advised the committee that the item needed a motion.
Mr. Dan Parz provided the motion which was seconded by Mr. Ken DeAngeles. No
additional information was forthcoming. The vote passed unanimously.
D. BICYCLE-PEDESTRIAN-TRAILS MASTER PLAN SCOPE OF SERVICES.
Mr. Bolivar Gomez advised that this is the Draft Scope for the comprehensive,
Bicycle/Pedestrian/Trail Master Plan for which the MPO set aside funds in the Unified
Planning Work Program (UPWP) to build off of the 2012 Bike/Ped Action Plan as well
as the adopted 2040 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP). Mr. Gomez reminded the
committee that the Action Plan was instrumental in prioritizing previously approved
projects when projects were sought for the Transportation Alternative Program (TAP)
funds. He said we will refine the non-motorized transportation network and identify
specific projects to implement between now and the LRTP horizon. He noted that the
Master Plan will build from the Needs Plan map which was included in the 2040 LRTP.
He said that there are seven tasks within the scope and public involvement will be a
large component in this Master Plan, adding that there will be two workshops held
during the development of this plan, the final being held to present the Draft Master
Plan. Mr. Gomez said that there will be a website for people to leave comments or offer
suggestions plus a survey, and data collection and analysis will be performed. Some
information from the Bicycle Pedestrian Safety Action Plan (BPSAP) and the
Community Characteristics Report will be used with this plan as well. He stated that
Vision, Goals and Objectives will be included by the Project Steering Committee which
will consist of representatives from the Community Redevelopment Areas (CRAs), the
County’s Parks and Recreation Department and Ecosystems, to name a few. Mr. Gomez
said that the consultants, Kimley Horn, Inc. will develop project specific short and long
range draft recommendations, and that the segment alignments for the East Coast
Greenway (ECG) will also be considered. Mr. Gomez said that individual project
prioritization criteria will be developed as well as implementation costs. He stated that
there will be four project steering committee meetings as well as presentations with the
Draft to the advisory committees. Mr. Gomez concluded that the final presentation will
be approval from the MPO Policy Board. Bike/ped and trail facilities will be the
predominate focus of this Master Plan. He advised that Mr. Stewart Robertson and he
are available to take any questions at this time. Mr. Driver inquired if this will be
integrated with the buses so that one could ride to or from the bus stop. It was affirmed
stating that connectivity to bus stops will be shown for pedestrians or cyclists. Mr.
Robertson suggested another way to integrate transit into the Bicycle/Pedestrian/Trail
Master Plan would be through criteria; establish access to transit as a high prioritization
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criterion. There was no additional discussion and Ms. Eason asked if there would be a
motion to approve.
A motion came from Mr. Stephen Driver to approve the Bicycle, Pedestrian and
Trails Master Plan as presented. The motion was seconded by Mr. Ken DeAngeles.
Mr. Al Zilg inquired if this will include protection of the bicycle paths. Mr. Gomez said
that could be a potential recommendation. The motion passed unanimously.
6. COMMENTS FROM COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Mr. Dan Parz said that he was of the opinion the having two signs at each pedestrian crossing
that says “Stop for Pedestrians” is bordering sight pollution on Colorado Avenue and asked if
it is State requirement? Mr. Gomez said that it depends on the location destinations as that is
a downtown setting with the Courthouse and the hospital. Ms. Beltran said that location is
under the jurisdiction of the City and it’s their decision to improve the walkability of the
area. Mr. Parz asked if there’s a legal requirement that they be there. Mr. Robertson said
that the “in-street pedestrian signs” are considered to be safety improvements in downtown
areas and they are based on the context of the area, they are not a requirement but may be
considered a “best practice” for a downtown setting. Mr. Parz expressed displeasure being
behind a car stopping at each one of the stops even though no one was crossing. Ms. Beltran
reminded Mr. Parz that he is the City of Stuart representative on the CAC.
Mr. Zilg asked if schedules would be installed at each bus stop. Ms. Mahan said there will
be schedules where applicable.
Ms. Eason mentioned that Ms. Kurtz had requested that there be an update on AAF. She
asked if there was any updated information. Ms. Beltran said that the newspapers reported
that the County has expressed a level of success in their lawsuit, but the MPO is separate
from the County, and the MPO Governing Board has not made a motion regarding the legal
actions against AAF. She recommended the County’s website for more information.
7. COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC
None.
8. COMMENTS FROM FDOT
None.
9. NEXT MEETING
• November 14, 2016 1:30 PM Joint CAC/BPAC/TAC Meeting
Mr. John Patteson stated that there is an upcoming election and some of us may be losing our
sponsors; how will that be addressed? Ms. Beltran said that after the Elections, staff contacts
the new Board members to advise them of their current district representative. Sometimes
they request to meet and possibly keep the representative, but sometimes the new Board
member may have someone else in mind. It’s up to the new Board members.
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10. ADJOURN
Mr. Ken DeAngeles made a motion to adjourn which was seconded by Mr. Dan Parz.
Seeing no objection the meeting was adjourned at 10:05 a.m.
Recorded and Prepared by:
______________________________________________

________________________

Margaret H. Brassard, Administrative Specialist II

Date

Approved by:
_______________________________________________

_________________________

Amy Eason, Chair

Date
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MARTIN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
JOINT CITIZENS’ ADVISORY COMMITTEE,
BICYCLE/PEDESTRIAN ADVISORY COMMITTEE AND
TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING
2401 S. E. Monterey Road
th
4 Floor Workshop Conference Room
Stuart, FL 34996
www.martinmpo.com
(772) 221-1498
Monday, November 14, 2016 @ 1:30 pm
Minutes
1. CALL TO ORDER
Mr. Sam Amerson called the meeting to order at 1:30 pm.
2. ROLL CALL
Members in Attendance:
Amy Eason
Stephen Driver
Albert Zilg
John Patteson (Left at 3:25 PM)
Trent Steel (Arrived at 1:40 PM-left at 2:30 PM )
Joan Moore
Ken Natoli
Julie Preast
John Trahan
Hal Forslund
Gene Zweben
Jan Icyda
David Pittinos
Alex Barr (Ex-Officio)
Sam Amerson
Joe Capra
George Stokus
Mark Cocco (Left at 2:53 PM)
Don Donaldson (Left at 2:58 PM)
Lisa Dykstra
Kim Delaney (Arrived at 1:41 PM)
Claudette Mahan (Left at 2:58 PM)
Ken DeAngeles
Members Excused:
Saadia Tsaftarides
Dan Parz
Ann Kagdis
Andy Flanner
Stuart Trent
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Samantha Lovelady
Members Absent
Sheila Kurtz
William Fry
Craig Houdeshell
Eric Smith
Steve Mayer
Staff in Attendance:
Beth Beltran, MPO Administrator
Alice Bojanowski, Senior Planner
Bolivar Gomez, Planner
Ricardo Vazquez, Senior Associate Planner
Margaret Brassard, Administrative Assistant III
Others Present:
Dan Hiden, FDOT
Antonette Adams, FDOT
Leslie Wetherell, FDOT
Jeremy Upchurch, FDOT
Victoria Williams, FDOT Turnpike
George Dzama, MC Engineering Dept.
A quorum was present for this meeting.
3. APPROVE AGENDA
Mr. George Stokus made a motion to approve the agenda which was seconded
by Mr. Steven Driver. There were no objections, the motion passed
unanimously.
4. AGENDA ITEMS
A. FY2016/17-FY2020/21
TRANSPORTATION
IMPROVEMENT
PROGRAM (TIP) AMENDMENT
Ms. Beltran advised that this Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)
Amendment was requested by the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT)
to add additional funding to the segment of the East Coast Greenway (ECG)
which runs through Jonathan Dickinson State Park connecting to the Hobe
Sound National Wildlife Refuge. She advised that the FDOT received the award
letter after the MPO submitted the TIP to the District Four Office. Staff is
requesting approval of this amendment and FDOT staff is also here to answer
any questions.
Mr. Stephen Driver moved approval for the FY2016/17-FY2020/21
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) Amendment. Mr. George
Stokus provided a second. The motion was unanimously approved.
B. FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION (FDOT) FY2017/18FY2021/22 CITIZENS’ REPORT DRAFT TENTATIVE WORK
PROGRAM
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Ms. Beltran reminded the committees that they had previously reviewed the Lists
of Project Priorities (LOPP), which was subsequently approved by the MPO
Policy Board. The LOPP were submitted to FDOT, and was used as the basis for
this year’s Tentative Work Program. She introduced Ms. Antonette Adams of
the Work Program Office. Ms. Adams said that the cycle began in the summer
with informal meetings held with the MPO staff to compile the LOPP which was
received by FDOT on October 1, 2016. Ms. Adams advised that they are
presenting the Draft Tentative Work Programs to the District Four Advisory
Committees and MPO Boards; a District Public Hearing is scheduled for
November 30, 2016 at 6:30 PM out of the District Four office in Ft. Lauderdale,
FL. She advised that people are welcome to attend in person at the Ft.
Lauderdale office or via satellite at the Palm Beach County or the Treasure Coast
Office, or they may participate in the public hearing via webinar. Central Office
will hold a Statewide Public Hearing on March 10, 2017 and the Legislature will
convene on March 11, 2017. Ms. Adams went on to review the funded projects
shown in the three documents provided in the agenda packet: the Martin County
Citizen’s Report, the Status of Key Projects and the District Wide Report which
consists of projects that may or may not be implemented in your County. Mr.
Ken Natoli stated that many roads on these lists are scheduled for resurfacing
and do not have bike lanes on them which is a problem to the BPAC and he will
not support this item. He said that as resurfacing only happens every 15 or 20
years, if that window is missed it will never happen. Mr. Natoli noted that it is
critical that bike lanes or at a minimum a wide shoulder be included on these
roads. He said that many drivers have expressed displeasure when having to
change lanes to pass him while riding his bike on roads without bike lanes. He
suggested foregoing the cost of some of the studies to fund the bike lanes or
paved shoulders. Ms. Joan Moore agreed with Mr. Natoli, stating that she was
appalled that only two out of seven roadways had bike lanes. Ms. Beltran
clarified that the lists being referred to by these members are the SCOP Grant
Program funds being applied for by the County. She added that Mr. Don
Donaldson, Engineering Department Director and Mr. George Dzama, Capital
Projects Manager are present and can address these projects as they are not State
Projects. Mr. George Dzama said that the County has programed a lot of these
projects and yes, costs are a large factor in that the County has to provide a 25%
match. He said that the budget can only go so far on these roadways and to
include the bike lanes basically a whole lane must be included to the roadway.
Mr. Dzama said for just Cove Road it would run approximately $600,000. He
stated that they have included bike lanes where they could, Bridge Road, Pratt
Whitney Road and Citrus Boulevard as examples. Mr. Natoli suggested that he
would like to have this before the decision makers who control the funds adding
that this should be a priority over some of the upcoming studies or proposed
landscaping. He appreciates Mr. Dzama explaining about this and his budget but
he thinks those making the decision for the budget need to be informed as to the
level of concern held by the residents. At least then they can make an educated
decision because adding a bike lane post a resurfacing job is less likely to happen
as well as more costly. He said that this should be the time we can get before the
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MPO Board to let them see what is desired. If they don’t want it, fine but we
have to give them the chance to see it to say, “yes” or “no” and that they are not
concerned we don’t want it to just be “business as usual” Mr. Natoli said. Mr.
Dzama said that these projects are needed and about as bare bones as can be,
adding that we reuse the roadway millings for the shoulder base for the bike
lanes already existing. He said that most roadway projects are five years out so
when the roadway life cycle end is reached, we’re there and we do the best we
can to maximize the funds. Mr. Natoli said but someone has a big pot of funds
for these projects and all the other stuff on this 140 plus pages of projects, but
some of this stuff can be postponed to a later date to accomplish these lane
projects. Again, he said he would not vote to approve this item. Mr. Joe Capra
stated that bike lanes are being sought but he personally would prefer a multiuse
path and TAP funds could be sought for off road paths. He affirmed that about
every ten years a project may be overlaid and in another 10/15 years all of us will
be off of the committee and we will not have accomplished getting a facility. If
a way to obtain other DOT funding could be found it would be great while
accomplishing everything that is desired. Mr. Capra continued that an off road
path would be best but it’s unrealistic to think it could always happen due to
ROW. Mr. John Patteson said that he’s of the assumption that the roadways are
based on needs not random selection, and choices are made due to the amount of
traffic. He asked Mr. Natoli if there is a list of heavily used roadway areas for
bicycles. Mr. Patterson inquired if there is something that can be applied to the
list of roadway improvements to see the heaviest cycling locations. He advised
that since the widening and lanes were installed out on Citrus it’s getting a lot of
use. Is there a way to compare the two needs, the vehicle needs compared to the
most impact for cyclists? Mr. Natoli advised that there are lists of priority roads
but these have come to the forefront because they are preparing to be resurfaced
and it won’t happen again for years so we have to act now to get bike lanes on
these roads and these roads are heavily traveled with bikes. He said that there is
a list of heavily traveled roads for bikes but he doesn’t have it here, it is in the
Bicycle Pedestrian Action Plan (BPAP). Mr. Dzama affirmed that the BPAP is
taken into account. Mr. Donaldson offered a reminder to the committees that the
County has a $200,000,000 deficient in infrastructure repair of which
$80,000,000 is roads related. He said that there have been people killed due to
the lack of maintenance on facilities so the number one priority is to catch up.
Mr. Donaldson stated that though we’d like to increase the roadway capacity for
cyclists it’s a health and safety issue and we are limited in the amenities that may
be added. He said that the Board of County Commissioners (BOCC) did add
funds to the amount received in an effort to increase improvements in the next 15
years but it’s still a balance between those two issues. Mr. Donaldson said that
they do try to include bike lanes when possible. The more urban areas are more
costly as there are drainage or ROW matters and fixing residents’ driveways
which greatly increase the estimated amounts. He said that the BPAC’s efforts
and rankings are valued as well as critical but it’s important to note that these
projects are costly. Mr. Donaldson advised that the projects shown are largely
maintenance projects as large capital projects are out of the way. Martin’s MPO
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is one of the few MPOs that are even talking about performing maintenance in
their TIPs as mainly they are dominated by capacity projects. Mr. Donaldson
said that you can vote against it, but it won’t make a difference as far as FDOT
funds, bike lanes are being incorporated wherever possible. Mr. Natoli said he
wants this brought to the attention of the decision makers and partners so they
know that this is another reason to approve a one cent sales tax or other way to
find funds. Discussion ensued and it was said that if additional funds/grants were
located they could be used for bike lanes. Mr. David Pittinos said that the BPAC
wants Martin to be pedestrian/cyclist friendly; other cities with the same
problems are doing it, but it has to begin somewhere. Mr. Hal Forslund said that
he uses his bike for transportation and gets his exercise at the same time. Mr.
Forslund suggested widening the existing sidewalks to be capable of
accommodating pedestrian and cyclists i.e. a multimodal path which would have
more people using their bikes lessening the need for additional roads. Mr. John
Trahan noted the injuries and fatalities of cyclists in Martin adding that there are
individual segments of bike lanes throughout the County but they don’t connect
making mobility to other areas difficult. If the resurfacing is done there’s no
opportunity to do this again for a long time, and the community misses the goal
of becoming pedestrian/cyclist friendly. Mr. Donaldson said that the challenge is
that the rate of deterioration is greater than the public’s investment and a couple
of years ago when the Infrastructure Sales Tax Referendum was on the ballot it
failed by approximately 30 votes. Mr. Donaldson said that the new Board could
change it, but we’ve only had the new Florida Power and Light (FPL) franchise
fee less than one year and it’s been spent. He said that bike lanes are needed, but
having vehicles hydroplane, killing people due to lack of maintenance is
paramount because it’s a liability and moral issue. Mr. Donaldson advised that
he’s an advocate for bike lanes, but not at the cost of watching roadways
deteriorate, which highlights the importance of prioritizing. He said if the Board
wants to build bike lanes, the Engineering Department will oblige but he will
remain firm as to the commitment to promoting safety for the deteriorating
roadways. Mr. Donaldson said they would build bike lanes where they can,
using whatever funds they can obtain. Ms. Julie Preast addressed the FDOT
representative saying that her understanding is that pedestrian fatalities in the
State of Florida is one of the top two in the nation, and inquired if they were
working toward an improvement plan. She asked if that fatality number was
inclusive of cyclists and pedestrians. Ms. Leslie Wetherell, the District Program
Manager, from FDOT advised that she’s unsure of Florida’s safety ranking as it
is out of her purview but she’s aware that the local safety office is working with
Central Office along with all the safety offices throughout the State for ways to
leverage safety funds from the Federal Government to fund improvements to the
local facilities with a safety need. She reminded the committee that safety is data
driven and documented safety incidents or occurrences are needed to leverage
those safety funds. The Safety Office has been tasked with that and is looking
into that matter. Locally if that comes to fruition, her office will be working with
Mr. Donaldson’s office to implement projects on local facilities. Ms. Leslie
Wetherill went on to address the SCOP and TAP grant programs, and stated that
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MPO Attributable Funds may be used for maintenance and bike/ped
opportunities. Ms. Wetherell remarked that if a resurfacing project is on the
State Highway System FDOT strives to implement bike/ped improvement
facilities provided no cost prohibitive or ROW issues exist. Mr. Zweben
inquired if additional funds were obtained could they be added to projects to
possibly add the bike lanes. Mr. Donaldson affirmed noting that most of these
projects are several years out for construction funding. He said it would happen
by adding to the funding, FDOT’s proposed timeline would have to be met to use
their funds and FDOT wouldn’t share in the extra costs of the add on. Mr.
Pittinos said to Mr. Donaldson if additional funds were located the County would
use them to fund the 15 year backlog, not the bike lanes. He didn’t agree that the
bike lanes should come after the backlog. Mr. Donaldson said that the County
has an obligation to prioritize those with the greatest need. He continued with
the projects which have the greatest deterioration yet lowest safety impacts are
the ones that will be deferred, which are typically neighborhood roads. Higher
speed roadways are prioritized first as they have greater safety risk factors. Ms.
Preast advised that the Veteran’s Memorial Bridge was built because it was a
shovel ready project when the funds came available from the Government. She
noted that with the upcoming election, word has it that the infrastructure is again
in need of funding, so opportunities may happen again. However, Ms. Preast
said, this schedule of projects should be approved with a potential caveat stating
if additional funding is received, the bicycle lanes would be put in as priority
projects on the list. She asked if that sentence could be added to the approval.
Mr. Donaldson said he would be open to that but given the discussion you may
want it to be stronger to show that these sidewalks and bike lanes are important
to you. Ms. Preast said that part of the approval language should be that, “the
time to request this is now, though we currently don’t have the money, it needs
to be included so the window of opportunity isn’t missed costing an additional
15 years”.
Mr. Capra asked if widening the length of I-95 through Martin is located in a
different list as he didn’t see it and is of the opinion that it should happen. Ms.
Lisa Dykstra, with FDOT District Four Strategic Intermodal System (SIS)
Coordinator said that the PD&E studies were programmed but were canceled
until further reviews indicate it is warranted. She advised that currently there is a
Master Plan Study which will run the length of I-95 through Martin, St. Lucie
and Indian River Counties and help determine the timeframe/necessity for
additional capacity through the three Counties. Mr. Natoli doubts that this will
make a difference but he desires to inform the Board that these are serious
concerns and if we don’t vote for the Tentative Work Program, the message is
clear. Ms. Beltran advised that there are many other transportation projects
included in the Work Program, not just the resurfacing projects that are at stake.
She said that even District wide projects are included as well as funds for the
maintenance of traffic lights and transit system funds. Ms. Beltran said that the
list that was reviewed was only the Key Projects which contained the resurfacing
projects, but the entire Program includes $150 Million for all the County’s
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transportation projects. Mr. Natoli said that in those funds are probably many
studies, could some of those studies be postponed to free up the funds to provide
asphalt on the road? Ms. Wetherell said that local roadways [off system]
improvements, outside of the statutory program where the State funds may be
used for resurfacing as previously indicated, are required to use Federal funds.
FDOT looks to balance the Federal funds that come to Martin with the State
funds to maximize their usage. She pointed out that some of the MPO Priorities
are specific to buffered bike lane improvements i.e. the Jensen Beach Boulevard
(#8), the Roosevelt Bridge (#3) and FDOT was able to help move these large
projects forward. She stated that it is a balance with working with the
resurfacing teams and prioritizing adding that Martin County and Stuart have
been successful with their TAP projects. Ms. Wetherell cautioned the committee
against saying “no” to the full Program adding that they have programmed funds
for every project this year. She as well as the other committee members hear the
concerns and we’ll work with Martin to see what opportunities may become
available. Mr. Patteson asked that just as roadways are prioritized by traffic
volume, could it be shown that certain bike routes are in need? If so we all
should be educated and it should be brought to everyone’s attention. He said it is
incumbent upon us to promote better understanding and education as to the
correlation between vehicles and bicycles.
Mr. John Patteson said he would make the motion to accept the Citizen’s
Report and to continue working on this matter [vehicle/bicycles
prioritizations] to get this in front of the public. Mr. Driver asked if the
motion could be amended to include, “that as a group, it is requested if
additional funds become available, for the purposes of allowing bike lane
improvements, that it be a major consideration for the MPO.” Mr. Natoli
requested a stronger language statement. He offered, “that the MPO Board,
staff, and any other partners involved in the funding processes, seek out
additional funding, reprioritize projects now or in the future to ensure that
bike lanes are constructed on Martin’s roads as expeditiously as possible.”
Mr. Patteson said that he would accept the amendment with the addition that
when staff is looking for funds they also seek ways to educate the public to
provide them with safety reasons why this is needed showing that it is more
dire on some roads which should be highly prioritized. Discussion ensued
regarding the motion and its aspects.
The final motion made by Mr. John Patteson, amended by others as well as
accepted by Mr. Patteson was to accept the Citizen’s Report, to continue
working on this matter [vehicle/bicycles prioritizations] to educate/explain
to the public the importance of bike lanes on certain roadways and to seek
out additional funding or reprioritize projects to ensure that bike lanes are
constructed on Martin’s roads as expeditiously as possible. Ms. Julie Preast
provided a second to the motion. There was no additional discussion so the
question was called and the motion passed unanimously.
Mr. Natoli inquired when this would go to the MPO Policy Board. Ms. Beltran
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advised that it would go to the Board on December 19, 2016. Mr. Amerson
advised that if anyone had anything to say in support or opposition of this motion
that meeting would be the time to address the Board.
C. COMMUNITY CHARACTERISTICS REPORT UPDATE
Ms. Beltran said that this is a required update under Federal law as the MPO is
having a Federal Certification audit in 2017. She advised that Ms. Alice
Bojanowski and Mr. Ricardo Vazquez are here to present this Community
Characteristics Report Update to you. Mr. Vazquez said that the input from
diverse communities provides for informed transportation decisions which
benefit the public by recognizing the characteristics of Martin’s residents. He
advised that the report follows the requirements set forth in the Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 to prevent discrimination on the basis of race, color,
national origin, minority and language or income status. He highlighted that the
American Community Survey data was the source used in compiling this report.
Ms. Bojanowski displayed a map naming the 11 planning areas in Martin County
adding that they were divided using Census data and boundaries. Ms.
Bojanowski said that using their geographic data the MPO was capable of
making the information more usable based on the existing population. The
Community Characteristics report contains a lot of Census data and the MPO is
looking to update the 2012 information with this report. She said that the
Demographics information delineates the five categories of people that are
historically underserved including Senior Citizens and Minorities.
Ms.
Bojanowski showed an area on the map that highlights the density of households
without vehicles in an area of Hobe Sound adding that this report will provide a
better understanding of our communities, to improve transit and mobility
planning as well as qualification for grant applications. Mr. Zilg inquired if data
for the age groups between school age or 16-25 has been broken out. She
confirmed that it is a working report however not everything makes the
PowerPoint. She continued that information is gleaned from the schools and
mapped geographically, depending on the information needed. Mr. Zilg asked
where the 25-50 age group are going, where do they work, noting that they are
heading south on US 1. Ms. Bojanowski explained to Mr. Driver that the
Growth Management Department was looking at nine locations, and whereas the
Comprehensive Plan showed this area as South County, the MPO broke the nine
areas into eleven areas and we have Hobe Sound separately. Ms. Julie Preast
noted that in the introduction of this project all the CRAs were mentioned except
for Golden Gate and she requested that it be added to the aforementioned CRAs.
She continued that in the map with the City of Stuart, the City’s CRA extends
north of the Roosevelt Bridge but it’s not noted on the map. Ms. Preast noted
that in the text of the North County description that Rio was omitted and it needs
to be included, indicating that it is a CRA. Ms. Preast stressed the importance of
correctly identifying the CRAs as it covers poverty and other blights which are
tied into CRAs. Ms. Preast said that when specific areas of the seven CRAs are
mentioned its extremely important to delineate that information. Mr. Joe Capra
applauded the presentation and inquired if the Stuart, Urban Map included
Jensen and he said he supports the project. Ms. Bojanowski said that they will
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ensure to check with the CRAs for accuracy. Mr. Capra pointed out the small
node on the map that is supposed to be Beau Rivage, Stuart. Ms. Amy Eason
requested that the percentages be double checked as she did a few and they were
off. Mr. Driver expressed concern that there was an overlap in data. Ms.
Bojanowski assured him that it wasn’t a data overlap and that they are diligently
trying to keep the boundaries very clear using the Census data and lines. Mr.
Trahan expressed pleasure for the example of Port Salerno as Mr. Patteson had
referenced that area previously regarding the number of pedestrian and cyclists
due to the lack of vehicles, and the necessity of connectivity. Ms. Bojanowski
restated that it is a work in progress and that staff will recheck the data and
figures. Ms. Beltran said that staff recommends that the report be approved with
the comments expressed here today prior to going to the MPO Board for review
and approval.
Mr. Joe Capra made a motion to accept staff’s recommendation with the
committee’s comments. A second was provided by Mr. Steven Driver.
There were no additional comments or discussion. The motion was
approved unanimously.
D. FREIGHT PRESENTATION
Ms. Beth Beltran introduced Ms. Lisa Dykstra and Mr. Jeremy Upchurch from
FDOT - District Four. Ms. Lisa Dykstra said that they were invited to come to
provide an overview of the Strategic Intermodal System (SIS) Program as well as
the Freight program adding that these are two Statewide Programs. She said that
FDOT has seven districts throughout the State as well as the Florida Turnpike
Enterprise. She provided a background on the creation/success of the SIS which
was to increase the economic mobility competitiveness of the State and said that
these facilities provide interregional as well as international transportation via
airports and seaports. Ms. Dykstra noted that the designated facilities are
categorized as Hubs, Corridors or Connectors and together they comprise the
network. Hubs are air/sea or spaceports; passenger terminals include Freight
Intermodal Terminals, as well as Intermodal Logistic Centers (ILC). She
explained that the corridors connect the Hubs and they are highways, waterways
and railroads. Ms. Dykstra advised that each district throughout the State
competes for funding of these facilities. She provided a map to depict the
facilities throughout the State and briefly highlighted the facilities in District
Four. Ms. Dykstra said as the projects are identified and potentially eligible for
funding, they will look for the appropriate Plan depending on the time needed
adding that there are a five year, ten year and Long Range cost feasible SIS
multimodal Plans with the first five being in the Work Program. Mr. Upchurch
said that the Florida Chamber, Trade and Logistic Center in 2010 set the tone
stating that Florida is being positioned to be a global center of trade and logistics.
Mr. Upchurch talked about the State’s Freight Mobility and Trade Plan which
began in 2012. He stated that the prior Federal Legislation Moving Ahead for
Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21) did not dedicate a specific source of
freight funding. The most recent Federal Legislation is the Fixing America's
Surface Transportation Act or "FAST Act" which began in 2015 and dedicated
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$6.3 billion to freight projects over the next five years. He went on to outline
the FAST Act Grant Program which is a $4.5 billion competitive grant program
for freight projects. FDOT submitted and was awarded $10 million for a
Statewide Truck Parking Availability System which will be put into place in the
rest areas of Martin and St. Lucie County. This places sensors in truck parking
spaces in rest areas and weight stations which are linked to message signs along
I-95 which provide truckers information as to the number of spaces available at
that facility. Mr. Upchurch said that this was designed because truckers are
required to rest for eight hours after 11 hours driving. He said that FDOT
recently completed the Southeast Florida Regional Freight Plan with the three
MPOs south of Martin which identified the current freight conditions, missing
freight infrastructure, future needs, as well as a future prioritization. Mr.
Upchurch said that the Treasure Coast is doing a similar project with the
Treasure Coast Regional Transportation Long Range Transportation Plan
(LRTP). He said it differs in that the freight element will have the existing
freight conditions, current networking infrastructure, then prioritizing some of
the projects on the regional freight highway network, noting that future needs
will not be part of this plan, but FDOT should be finished with this in the next
few months. He noted that the term “Inland Port” has morphed into becoming
Intermodal Logistics Centers (ILC) which provide for the movement of freight
from one vehicle or vessel to another (aircraft, ship, rail or truck). These
facilities encompassed everything, but not limited to, from warehousing to
packaging and labeling. Mr. Upchurch noted that these ILCs need to be tied to a
sea or airport or other commercial property. He said that it may consist of a
variety of types of properties but must be accessible to multiple users. He
advised that FDOT has created a grant program that is $5 million dollars a year
and any one project may obtain at a maximum half of that in one year with a
50% match. He mentioned that the toughest ILC requirement to meet is doing
business with a port as the business isn’t there yet while the ILC is being
developed so it’s a challenge. Mr. Upchurch said that there is more information
on the ILCs and the Grant Program on the website for anyone interested. Mr. Al
Zilg asked if the internal waterways have been considered for moving freight.
Mr. Upchurch said if people/companies want to do that they do have the facilities
if there was a business need for it the possibility is there. Mr. Capra noted that
Indiantown would be a great facility, the Port of Fort Pierce is interested in
expansion and having a direct line to the Port of Palm Beach would be excellent.
He mentioned the importance of All Aboard Florida (AAF) and how its moving
forward will impact the movement of freight on the Florida East Coast (FEC) rail
lines. Mr. Capra said that though many have said this, he would prefer that the
freight be moved to the CSX Rail line noting the benefits to Martin. Mr. George
Stokus inquired how the ILC designation will come about. Mr. Upchurch said
that it would come through FDOT at the State level, one would have to apply to
the Grant Program Administrator. The ILC designation is specifically for the
Grant. Mr. Stokus asked if it’s through a Consortium of private land owners that
are interested in that designation and if some landowners in Indiantown
requested an ILC designation they don’t need the Board of County Commission
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(BOCC) approval they could approach FDOT, form an ILC to obtain the grant
funding and start building a spur or something. Ms. Dykstra said that FDOT
would look for letters of support from the community as well as if it would be
consistent with the Comprehensive Plan for that area. It was noted that having
more support in the local area is important.

The Chair said that an additional item was requested to be added and he turned
the floor over to Ms. Beltran. Ms. Beltran said that Ms. Victoria Williams is
here from FDOT’s Florida Turnpike District, which is a separate entity from
District Four in Fort Lauderdale. She said that this committee recently heard
District Four’s Citizens’ Report and Ms. Williams would like to address the
resurfacing project on the Turnpike. This project was discussed at the last
meeting in the TIP Amendment which involved adding funds to the project. Ms.
Williams said that she is the MPO Liaison for the Turnpike for Districts Four and
Six. Ms. Williams said this funding for resurfacing the Turnpike through Martin
County has been included in the Turnpike’s Tentative Work Program. Ms.
Williams said that there was over a million dollars for Liner Engineering in last
year’s Work Program, which will roll forward. Now, there are construction
funds for FY 2017 which totals $43,001,000 which should cover the cost of this
project. It is more than last year but FDOT wanted to bring this to Martin to
show the commitment level of this resurfacing project. She said it will include
guard rail installation, signage and pavement marking improvements but no
lighting. Ms. Beltran advised that this project needs a recommendation of
support to move forward to the MPO Board.
Mr. Joe Capra made a motion to recommend this project to the MPO
Board. The motion was seconded by Ms. Julie Preast. There was no further
discussion. The motion passed unanimously.
5. COMMENTS FROM COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Ms. Julie Preast expressed congratulations to Mr. Amerson on the Dixie Highway
sidewalk completion, North of Martin Luther King Boulevard. She inquired as to
what will happen in the area going toward Kiwanis Park. Mr. Amerson said that
there is a gap but based on the AAF additional tracks, drawings have been revised,
which created drainage conflicts and financial issues. He has contacted the CRA
coordinator who asked that plans continue on with the original scope as well as from
Florida Street/Dixie Highway to Johnson Avenue. He said it could possibly connect
to FDOT’s TAP Complete Street’s Project in the Johnson Avenue/Kindred Street
vicinity.
Mr. Amerson commented on an email that Ms. Preast submitted to Ms. Beltran. He
said he has talked with FDOT and Joe Capra of Captec who will provide the City
with the scope of work for pavement markings for “sharrows” on the Bascule Bridge.
Mr. Amerson said that the costs should be minimal, but it’s going through the FDOT
process. Ms. Preast said that public education will be needed as well to which Mr.
Amerson agreed.
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Mr. Zilg said that he’s noticed the bus shelters that have been erected but they don’t
have a map or schedule. It was noted that the Transit Manager had to leave for a
prior meeting, but that someone would be back in touch with Mr. Zilg on this matter.
Mr. Amerson advised that schedules may be located on the County’s website and in
various locations around town, but the manager will get back in touch with you. Mr.
Zilg suggested that advertising in the shelters could offset the up-keep expenses as is
done everywhere else in the county.
6. COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC
None
7. COMMENTS FROM FDOT
None.
8. NEXT MEETINGS
TAC Meeting-February 6, 2017 at 1:30 PM
CAC Meeting-February 8, 2017 at 9:00 AM
BPAC Meeting-February 13, 2017 at 4:00 PM
9. ADJOURN
Ms. Julie Preast made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Mr. Joe Capra
provided a second. There were no objections. The meeting adjourned at 3:31
PM.
Recorded and Prepared by:
_________________________________________________

Date: __________________

Margaret H. Brassard, Administrative Specialist II
Approved by:
__________________________________________
Sam Amerson, Chair

Date: __________________

__________________________________________
Amy Eason, Chair

Date: __________________

__________________________________________
Joan Moore, Chair

Date: __________________
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ITEM NUMBER:

5A

MARTIN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE (CAC)
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
MEETING DATE:
DUE DATE:
UPWP#:
February 8, 2017
February 1, 2017
1.1
WORDING:
ANNUAL ELECTION OF OFFICERS
REQUESTED BY:
PREPARED BY:
DOCUMENT(S) REQUIRING
MPO
Beth Beltran/
ACTION:
N/A
Ricardo Vazquez
BACKGROUND
In accordance with Section 1.03 B. (2) of the MPO Bylaws, Standing Committee Officers
“shall be elected at the first meeting of the Calendar year. The Chairman and Vice-Chairman
shall serve for a period of one year or until a successor is elected and shall be voting
members.” According to Section 1.03 B. (3), "The Chairman shall call and preside at all
meetings. The Vice-Chairman shall serve as Chairman in the absence of the Chairman.” As
stated in Section 1.02 C. (1), all MPO meetings will need to be conducted according to
Robert’s Rules of Order.
ISSUES
At the February 8, 2017 Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) meeting, Committee Members
shall nominate and elect a Chairman and a Vice-Chairman.
_________________________________________________________________________
RECOMMENDED ACTION
Move appointment of __________________, as CAC Chairman and _________________, as
CAC Vice-Chairman.
FISCAL IMPACT
N/A
APPROVAL
MPO
ATTACHMENTS
MPO Bylaws Excerpt
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176

1.03

COMMITIEES

178
179

A.

Standing Committees

180
181

(1)
There are hereby created three standing committees, which shall be advisory committees
to the governing board of the MPO. These advisory committees are the Technical Advisory Committee
(TAC), Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee (BP AC), the Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC),
and the Regional Advisory Committee (RAC).

177

182
183

184
185

186
187
188

189
190

191
192
193

194

B.

Operation

(1)
Committee Members having three consecutive absences in succession or four absences in
the previous 12 months, unexcused by the Chair, will require a replacement or reappointment by the
MPO, except as noted below. The active roster shall be comprised of committee members who have not
had three consecutive absences in succession or four absences in the previous 12 months.
(a)
For the Citizens Advisory Committee and the Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory
Committee, seasonal residents may serve any resident appointment. Seasonal residents, if so declared
upon their appointment, shall be required to attend at least five meetings per year between September
and May.

195

196
197

198

(2)
Officers - A Chairman and Vice Chairman shall be elected at the first meeting of the
Calendar year. The Chairman and Vice Chairman shall serve for a period of one year or until a
successor is elected and shall be voting members.

199

200
201
202

(3)
Chairman -The Chairman shall call and preside at all meetings. The Vice Chairman
shall serve as Chairman in the absence of the Chairman.

203

(4)
Minutes - The staff of the MPO shall maintain the minutes and other records. The
minutes shall accurately reflect the proceedings.

204
205
206
208
209

(5)
Quorum -A majority of the TAC voting members on the active roster must be present
for the Technical Advisory Committee to conduct business. A majority of the CAC or BPAC members
on the active roster at the time of the respective meeting must be present for the CAC or BPAC to
conduct business.

210
211

C.

207

Composition and Duties:

212
213

214
215
216

217
218

(1)
The Technical Advisory Committee-The responsibility of the Technical Advisory
Committee, hereinafter referred to as the TAC, shall be to serve the MPO in an advisory capacity on
technical matters, including promoting communication among members, promoting coordination of
transportation planning and programming, reviewing technical sufficiency, accuracy, and completeness
of appropriate studies, making priority recommendations for transportation plans and program
implementation, and providing technical responses on other transportation planning issues.

219
220
221

The TAC shall be composed of 14 voting members and an undesignated number of non-voting
members . The voting member sponsoring agencies are as listed below.

222
223

224

1.
2.

Martin County Engineering
Martin County Growth Management
Page 5of9
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225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266

267
268
269
270
271
272

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
I 0.

11.
12.
13.
14.

City of Stuart Planning
City of Stuart Public Works
Town of Sewall's Point
Town of Ocean Breeze Park
Town of Jupiter Island
Witham Airport Management
Public Transit Provider
Florida Department of Environmental Protection
Treasure Coast Regional Planning Council
Florida Department of Transportation District IV Planning and Environmental Manager
Florida Department of Transportation District IV Office of Modal Development Manager
Transportation Director - Martin County School Board

Each TAC voting member may designate in writing an alternate or alternates from the same sponsoring
agency to serve as a replacement in his/her absence. The TAC shall meet monthly or as needed to
provide review of all technical matters prior to MPO action.

(2)
The Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) - The function of the Citizens Advisory
Committee is to provide public involvement and input to the MPO. It is referred to as the CAC and
advises the MPO by reviewing, reacting to, and providing comment on transportation planning issues
and needs. The CAC shall consist of 11 voting members appointed by the MPO.
Membership shall be eight citizens residing in the following areas.

• 5 - Unincorporated Martin County - appointed one by each Martin County Commissioner
• 1 - City of Stuart - appointed by the City of Stuart Commission
• 1 - Town of Sewall's Point - appointed by the Town of Sewall's Point Commission
• 1 - Town of Jupiter Island - appointed by the Jupiter Island Commission
• 3 - Citizens at large, including a minimum of one disabled or 65 years or older citizen and one racial
minority citizen appointed by the MPO.
All CAC members must reside within Martin County jurisdictional boundaries.
The CAC shall meet every other monthly or as needed to provide public input on all matters prior to
MPO action.
The Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee (BPAC)-The function of the
(3)
Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee is to provide public involvement and input to the MPO on
all bicycle and pedestrian issues and advise the MPO by reviewing, reacting to, and providing comment
on transportation planning issues and needs related to bicycle and pedestrian issues. The BP AC shall
consist of 15 voting members appointed as follows.
Each member of the MPO Policy Board shall appoint one citizen.
The MPO Staff Director or his/her designee, shall appoint eight citizens representing bicycle and
pedestrian interests and selected from representative groups such as those listed below.

5
2

Representatives - Appointed by their district commissioners
Representatives - Appointed by the City of Stuart Commission
Page 6 of9
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ITEM NUMBER:

5B

MARTIN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE (CAC)
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
MEETING DATE:
DUE DATE:
UPWP#:
February 8, 2017
February 1, 2017
4.2
WORDING:
FY2017/18 TRANSPORTATION ALTERNATIVES PROGRAM (TAP) APPLICATION
REQUESTED BY:
PREPARED BY:
DOCUMENT(S) REQUIRING
FDOT
Beth Beltran/
ACTION: 2017 TAP Application
Bolivar Gomez
BACKGROUND
The Federal Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP) provides funding for programs and
projects defined as transportation alternatives, including on-and off-road pedestrian and bicycle
facilities, and infrastructure projects for enhanced mobility. However, TAP funding does not
cover design costs, permitting, environmental or archaeological reports/documentation, and
certain construction items, such as utility relocations/adjustments and as-built surveys.
On December 9, 2016 the MPO staff launched a ‘Call for Proposals’ and distributed application
materials, deadline schedules and program information to all local jurisdictions within Martin
County. The following application will be presented for the 2017 TAP funding cycle:
The City of Stuart - Dixie Highway and SE Florida Street Sidewalk Extensions
Description – This project will provide a 6’ sidewalk along Dixie Highway from SE 6th Street to SE
5th Street as well as on SE Florida Street from SE Johnson Avenue to Dixie Highway. It will also
provide pedestrian connectivity with the SE Kindred Street / SE Johnson Avenue Improvement
project, as well as the recently completed Dixie Highway Beautification and Sidewalks project.

The shared use path along Green River Parkway in Jensen Beach is designated as a portion of the
East Coast Greenway (ECG), the 2,900+ mile national trail between Maine and Key West. The
NW Dixie Highway portion of this project would help connect the Green River Parkway portion
of the ECG with the middle and southern portions.
ISSUES
At the February 8, 2017 CAC Meeting, MPO and City of Stuart staff will present this project.
The application will also be presented to the MPO Policy Board at their February 27th meeting.
FDOT’s deadline for TAP project applications is March 10, 2017.
___________________________________________________________________________
RECOMMENDED ACTION
a. Review and recommend approval with or without comments to the MPO Policy Board.
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FISCAL IMPACT
$359,724 in Transportation Alternatives Program Funding.
APPROVAL
MPO
ATTACHMENTS
1. Grant application: City of Stuart - Dixie Highway and SE Florida Street Sidewalk Extensions
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City of Stuart
121 SW Flagler Avenue • Stuart • Florida 34994
Telephone (772) 288-5332
Fax (772) 288-5381

Public Works Department
Tim Voelker, P.E.
City Engineer

tvoelker@ci.stuart.fl.us

January 27, 2017
Beth Beltran
MPO Administrator
Martin County Board of County Commissioners
2401 SE Monterey Road
Stuart, FL 34996
Subject: Dixie Highway and SE Florida Street Sidewalk Extensions – 2017 FDOT Transportation
Alternatives Application Cycle (FY 2020/2021 Tentative Work Program)
Dear Ms. Beltran:
The City of Stuart is pleased to submit a 2017 FDOT Transportation Alternatives Application for
the Dixie Highway and SE Florida Street Sidewalk Extensions project. The proposed project will
provide pedestrian connectivity with the upcoming SE Kindred Street / SE Johnson Avenue
Improvement project, as well as, the recently completed Dixie Highway Beautification and
Sidewalks project. Please find enclosed the following items:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Application Checklist
Application and Scoping Form
City of Stuart Resolution No. 11-2017
Location Map (Aerial)
Typical Section (Existing and Proposed)
Right-of-Way Ownership Verification
a. Memorandum for Ownership documentation (SE Florida St from SE Johnson
Ave to SE Lincoln Ave)
7. Applicable Right-of-Way Documents
a. FDOT Maintenance Map (Dixie Hwy)
b. Hillcrest and Lincoln Park Plat (SE Florida St from SE Lincoln Ave to Dixie
Hwy)
8. Detailed Cost Estimate Spreadsheet

If you have any questions or need any additional information, please don’t hesitate to contact me
at (772) 288-5332.
Sincerely,
CITY OF STUART

Tim Voelker, P.E.
City Engineer
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RICK SCOTT
GOVERNOR

Florida Department of Transportation
3400 West Commercial Blvd.
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309

JIM BOXOLD
SECRETARY

Application Checklist
Please use the following checklist to ensure you are including all information and attachments required
to complete the application. All of the following must be filled out and/or included:
Application and Scoping Form
Location Map (Aerial)
Typical Section (Existing and Proposed)
Right-of-Way Ownership Verification
Applicable Right-of-Way Documents
(Plats, deeds, prescriptions, certified surveys and/or easements)
Detailed Cost Estimate Spreadsheet
(prepared and signed by a Professional Engineer from the Agency’s Engineering Office)

www.fdot.gov
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2017 APPLICATION and SCOPING FORM
FY 20/21 Project Funding for Transportation
Alternatives Program (TAP)
Also includes: Complete Streets and Localized Initiative Program (CSLIP);
Local Initiatives (LI)

General Information:
Project Title: Dixie Highway and SE Florida Street Sidewalk Extensions
Name of Applicant (If other than Project Sponsor): City of Stuart
Project Sponsor: Martin County Board of County Commissioners
(municipality, county, state, federal agency, or tribal council)
Contact Person: Beth Beltran
Title: MPO Administrator
Email: bbeltran@martin.fl.us
Phone Number: (772) 221-1498
Sponsor Address: 2401 SE Monterey Road
Stuart, FL 34996
(All of the following items are required - applications without this information will not be reviewed)
1

Qualifying TAP Funded Activities:

Check the Transportation Alternatives activity the proposed project will address. Please check
one activity that represents the majority of the work proposed. Eligible activities must be
consistent with details described under 23 U.S.C. 133(h)(3).
Construction of on-road and off-road trail facilities for pedestrians, bicyclists, and other
non-motorized forms of transportation, including sidewalks, bicycle infrastructure,
pedestrian and bicycle signals, traffic calming techniques, lighting and other safetyrelated infrastructure, and transportation projects to achieve compliance with the
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990
Construction of infrastructure-related projects and systems that will provide safe routes
for non-drivers, including children, older adults, and individuals with disabilities to access
daily needs.
Conversion and use of abandoned railroad corridors for trails for pedestrians, bicyclists,
or other non-motorized transportation users
Construction of turnouts, overlooks, and viewing areas
Inventory, control, or removal of outdoor advertising
Historic preservation and rehabilitation of historic transportation facilities
Vegetation management practices in transportation rights-of-way to improve roadway
safety, prevent against invasive species, and provide erosion control
Archaeological activities relating to impacts from implementation of a transportation
project eligible under title 23
www.fdot.gov
Page31

Any environmental mitigation activity, including pollution prevention and pollution
abatement activities and mitigation to:
address stormwater management, control, and water pollution prevention or
abatement related to highway construction or due to highway runoff, including
activities described in sections 23 U.S.C. 133(b)(3) [as amended under the FAST
Act], 328(a), and 329 of title 23; or
reduce vehicle-caused wildlife mortality or to restore and maintain connectivity
among terrestrial or aquatic habitats
The Safe Routes to School Program under section 1404(f) of the SAFETEA-LU; note,
Florida’s Safe Routes to School Infrastructure application must accompany this
application to be considered for funding.
infrastructure-related projects on any public road or any bicycle or pedestrian
pathway or trail in the vicinity of schools that will substantially improve the ability
of students to walk and bicycle to school, including sidewalk improvements,
traffic calming and speed reduction improvements, pedestrian and bicycle
crossing improvements, on-street bicycle facilities, off-street bicycle and
pedestrian facilities, secure bicycle parking facilities, and traffic diversion
improvements in the vicinity of schools.
Application attached
Noninfrastructure-related activities to encourage walking and bicycling to school,
including public awareness campaigns and outreach to press and community
leaders, traffic education and enforcement in the vicinity of schools, student
sessions on bicycle and pedestrian safety, health, and environment, and funding
for training, volunteers, and managers of safe routes to school programs.
Application attached

2

Project Description:

Road Name: Dixie Highway and SE Florida Street
Road Number: CR A1A (Dixie Highway)
Local Road
State Road
(US, SR, CR, etc.)
(Off-System)
(On-System)
[NOTE: All On-System projects will be administered and delivered by
FDOT]
Project Limits: Begin: SE 6th Street (Dixie Highway) ; SE Johnson Avenue (SE Florida Street)
End: SE 5th Street (Dixie Highway) ; Dixie Highway (SE Florida Street)
(a)

Project Location
Location map attached. (Location_Map.pdf)
(Required)

(b)

Project Typical Section – Complete the following information and Include a Typical
Section schematic depicting existing and proposed features, dimensions, and right of
way lines.
www.fdot.gov
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Schematic
Typical
(Typical_Section.pdf)
(Required)

Section

(existing

www.fdot.gov

and

proposed)

attached
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Project Typical Section – Dixie Highway
Instructions: All boxes must be filled in. Blue highlighted boxes require a number.
Write "0" in Existing/Proposed and check N/A if an item does not apply to the
proposed project.
EXISTING PROPOSED
RIGHT-OF-WAY
Width (feet)
Right-of-Way acquisition is NOT permitted.
ROADWAY
Number of Travel Lanes
Lane Width (feet)
a. Total Roadway Width
Curb & Gutter to remain:
b. Bike Lane Width (feet)
c. Buffer Width (feet)

45.6’ - 47.9’

45.6’ – 47.9’

(No. Travel Lanes x Lane Width)

2
10’
20’

2
10’
20’

_____ yes

X

no

N/A
X

(Not Including Buffer Width)

Re-stripe for Bike Lane:
Widen for Bike Lane:

_____ yes
_____ yes

X
X

0’

6’

35 MPH

35 MPH

no
no

Posted Speed Limit
Design Speed (if known)

X

MEDIAN
d. Width (feet)

X

SIDEWALK
e. Widen, Left - Width (feet)
f. Widen, Right - Width (feet)
Replace, Left - Width (feet)
Replace, Right - Width (feet)
Material:
X concrete

N/A

_____ asphalt

0’

6’
X
X
X

_____ paver

_____ other (specify) _______________________________
SWALE
g. Width (feet)

0’

0’

20’
32’
TOTAL EXISTING / PROPOSED
Add (a.) + (b.) + (c.) + (d.) + (e.) + (f.) + (g.)
www.fdot.gov
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Project Typical Section – SE Florida Street
Instructions: All boxes must be filled in. Blue highlighted boxes require a number.
Write "0" in Existing/Proposed and check N/A if an item does not apply to the
proposed project.
EXISTING PROPOSED
RIGHT-OF-WAY
Width (feet)
Right-of-Way acquisition is NOT permitted.
ROADWAY
Number of Travel Lanes
Lane Width (feet)
a. Total Roadway Width

40’ - 50’

2
12’
24’

2
11’
22’

(No. Travel Lanes x Lane Width)

Curb & Gutter to remain:
b. Bike Lane Width (feet)
c. Buffer Width (feet)

40’ - 50’

_____ yes

_ no

X

N/A
X

(Not Including Buffer Width)

Re-stripe for Bike Lane:
Widen for Bike Lane:

_____ yes
_____ yes

X
X

0’

2’

25 MPH

25 MPH

no
no

Posted Speed Limit
Design Speed (if known)

X

MEDIAN
d. Width (feet)

X

SIDEWALK
e. Widen, Left - Width (feet)
f. Widen, Right - Width (feet)
Replace, Left - Width (feet)
Replace, Right - Width (feet)
Material:
X concrete

N/A

_____ asphalt

0’

6’
X
X
X

_____ paver

_____ other (specify) _______________________________
SWALE
g. Width (feet)

X
24’
30’
TOTAL EXISTING / PROPOSED
Add (a.) + (b.) + (c.) + (d.) + (e.) + (f.) + (g.)
www.fdot.gov
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(c)

Right of Way
Right-of-Way acquisition is NOT permitted.
Acquisition is defined as obtaining property not currently owned by the Local Agency
through any means including: Deed, Easement, Dedication, Donation, etc.
No Right-of-Way acquisition is proposed
Describe the project's existing Right-of-Way ownerships. This description shall identify
when the Right-of-Way was acquired and how ownership is documented (i.e. plats,
deeds, prescriptions, certified surveys, easements). If right-of-way is an easement,
please describe the easement language.
Dixie Hwy sidewalk will be utilizing Martin County Right-of-Way (ROW). The County
acquired the ROW from FDOT. Attached is the FDOT maintenance map. An interlocal
agreement between Martin County and the City of Stuart will be executed.
SE Florida St will be utilizing City of Stuart ROW. Please see attached memorandum for
the 50’ ROW from SE Johnson Ave to SE Lincoln Ave and the “Hillcrest and Lincoln
Park” plat for the 40’ ROW from SE Lincoln Ave to Dixie Hwy.
Display the existing ownership with Right-of-Way maps to verify that all proposed work is
within existing Right-of-Way currently owned by the Project Sponsor. Provide required
right-of-way documentation (Right-of-Way.pdf):
Right-of-Way maps are attached
Plats, deeds, prescriptions, certified surveys, and/or easements are attached

3

Project Scope:

(a)

Project Scope of Work

Project Scope of Work
Instructions: All blue highlighted boxes must be checked Yes or No. Check "N/A" if
an item does not apply to the proposed project.
YES
ADA
All proposed crosswalks, sidewalks, ramps, etc. comply
with ADA standards

NO

N/A

X

Describe proposed ADA items: (Required, if yes)
Sidewalk slope and dimensions will be designed to meet ADA requirements. The crosswalk texture
(pavers) will be different from the roadway surface (asphalt), as this will assist a person with visual
impairments in differentiating the two. Curb ramps will consist of a level landing and smooth
transition into the street that meets the ADA slope requirements. Truncated domes will be used as a
raised tactile surface on all ramps in order to provide an effective warning to pedestrians with visual
impairments when reaching the boundary between the sidewalk and street.
www.fdot.gov
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Project Scope of Work (Cont'd.)
Instructions: All blue highlighted boxes must be checked Yes or No. Check "N/A" if
an item does not apply to the proposed project.
YES
ACCESS MANAGEMENT
Access management revisions

NO

N/A

X

Describe Access Management needs: (Required, if yes)
No access management revisions proposed.

LIGHTING
Pedestrian lighting proposed
Roadway lighting proposed

X
X

Describe proposed Lighting: (Required, if yes)
No lighting proposed.

LANDSCAPE
Median landscape proposed
Other landscape proposed
Irrigation items proposed

X
X
X

Describe proposed Landscape: (Required, if yes)
No landscaping proposed.

SIGNALIZATION
Pedestrian signals proposed
New traffic signalization proposed
Existing signalization to be replaced

X
X
X

Describe proposed Signalization: (Required, if yes)
No signalization proposed.

www.fdot.gov
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Project Scope of Work (Cont'd.)
Instructions: All blue highlighted boxes must be checked Yes or No. Check "N/A" if
an item does not apply to the proposed project.
YES
TRANSIT
Queue Jump possible
Upgrade existing bus bay area

NO

N/A

X
X
X

Transit provider concurrence provided (required)
Describe Proposed Transit: (Required, if yes)
No proposed transit.

SCHOOL ZONE
Existing flashing school zone signal on state road
High emphasis cross walk at un-signalized crossing

X
X

Describe proposed School Zone: (Required, if yes)
School zone not applicable to project.

UTILITIES
Sub-surface relocation is required
Utility coordination is required

X
X

Describe Utility involvement: (Required, if yes)
Design plans for the project will be submitted to the
utility providers within the project area for coordination
and verification of each provider’s existing and
proposed facilities.
DRAINAGE/PERMIT
Existing closed drainage system to remain
Existing open drainage system to remain

X
X

Describe Drainage/Permit needs: (Required, if yes)
Design intent is to utilize existing drainage systems on
both Dixie Hwy (open) and SE Florida St (closed). 40E4.051, F.A.C. exempts sidewalks from environmental
resource permitting.
www.fdot.gov
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Project Scope of Work (Cont'd.)
Instructions: All blue highlighted boxes must be checked Yes or No. Check "N/A" if
an item does not apply to the proposed project.
YES
RAILROAD
Rail crossing within limits
Replace all railroad signal equipment and gates

NO

N/A
X
X

Describe Railroad involvement: (Required, if yes)
Railroad involvement not applicable to project.

BRIDGES
Proposed Pedestrian Bridge on project
Bridge widening proposed
Bridge Replacement

X
X
X

Describe Bridge elements: (Required, if yes)
Bridge elements not applicable to project.

OTHER SCOPE ITEMS
X
X
X
X
Describe Other Scope Items: (Required)
Other scope items not applicable to project.

www.fdot.gov
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(b)

Summarize any special characteristics of the project.
No special characteristics associated with the project.

(c)

Identify any upcoming projects or projects currently underway adjacent to the proposed
project.
No adjacent projects are in construction or planned.
Adjacent projects include:
Dixie Highway (CR A1A) Beautification and Sidewalks (FM# 431646-1-58/68-01)
SE Kindred Street / SE Johnson Avenue Improvements (FM# 436861-1-58-01)

(d)

Other specific project information that should be considered.
The proposed project will provide pedestrian connectivity with the upcoming SE Kindred
Street / SE Johnson Avenue Improvement project, as well as, the recently completed
Dixie Highway (CR A1A) Beautification and Sidewalks project.

4

Project Implementation Information:

Attach documentation as exhibits to this application.
(a)

Describe the proposed method of performing (i.e. consultant contract or in-house) and
administering each work phase of the project. If it is proposed that the project be
administered by a governmental entity other than the Department of Transportation, the
Agency must be LAP certified to administer Federal Aid projects in accordance with the
Department’s Local Agency Program Manual (topic no. 525-010-300). Web site:
www.dot.state.fl.us/projectmanagementoffice/lap/default.htm
Design to be conducted by in-house staff
Design to be conducted by FDOT pre-qualified consultant (1) (2)
Design to be conducted by non-FDOT pre-qualified consultant (2)
CEI to be conducted by in-house staff
CEI to be conducted by FDOT pre-qualified consultant (1) (2)
CEI to be conducted by non-FDOT pre-qualified consultant (2)
(1)

FDOT pre-qualified consultants must be used on all design and CEI work for critical
projects (a project is considered critical when it is on the State Highway System
(SHS), features a major structure, and/or has a budget greater than $10 million)

(2)

Design consultant and CEI consultant shall not be the same.

www.fdot.gov
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(b)

Describe any public (and private, if applicable) support of the proposed project.
(Examples include: written endorsement, formal declaration, resolution, financial
donations or other appropriate means).
See attached Resolution No. 11-2017 by the City of Stuart dated January 9, 2017.

(c)

Describe the proposed maintenance responsibilities for the project when it is completed.
Maintenance responsibilities will be the City of Stuart. City of Stuart to perform regularly
scheduled inspections of sidewalk. Any lifted or cracked sidewalks will be repaired. In
addition, all striping shall be regularly inspected by the City and any deficient striping will
be re-striped.

5

Cost Estimate:

The total construction amount of Transportation Alternative Program (TAP**) (also including
CSLIP & LI) funds requested per projects (infrastructure) must be in excess of $250,000 with a
maximum project amount of $1,000,000 (though some T/MPO’s may choose to use a lesser
upper limit).
Transportation Alternative Program funds will be used to fund Construction and FDOT in-house
support activities.
Local Funds (LF) will be used for all non-participating items, contingency activities, Construction
Engineering and Inspection Activities (CEI), and any costs in excess of the awarded funding
(TAP) allocation.
(a)

Provide detailed project cost estimate. Estimate shall be broken down to eligible and
non-eligible project costs.
Estimates are to be prepared and signed by a
Professional Engineer from the Local Agency’s Engineering office.
Use the following links to access the basis of estimates manual as well as historical cost
information for the project area:
Basis of Estimates Manual
Historical Cost Information
A detailed cost estimate is attached. (Use attached Estimate.xlsx)
(Required)

www.fdot.gov
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CR A1A (SE DIXIE HWY.)
SIDEWALK

SE FLORIDA ST.
SIDEWALK

Project Location Map

STATE OF FLORIDA CERTIFICATION No. LB 4286
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X
X
X
X
X

CR A1A (SE Dixie Hwy.)
Typical Section
From SE 6th St. to SE 5th St.
STATE OF FLORIDA CERTIFICATION No. LB 4286
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SE Florida Street
Typical Section
STATE OF FLORIDA CERTIFICATION No. LB 4286
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ATTORNEY
CLIENT
To:
From:
Subject:
Date:

MEMORANDUM
Tom Kiernan, Culpepper & Terpening
David N. Sowerby, Esq.
City of Stuart Right-of-Way for S.E. Florida Street
January 9, 2017

This is in response to your request to determine fee ownership of that portion of S.E. Florida Street
in Stuart lying between S.E. Johnson Avenue and S.E. Lincoln Avenue.


The subject property consists of two parcels, and they were conveyed by First Federal
Savings and Loan Association of Martin County to The City of Stuart utilizing the same
deed. The deed was dated February 6, 1963, and recorded in O.R. Book 109, Page 475, of
the Public Records of Martin County, Florida. A copy is attached.



The Deed contained a “Reverter Clause”, but Florida Statutes §689.18 limits “Reverter
Clauses” to a duration of 21 years, so we’re clear.



The City of Stuart, in turn, conveyed a Drainage Easement to State of Florida over the East
50 feet by easement recorded in O.R. Book 112, Page 348, of the Public Records of Martin
County, Florida. A Copy is attached.
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ITEM NUMBER:

5C

MARTIN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE (CAC)
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
MEETING DATE:
DUE DATE:
UPWP#:
February 8, 2017
February 1, 2017
2.1
WORDING:
PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT PROGRAM (PIP)- ANNUAL REPORT
REQUESTED BY:
PREPARED BY:
DOCUMENT(S) REQUIRING
MPO
Beth Beltran/
ACTION: PIP Annual Report
Bolivar Gomez
BACKGROUND
The MPO Public Involvement Plan (PIP) is a guiding document to help ensure public input is
considered during the transportation planning process. This annual report evaluates the MPO’s
success at meeting the objectives and strategies outlined in the PIP.
ISSUES
At the February 8, 2017 CAC meeting, MPO staff will present the 2016 Public Involvement Plan
Annual Report for discussion and approval.
_____________________________________________________________________________
RECOMMENDED ACTION
Recommend approval of the report as presented.
FISCAL IMPACT
N/A
APPROVAL
MPO
ATTACHMENTS
2016 PIP Annual Report
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bgomez@martin.fl.us. Hearing impaired individuals are requested to telephone the
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MARTIN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT PLAN
ANNUAL REPORT
January 1, 2016 through December 31, 2016
(FY 2016/2017)
Objective 1: To hold regular public meetings with its standing Advisory
Committees, to obtain their input on all documents, projects, and
funding determinations prior to consideration by the MPO Board.

Martin MPO staff at Indiantown Neighborhood Advisory Committee meeting
Strategy 1a: Advisory Committee positions are filled.
o
o
o
o

Technical Advisory Committee: 92% positions filled
Citizens Advisory Committee: 81% positions filled
Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee: 84% positions filled
Local Coordinating Board for the Transportation Disadvantaged: 75%
positions filled.
o Overall 83% average of all Committee positions filled in 2016.

Evaluation: Strategy e x c e e d e d m e a s u r e .
Staff will continue to focus on recruiting efforts as vacancies occur.
(Satisfaction 83%; Measure 80%)
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Strategy 1b : Advisory C o m m i t t e e s r e c e i v e me e t i n g n o t i c e s , ag e n d a i t e ms
a n d information at least 7 days prior to meetings.


One-hundred percent (100%) of Advisory Committee meeting notices and
information were sent at least 7 days prior to the meeting.

Evaluation: Strategy exceeded measure. The Martin MPO has a strong track record
to provide the meeting agenda packets well ahead of the meeting so that the public and
the committee and board members have adequate time to review and prepare.
(Satisfaction 100%; Measure: 80%)

Strategy 1c: Advisory Committee recommendations/actions are presented to MPO
Board.
 One-hundred percent (100%) of Advisory Committee recommendations were
presented to the MPO Board.
Evaluation: Strategy successfully achieved. (Satisfaction 100%; Measure: 100%)

Strategy 1d: The MPO shall strive to continually improve the Public Involvement
Plan to ensure that public feedback is considered in the transportation decision
making process.


MPO staff reviews the Public Involvement Plan annually and provides a Public
Involvement Annual Report to the MPO Board t h a t contains an evaluation of
the effectiveness of the PIP.

Evaluation: Strategy successfully achieved. This report demonstrates the annual
evaluation of the effectiveness of the PIP. Staff continues to consult Carey Shepherd,
Civil Rights Program Coordinator with FHWA to assure the PIP meets local needs and
federal regulations. (Satisfaction 100%)
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Objective 2: To provide equitable access to information regarding
transportation decision making.

Open House at the City of Stuart Hall was well attended
Strategy 2a: Meetings and events are held at convenient times and locations.
 During 2016, there were 33 total public meetings:

Meetings were held at various times of the day as well as different locations, such
as the County Administrative Center, Witham Field Conference Center and
attendance at Neighborhood Advisory Committee meetings. The Bicycle and
Pedestrian Safety Action Plan Open House was held in the evening for 3 hours at
the City of Stuart Hall and if one could not attend, comment cards could be sent
via hard mail or submitted electronically.
Evaluation: Strategy exceeded measure.
Strategy 2b: Persons with disabilities are provided access to information and
participation opportunities.
 Martin MPO received no concerns related to civil rights or nondiscrimination in
2016.
 One-hundred percent (100%) of meetings and project-related information are
5
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accessible to persons with disabilities.
Meeting and project related information is made accessible to visionimpaired persons by using the “Searchable” feature of Adobe Acrobat Pro.
Additional efforts will be made once requests are submitted.
 The public is notified on how to access accommodations as needed. All meeting
notices, agendas and staff e-mails contain the following phrase:



“Public participation is solicited without regard to race, color, national origin, age, sex,
religion, disability or family status. Persons with questions or concerns about
nondiscrimination, or who require special accommodations under the American with
Disabilities Act or language translation services (free of charge) should contact Bolivar
Gomez, Planner (Title VI/Non-discrimination Contact) at (772) 288-5412 or
bgomez@martin.fl.us. Hearing impaired individuals are requested to telephone the
Florida Relay System at #711.”


All meetings are held in ADA accessible locations.

Evaluation: Strategy successfully achieved. The Martin MPO provides
persons with disabilities with access to information and facilitates their
participation in each meeting. (Satisfaction 100%; Measure: 100%)

Strategy 2c: Public involvement activities are geographically dispersed throughout
the MPO area.


Board meetings and Advisory Committee meetings are held in Stuart, centrally
located in Martin County.
 Other outreach efforts included staff speaking at the City of Stuart Commission
meeting and the Martin County Chamber of Commerce.
 Martin MPO staff presented project Scope of Services to the Martin County
Neighborhood Advisory Committee (NAC) meetings in December 2016.
Specifically, the Golden Gate and Indiantown Neighborhood Advisory
Committees were attended to allow the public to provide input and
recommendations on upcoming Plans. Staff will continue to seek opportunities to
present information at other neighborhoods such as Palm City, Port Salerno,
Jensen Beach, Rio and Hobe Sound.
 Draft documents of the TIP and the PIP are available for review during the 45 day
public comment in every branch of the Martin County Library System located
geographically throughout Martin County.
 Staff developed the 2016 Community Characteristics Report to determine Limited
English Proficient (LEP) areas, households with low income and/or limited
vehicles, as well as where other socioeconomic groups reside.
 Extensive information is available to residents at the Martin MPO website
www.martinmpo.com.
Evaluation: Strategy successfully achieved. (Satisfaction 100%; Measure:
Workshops held in at least 3 separate areas of the MPO region.)
6
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Strategy 2d: Public involvement activities and events target a diverse group of
participants.
 During the development of the Safety Action Plan, every effort was made to
reach out to different groups. An interactive survey was taken at the Open House
to determine groups in attendance:







Meetings of the Local Coordinating Board for the Transportation Disadvantaged
(LCB-TD) are specifically designed and held for targeted and underserved
groups. MPO staff continues to hold quarterly LCB-TD meetings in order to
better serve elderly, disabled, low-income and other minority groups.
As part of the Community Transportation Coordinator’s (CTC) annual
evaluation, MPO staff surveyed individuals who are Transportation
Disadvantaged (TD) to determine their needs and views on the TD system in
Martin County.
A member of the Indiantown NAC has a permanent position as an Ex-Officio
member on the MPO Board. This representative regularly discusses regional
issues affecting the unique needs of Indiantown residents of Indiantown.

Evaluation: Strategy successfully achieved. (Satisfaction 100%; Measure: Public
meetings specifically designed and held for an underserved group

Strategy 2e: Public information is available in a format for traditionally underserved
populations.



The primary language other than English spoken in the service area is Spanish.
Staff continually meets the needs of this population by providing fliers and
surveys in both English and Spanish.
The MPO continues to contract with LanguageLine Solutions, a nationwide
leader in the field of translation and interpretation services. The service provides
over-the phone, face-to-face and videoconference interpreting and document
7
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translation services. This provides the MPO access to more than 200 languages.
Although difficult to measure by any specific percentage, the MPO Staff will
continue to encourage increased participation by elderly, disabled, low-income
and other minority groups, especially with regard to the LCB-TD.
Meeting materials are provided in a “Searchable” format for the visuallyimpaired.
Staff continues to develop and maintain a database of contacts in order to
distribute public information and better serve targeted populations.

Evaluation: Strategies successful. Staff continues to be a leader in meeting the needs
of the underserved populations through outreach efforts and by providing ways to
communicate with the non-English speaking population.

Objective 3: To engage the public early, often, and with clarity so that
opportunities exist for public feedback in the transportation decision making
process.

Strategy 3a: Public information disseminated is clear, informative and explains MPO
actions.





MPO meetings are televised live on local television MCTV (Martin County
Television) Channel 20 and U-verse Channel 99; past meetings can be viewed
“on demand” on MCTV Agendas, minutes and MPO documents can be found
on the Martin MPO website.
This year, the MPO received press coverage facilitated by staff preparing
professional press releases. The Stuart News, Hometown News and other local
publishing newspapers covered the Martin MPO.
Documents for consideration are available for public comment at all local
Martin County library branches for at least 15 days before the public
8
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hearing for their adoption.
Documents are available in a searchable format that accommodates the
visually impaired.
Staff strives to provide information in plain language free of jargon or
acronyms.
MPO staff was available to provide project-related information for the TIP,
Community Characteristics Report, Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety Action Plan
and Scope of Services for the Grade Separation Study and Bicycle, Pedestrian
and Trails Master Plan during all scheduled meetings and public hearings in
2016.
o MPO staff continued to use its traditional website as a means of
providing information to the public (www.martinmpo.com).
o MPO staff continued to maintain a Facebook page which increased
public awareness of specific projects the MPO is currently
undertaking.
Evaluation: Strategies successful.

Strategy 3b: The MPO responds to public inquiries within 7 working days of the
date of receipt.
 Martin MPO utilizes the electronic public inquiry system Request for Service.
This allows the request to be tracked from time of inquiry until time of resolution.
 Of the public inquiries made through the Martin County Request for Service
(RFS) system, 100% of all responses were made in 48 hours.
Evaluation: Strategy exceeded measure. (Satisfaction 100%; Measure: 75% of all
responses to public inquiries are made within 7 working days of the date of
receipt.)
Strategy 3c: Meeting notices and information are available at least 5 days prior to
meetings.

9
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Evaluation: Strategy exceeded both measures. Staff has a strong record of
providing meeting notices to the public well in advance of meetings and will
continue to strive for this 100% goal. All notices and information will continue to
be posted on the MPO website at least seven (7) days prior to the meeting. Onehundred percent (100%) of all public meeting notices were made available to the
public at least five (5) days prior to the meeting on the MPO website.
(Satisfaction 100%; Measure: 80%) One-hundred percent (100%) of al l publ i c
m eeti ng information were m ade available at least five (5) days prior to the
meeting on the MPO website. (Satisfaction 100%; Measure: 80%)
Strategy 3d: MPO will provide follow-up information to groups on project process
and comments received.
 A list of public meetings and comments has been developed for the TIP, PIP,
Bicycle and Pedestrian S afet y Action Plan, and 2040 LRTP. There were not
any relevant comments for the TIP or the PIP; however there were numerous
comments for the BPSAP. These comments were logged, considered and are a
part of Technical Memorandum 4 in the final document.
 Updates to the TIP and PIP were made available for public review and comment
for 45 days at the Martin County Administrative C e n t e r , all County libraries,
and on the MPO website.
 The LRTP update met the 30 day public review period as required by making hard
copies available at each of the branches of the public libraries, the Martin County
Administrative Center, the project website www.martin2040.com; and the MPO
website.
 During each MPO public meeting, staff shares information related to public
comments and recommendations.
 Also, all major documents were made available for public review and comment
for at least 30 days in ADA accessible locations and online. Public comment
forms were included for each document.
 MPO Staff continues to follow up with groups to address comments and concerns
after public meetings through emails and Staff meetings
Evaluation: Strategy successful achieved. (Satisfaction 100%; Measure: MPO will
make publications and documents available to the public at least 15 days that are ADA
accessible and centrally located.)
Strategy 3e: Public p ar ti ci p a ti on o p p o r t u n i t i e s w i l l b e mad e avai l ab l e
a t k ey decision-making milestones.
 The MPO staff provides visualization tools and easy to understand graphics to
illustrate plans and concepts. In general, this includes PowerPoint
Presentations, project photographs, maps and graphs (as noted in Strategy 4a).
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Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety Action Plan Open House.





MPO staff was available to provide project-related information during all
public meetings and hearings for plans as they developed.
o Staff developed and maintained a project specific website to provide
up to date information.
o MPO staff developed and maintained a project specific Facebook page
which increased awareness of the plan development for the LRTP and
is currently being utilized for the development of the Bicycle,
Pedestrian and Trails Master Plan.
MPO Staff continues to provide relevant information during public meetings
as well as in response to public inquiries.
Public comments are logged by staff through meeting notes, minutes and plan
document appendices. These are then summarized and shared with the MPO
Board and Advisory Committees when applicable.

Evaluation: Strategy successfully achieved. (Satisfaction 100%; Measure: 100% of
public meeting comments are logged, summarized and analyzed and distributed to
applicable staff, Board and committees.)

Strategy 3f: Public feedback is incorporated into transportation decision making.
 As part of the public involvement for the Safety Action Plan, staff conducted
surveys as well as comment cards to identify ‘near miss’ crash locations with
relation to bicycle and pedestrian that do not appear in crash reports. These
comments were instrumental during the development of countermeasures to help
resolve safety concerns associated at these locations. Comments by the public
appear in the BPSAP Technical Memorandums.
Evaluation: Strategy successfully achieved. (Satisfaction: 100%; Measure: A
record of public comments will be maintained by staff.)
11
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Objective 4: To use a variety of methods to involve and engage the
public.

The Martin MPO participated in National Walk to School Day
Strategy 4a: The MPO utilizes varied public involvement techniques.
 Staff used an Open House format for outreach for the Bicycle and
Pedestrian Safety Action Plan which allowed participants to stay 5
minutes or up to 3 hours. Staff used the following techniques to
involve/ engage the public:
o Interactive polling in a large group activity
o Interactive mapping which allowed residents to sit with a
GIS mapping expert and pinpoint areas of the county that
need improvements.
o Comment cards
o Dot game which allowed participants to place a dot on a
paper map of where they wish to make improvements.
o Representatives from the Martin County Sheriff’s Office,
City of Stuart Police Department, FDOT and local
organizations were all in attendance to provide safety
material and information.


MPO staff participated in National Walk to School Day with Port Salerno
Elementary on October 5th and J.D. Parker Elementary on November 16th. Staff
walked with students, faculty and family members to promote healthy and safely
walking. Participating students received educational materials funded through the
Florida Department of Transportation.
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Staff published an MPO newsletter which provided information to the public about
current projects and other MPO initiatives:

Evaluation: Strategy exceeded measure. (Satisfaction 100%; Measure: A t l e a s t
three (3) separate techniques are used to involve/engage
the public in decision making.
Strategy 4b: The MPO conducts surveys on the effectiveness of public outreach
techniques.
 The MPO has not conducted a survey to evaluate the effectiveness of outreach
efforts.
Evaluation: Strategy needs improvement. (Satisfaction: 80%; Measure: Once per
year, the MPO staff will conduct a survey of the public on how well outreach
techniques are working.)

Participant comments on the Safety Action Plan at the City of Stuart Open.
13
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Strategy 4c: Public information is available in languages other than English, as
appropriate, or in other means to address disabilities.
 The MPO partnered with Google to offer a unique option on its website that
translates the site to more than 75 languages.
 As previously mentioned, MPO Staff have provided meeting information in a
“Searchable” format for visually-impaired persons.
 Maps were developed for Transportation Improvement Program (TIP),
Community Characteristics Report and Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety Action Plan
to better convey project information and to better illustrate plans and projects.
 The MPO maintains a contract with LanguageLine, a translating service available
for written, on-site and telephone translations to accommodate more than 200
languages.
 MPO Staff will provide translated meeting information upon request.
 Currently, two Spanish speaking professionals are on staff.
Evaluation: Strategy successfully achieved. (Satisfaction 100%; Measure: In
specific geographic areas and for specific community meetings, 100% of
presentation materials are produced in a language other than English.)
Strategy 4d: The MPO uses varied website tools to provide information.
 Using Google Analytics, staff is able to track web hits, referrals, and length of time
on any given page. This provides staff with a feedback mechanism when changes
are made. Staff also coordinates with FDOT to track project specific sites.
 All pages of the MPO website are available in more than 75 languages.
 Staff utilize an interactive meeting calendar available on the MPO website
 Through the FDOT Electronic Review Comments (ERC) system, Staff is able to
provide comments on specific projects in Martin County.
 The MPO has an interactive web-based TIP that will allow users to see each
project on a map, research financial information for specific projects, and generate
customized reports.
Evaluation: Strategy exceeded measure. (Satisfaction 100%; Measure: At least three
separate website tools are used to involve/engage the public. MPO will attempt to use
social media.)
Strategy 4e: The MPO uses the website to track public interest in activities.
 The Martin MPO website as well as the Moving Martin Forward social media page
allows for individuals to submit questions or comments electronically. As such,
MPO staff receives notification when someone submits a comment.
Evaluation: Strategy successfully achieved. (Satisfaction 100%; Measure: Project
specific web pages are developed and traced as a method to gather public feedback.)
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Moving Martin Forward project website

Objective 5: Public Input on Program of Projects for Public Transit.
Strategy 5a: Request the list of prioritized projects for Public Transit.
 The MPO collaborates with Martin County Transit to inform the public about
transit projects. By facilitating this, the public has the opportunity to provide input
on the Program Of Projects and be involved in the prioritizing of the Program Of
Projects for funding.
Evaluation: Strategy successfully achieved. (Satisfaction 100%; Measure: MPO
requests annually a copy of the 5307 Program of Projects for the fiscal year and a copy
of the 5307 Program of Projects advertisement in the local newspaper.)
Strategy 5b: Program Of Projects will be included with the MPO LOPP and
presented at the CAC, TAC, BPAC and MPO Policy Board meetings in September.
 The 2016 Public Transit Priorities were presented at the September 12, 2016 MPO
Policy Board meeting.
Evaluation: Strategy successfully achieved. (Satisfaction 100%; Measure: MPO
requests a representative from Martin County Public Transit attend the advisory
committee and Board meetings when the List of Project Priorities and Program of
Projects are discussed.)

15
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ITEM NUMBER:

5D
MARTIN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE (CAC)
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
MEETING DATE:
DUE DATE:
UPWP#:
February 8, 2017
February 1, 2017
2.1
WORDING:
PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT PLAN – AMENDMENT
REQUESTED BY:
PREPARED BY:
DOCUMENT(S) REQUIRING
MPO
Beth Beltran/
ACTION: PIP – Amendment
Bolivar Gomez
BACKGROUND
The MPO PIP is a guiding document to help ensure public input is considered during the
transportation planning process. The current PIP was adopted by the MPO Board during its
meeting on December 21, 2009. Within the PIP is a recommendation to review the plan on an
annual basis and revise, if necessary. Staff is recommending Amendments to the current PIP,
which includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Public input – not solely how it is collected, but how it is used in the transportation
planning process.
Section discussing state coordination with FDOT and other agencies on a statewide basis.
Links added on ‘How to get Involved’ with the Martin MPO and serve on committees or attend
MPO scheduled events.
MPO use of Social Media
Visual Images of MPO activities and planning documents.

ISSUES
At the February 8, 2017 Citizens Advisory Committee meeting, staff will present the
recommended Amendments to the PIP. As required by federal law, the Public Involvement Plan,
and subsequent revisions, will be made available for public review and comment for 45 days
prior to its adoption by the MPO Board.
__________________________________________________________________________
RECOMMENDED ACTION
a) Approve the Public Involvement Plan Amendments as presented.
b) Provide input.
FISCAL IMPACT
N/A
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APPROVAL
MPO
ATTACHMENTS
MPO Public Involvement Plan with revisions highlighted in yellow.
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DRAFT
Martin Metropolitan Plann
ning Organization (MPO)
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Adopted: December 21, 2009
Prepared by:
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MARTIN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION (MPO)
PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT PLAN (PIP) UPDATE
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REVISED: JUNE 23, 2014
REVISED: FEBRUARY 27, 2017
_____________________________________________
TROY MCDONALD, MPO CHAIRMAN

Public participation is solicited without regard to race, color, national origin, age, sex, religion, disability
or family status. Persons with questions or concerns about nondiscrimination, or who require special
accommodations under the American with Disabilities Act or language translation services (free of
charge) should contact Bolivar Gomez, Planner (Title VI/Nondiscrimination Contact) at (772) 288-5412
or bgomez@martin.fl.us. Hearing impaired individuals are requested to telephone the Florida Relay
System at #711.
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Public Involvement Plan

As Revised: June 16, 2014

1.0 INTRODUCTION
In 1962, the Federal-Aid Highway Act was established, which mandated that all urbanized areas with a
population greater than 50,000 establish a continuous, cooperative and comprehensive (3C) planning
process in order to be eligible to receive US Department of Transportation funding. Following this, the
1974 Federal Aid Highway Act formalized this process by outlining the creation of Metropolitan
Planning Organizations (MPOs) with the purpose of involving local governments in the transportation
project development and funding process.
FEDERAL AND STATE MPO REQUIREMENTS
In 1991, the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) strengthened the role of MPOs in
the multi-modal transportation planning process. ISTEA was landmark legislation that introduced a
comprehensive approach to address transportation issues by emphasizing innovation, intermodal
planning and flexibility in the transportation program.
The approach begun in ISTEA was continued in 1998 with the adoption of the Transportation Equity
Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21), which further increased the authority of MPOs relative to the
programming of federal
transportation funds. The TEA21
also
required
transportation planning to
This
public
involvement
include a pro-active public
involvement
process
that
plan
is
intended
to
define
provides information, timely
public notice, and supports
how the Martin MPO will
continuing involvement of
the public in developing plans
engage
the
public
and
and programs. The most
recent federal transportation
gather public input.
legislation enacted in 2005,
entitled, Safe Accountable
Flexible
Efficient
Transportation Equity Act: A
Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) followed in 2005 and reinforced a 3C planning process and carries
forward with a strong federal emphasis on public participation programs and creation of an MPO’s
Public Involvement Plan (PIP). The most recent federal transportation legislation, Moving Ahead for
Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21), was signed into law on July 6, 2012. MAP-21 is a
milestone for the U.S. economy and the Nation’s surface transportation program. By transforming
the policy and programmatic framework for investments to guide the system’s growth and
development, MAP-21 creates a streamlined and performance-based surface transportation program
and builds upon many of the highway, transit, bike and pedestrian programs and policies established
in 1991. MAP-21 introduces national goals in seven areas: Safety, Infrastructure Condition,
Congestion Reduction, System Reliability, Freight Movement and Economic Vitality, Environmental
Sustainability, and Reduced Project Deliver Delays. To achieve these goals, MAP-21 emphasizes a
streamlined, performance-based, and multi-modal approach to transportation planning and project
implementation.
This Public Involvement Plan (PIP) is intended to outline the expectations for public participation
during transportation planning and decision-making activities. In particular, the PIP outlines the intent,
tools, and expectations for public outreach and education on transportation issues. It also includes the
strategies that will consistently be used to engage the public in the MPO’s transportation planning
process and a variety of outreach techniques available to the MPO. This public involvement plan is
Martin Metropolitan Planning Organization
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Public Involvement Plan
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intended to define how the Martin Metropolitan Planning Organization (Martin MPO) will engage the
public and gather public input. The PIP was developed through the MPO process and went through the
advisory committees and public meetings prior to being adopted by the MPO Policy Board in December
2009. Since then, the PIP has been revised regularly and made public at local libraries prior to the
adoption of revisions for public comment. For public involvement inquiries, please contact Bolivar
Gomez, Public Involvement Coordinator at 772-288-5412 or at bgomez@martin.fl.us.
TITLE VI/NONDISCRIMINATION COMPLIANCE
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was enacted to prohibit discrimination on the basis of race, color,
and national origin; and other federal and state authorities forbid discrimination based on sex, age,
disability, religion and family status. Derived from Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and
established in Presidential Executive Order 12898, the term “Environmental Justice” refers to the
impact of transportation plans or projects on a minority or low income communities, populations that
may have traditionally been underserved or left out of the transportation planning process. The intent
of the Environmental Justice policy is to ensure public involvement of low income and minority groups
and prevent disproportionately high or adverse impacts on those populations. Similarly, Title VI and
Executive Order 13166, require meaningful access to government programs, services and activities to
those who are Limited English Proficient (LEP). Those with questions or concerns about Martin MPO’s
nondiscrimination compliance or those requiring alternate language services should contact Bolivar
Gomez, Planner (Title VI/Non-discrimination Contact) at (772) 288-5412 or blandry@martin.fl.us for
more information.
In regard to the compliance with Title VI and environmental justice, any formal complaint of
discrimination may be submitted to the FDOT according to the Title VI Program and Related Statutes
Implementation and Review Procedure. The Martin MPO will continue to effectively implement all of
the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) Title VI and related statutory requirements and will
demonstrate that good faith efforts have been made toward achieving them. The Martin MPO also
adheres to Martin County purchasing procedures and requirements, including the Disadvantaged
Business Enterprise program in the hiring of contractors and vendors. To access the Martin MPO Title
VI and Other Nondiscrimination Policy and Plan, visit: https://www.martinmpo.com/documents/
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2.0 MARTIN MPO RESPONSIBILITIES
Established in 1993, the Martin MPO is governed by a Policy Board and serves a Metropolitan Planning
Area with a 2010 population of 146,318. Planning tasks of the Martin MPO include regional
coordination, bicycle and pedestrian planning, mobility management, demographic research, air
quality planning, and PIP processes and updates. As an agency, the Martin MPO also serves its primary
function as the coordinator for multi-modal transportation project planning and funding in and
through the county with various state agencies responsible for transportation and land use plans as
well as adjacent MPOs. On specific issues, the Martin MPO partners with the St. Lucie TPO, the Indian
River County MPO, and the Palm Beach MPO.
LONG RANGE TRANSPORTATION PLAN (LRTP)
The Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) identifies transportation
improvements necessary to maintain adequate mobility and
accommodate anticipated growth in the region. Because of the
comprehensive and intensive nature of the LRTP, a separate public
participation plan will explain how public input will be solicited and
incorporated into the LRTP.
Throughout the development of the LRTP, public workshops, focus
groups, public meetings, and website announcements will be utilized
to present information to the public as well as gather their comments
and suggestions. The public involvement process will coincide with
the major components and milestones of the LRTP. Once all of the
components of the Draft document are completed, a public notice
will be advertised to announce the 30 day public review and
comment period prior to its adoption by the MPO Board.
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM (TIP)
The MPO Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) contains all
federally funded and regionally significant transportation projects
planned for the upcoming five years. The TIP is updated annually with
funding priority given to the highest ranked projects from the LRTP Cost
Feasible Plan. This priority-ranked list is addressed in a Public Hearing
prior to being submitted to FDOT for consideration in the Draft
Tentative Work Program. The TIP is based on funding data contained
within the FDOT Tentative Work Program, which is developed annually
and made public by FDOT prior to the development of the TIP. The
MPO TIP is particularly important in that it establishes the priorities for
scheduling improvements to the Strategic Intermodal System (SIS),
including freight and Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) strategies,
federal interstate highway system, local roadways and MPO priorities
concerning transit, pedestrian and bicycle-friendly environments and
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transportation demand management programs.
When a Draft TIP is completed a public hearing notice is advertised announcing that the Draft TIP is
available at the MPO office, at all six Martin County libraries and on the Martin MPO website for a 45
day public review period. During the public review process the Draft TIP is presented at public
meetings in conjunction with the Citizen Advisory Committee (CAC), Technical Advisory Committee
(TAC), and the Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee (BPAC). After the 45 day review period the
Draft TIP is brought before the MPO Board for a public hearing and final approval.
LRTP/ TIP AMENDMENTS AND ADMINISTRATIVE MODIFICATIONS
Once adopted by the MPO Board, the LRTP and the TIP may be modified by amendment or
administrative modification. Amendments are revisions that involve a major change, including an
added or deleted project, a significant change to project cost (increase of 20% and greater than $2
million), or major change to a project scope. Administrative modifications are revisions that include
minor changes to project costs, funding sources, and project initiation dates.
Once an amendment is created, it will be advertised for 15-30 days on the MPO website and in the
local newspaper for a public review and comment period prior to the approval by the MPO Board.
During this review and comment period, it will be brought before the MPO Advisory Committees for
review and approval. Administrative modifications do not require a public review and comment
period. However, they will be brought before the MPO Advisory Committees, whenever feasible, and
the MPO Board for final review and approval.
UNIFIED PLANNING WORK PROGRAM (UPWP)
The MPO Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) is the document
that defines the transportation planning activities and products to be
developed by the MPO and partner transportation planning agencies
for a two year period. Updated biennially (every other year), the
UPWP is the basis for allocating federal, state, and local funds for
transportation planning activities.
PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT PLAN (PIP)
The MPO maintains a Public Involvement Plan (PIP) to meet the
requirements of state and federal laws by providing opportunities for
public involvement and input in the multi-modal transportation
planning process. The purpose of a Public Involvement Plan (PIP) is
to outline the expectations for public participation during
transportation planning and decision-making activities. This PIP
describes the process followed to capture citizen input in the
development of MPO plans (the Regional Long Range Transportation
Plan [LRTP] and the Transportation Improvement Program [TIP]) and documents (the Unified Planning
Work Program [UPWP], Project Priorities Lists, and special projects and studies) required by SAFETEALU and Florida Statutes, and subsequent amendments.
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As required by federal law, the Public Involvement Plan, and subsequent revisions, will be made
available for public review and comment for 45 days prior to its adoption by the MPO Board. The PIP is
reviewed annually to determine if update to the Plan is needed.
PIP SUBSTANTIVE UPDATES AND ADMINISTRATIVE MODIFICATIONS
Once adopted by the MPO Board, the PIP may be updated for substantive updates or administrative
modifications. Substantive updates are defined as changes which affect the goals, objectives or
strategies or change the general intent of the plan. Administrative modifications will be limited to
changes required by Federal or State agencies, language revisions that provide clarity to its readers or
corrections to typographical errors.
Administrative modifications do not require a public review and comment period. However, they will
be brought before the MPO Advisory Committees, whenever feasible, and the MPO Board for final
review and approval.
TRANSPORTATION DISADVANTAGED SERVICE PLAN (TDSP)
The TDSP is a three-year implementation plan, with annual updates developed by the CTC and the
planning agency which contains the provisions of service delivery in the coordinated transportation
system. The plan shall be reviewed and recommended by the local Coordinating Board.
The TDSP is prepared in accordance with the requirements of Chapter 427, Florida Statutes, Rule 41-2,
Florida Administrative and the guidelines provided by the Commission for the Transportation
Disadvantaged. In addition, the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) requires the development and
adoption of a “Coordinated Public Transit-Human Services
Transportation Plan” (CPTHSTP) for recipients of FTA Section 5316 (Job
Access/Reverse Commute), Section 5317 (New Freedom) and Section
5310 (Elderly and Persons with Disabilities) grant funding programs.
The State of Florida has received concurrence from the Federal Transit
Administration to allow the Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan
to fulfill this requirement. Consistent with the direction given by the
State of Florida Department of Transportation, the Commission for
Transportation Disadvantaged, and the guidelines issued by the
Federal Transit Administration, a TDSP (prepared as a CPTHSTP) is
developed through a process that included representatives of public,
private and nonprofit transportation and human services providers and
participation by the public.
TRANSIT DEVELOPMENT PLAN (TDP)
A Transit Development Plan (TDP) is an FDOT required, 10-year horizon plan intended support the
development of an effective multi-modal transportation system for the State of Florida. Public transit
means the transporting of people by conveyances, or systems of conveyances, traveling on land or
water, local or regional in nature and available for use by the public. The TDP serves as the basis for
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defining public transit needs which is a prerequisite to receipt of state funds. The rule requires that
the TDP be the provider’s planning, development and operational guidance document.
TDPs are intended to serve as strategic planning documents. They
assist MPOs to define public transportation needs; solicit broad input
by coordinating with other plans, involve substantial public
participation, and explore community goals with decision makers and
other stakeholders; define alternative courses of action, and develop a
systematic plan and monitoring program. While required by FDOT, the
greatest value from the TDP planning effort, gathered data, and
resultant documents occurs when an agency uses the TDP to serve the
local area and the traveling public by providing a logical,
comprehensive basis for exploring near and mid-term public transit
needs and opportunities.
Federal Transit Administration (FTA) Circular 9030.1E, issued January
16, 2014, requires public transportation operators to create a Program
of Projects (POP) to be funded by FTA Section 5307 funds. This Circular allows that the MPO’s
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) public participation and approval process can serve to
satisfy the requirements for public participation under Section 5307. For the Martin MPO, this Public
Involvement Plan is intended to satisfy the public participation requirements for the POP required of
Martin County Section 5307 grant recipients.
Public input received on the above planning documents is used to develop Goals and Objectives,
means to collect data and also used to develop priority projects. Citizens play a key role in the
transportation decision-making process and comments received are often included in planning
document appendices, such as the 2040 LRTP and Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety Action Plan developed
in2016.
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3.0 PIP GOALS, OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES
The Martin MPO maintains this Public Involvement Plan (PIP) to ensure opportunities for public
involvement and input are provided in the transportation planning process. This document is an
update of the Adopted PIP Dated December 21, 2009. The PIP outlines the MPOs approach to
obtaining public involvement through traditional techniques as well as modern, technology-based
tools.
This PIP is intended to achieve, through the guidance of the Goal, Objectives and Strategies described
herein, the vision to expand public participation opportunities in order to work collaboratively with the
public to design context-sensitive transportation facilities.
While the overall Goal is to establish an on-going process, this PIP includes objectives and strategies, as
detailed in Table 1 - Martin MPO Goal, Objectives and Strategies below, which provide measureable
targets to achieving the goal. In general a “goal” is the ultimate purpose for an activity, wherein
“objectives” are components of that goal, and “strategies” are those efforts that can be made to
measure progress toward an objective. In a later section of the PIP, measures of effectiveness
(Performance “Measures”) will be outlined. These measures are the specific and measureable criteria
for evaluation of performance.
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Table 1 – Martin MPO Goals, Objectives and Strategies

GOAL - To establish an on-going process through which citizen input is regularly
identified and considered in the development of MPO plans and documents.
OBJECTIVE 1: To hold regular public meetings with its standing Advisory Committees, to obtain their input
on all documents, projects, and funding determinations prior to consideration by the MPO
Board.
Strategy 1a.
Strategy 1b:
Strategy 1c:

Advisory Committee positions are filled.
Advisory Committees receive meeting notices, agenda items and information at least 7 days
prior to meetings.
Advisory Committee recommendations/actions are presented to MPO Board.

OBJECTIVE 2: To provide equitable access to information regarding transportation decision making.
Strategy 2a:
Strategy 2b:
Strategy 2c:
Strategy 2d:
Strategy 2e:

Meetings and events are held at convenient times and locations.
Persons with disabilities are provided access to information and participation opportunities.
Public involvement activities and events are geographically dispersed throughout the MPO
area.
Public involvement activities and events target a diverse group of participants.
Public information is available in a format for traditionally underserved populations.

OBJECTIVE 3: To engage the public early, often, and with clarity so that opportunities exist for public
feedback in the transportation decision making process.
Strategy 3a:
Strategy 3b:
Strategy 3c:
Strategy 3d:
Strategy 3e:
Strategy 3f:

Public information regarding MPO actions is available in different formats and easily
accessible.
The MPO responds to public inquiries within 7 working days of the date of receipt.
Meeting notices and information are available at least 5 days prior to meetings.
MPO will provide follow-up information to groups on project process and comments
received.
Public participation opportunities will be made available at key decision-making milestones.
Public feedback is incorporated into transportation decision making.

OBJECTIVE 4: To use a variety of methods to involve and engage the public.
Strategy 4a:
Strategy 4b:
Strategy 4c:
Strategy 4d:
Strategy 4e:

The MPO utilizes varied public involvement techniques.
The MPO conducts surveys on the effectiveness of public outreach techniques.
Public information is available in languages other than English, as appropriate, or in other
means to address disabilities.
The MPO uses varied website tools to provide information.
The MPO uses the website to track public interest in activities.

OBJECTIVE 5: Public Input on Program of Projects for Martin County Public Transit
Strategy 5a: Request the Martin County Section 5307 POP.
Strategy 5b: POP will be included with the MPO LOPP and presented at the CAC, TAC, BPAC and MPO
Policy Board meetings in September. The public will have the opportunity to:
 Provide input on the POP
 Be involved in prioritizing of the POP for funding
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4.0 THE PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT PROCESS
Involving the appropriate agencies, governments and the general public is key to a successful public
outreach effort, and most importantly, identifying transportation improvements that are accepted by
the community intended to be served. The public involvement process outlined in this PIP will ensure
maximum exposure of on-going projects and will raise community-wide awareness of current and
relevant issues and concern through a pro-active approach.
Interested persons and groups will be targeted using various methods and strategies to distribute
information concerning Martin MPO plans and programs; and provide opportunities for the public to
ask questions and provide comment prior to action by the Board. This PIP is intended to emphasis the
appropriate public outreach tools and techniques to be used to tailor-fit the project’s unique needs.
Figure 1 – Public Outreach Process, illustrates the importance of how inclusive and collaborative
relationships and partnerships developed during program development will result in a project that is
not only economically feasible but is addresses the needs and demands and is supported by the
community.

Martin MPO
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Figure 1 - Public Outreach Process
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There are four incorporated municipalities within Martin County, the Town of Jupiter Island, the Town
of Ocean Breeze Park, the Town of Sewall’s Point and the City of Stuart. Approximately 560 square
miles consist of unincorporated lands. According to the 2015 5-year American Community Survey,
Martin County has a total population of 151,586. About 82.9% of the population is 18 years and over
and 28.8% of the population is 65 and over. While 87.1% of the population is White, and 5.6% is Black
or African American, 12.9% of the population identified as Hispanic or Latino (of any race). According
to the 2011-2015 American Community Survey, 7.3% of all families have had income below the poverty
level within 12 months of the Survey; this was also true of 15.3% of families with children 18 or
younger.
THE PUBLIC AUDIENCE
Described herein, this PIP documents the overall MPO public audience – its Boards and committees,
regional agencies, the general public, younger generations, and those populations that are traditionally
under-served in the transportation decision making process.

BOARDS AND COMMITTEES
The MPO consists of a Policy Board and four standing committees:
 MPO Board
o The Martin MPO Policy Board membership is comprised as follows:
 4 County Commissioners
 2 City of Stuart Commissioners
 1 Town of Sewall's Point Commissioner
 1 Department of Transportation (DOT) (non-voting) Representative
 1 Indiantown CRA (non-voting) Representative
In addition to the Policy Board, the MPO relies on four advisory committees. Decisions made by the
Policy Board are based on recommendations received from the following committees:
 Citizen Advisory Committee (CAC)
o The Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) is a continuing forum for citizen input to the
transportation planning process, consisting of 11 individuals representing various public
interests (see Appendix B: Committee Membership). Members are appointed by the MPO
Board. The CAC provides a basic level of citizen input to plans, programs, community needs and
funding decisions, as well as serves as an early indicator of public opinion. The CAC meets on a
regular basis to consider transportation plans as well as priorities and provide comments from
the citizen’s viewpoint. These meetings are open and provide opportunities for public
comments.
 Technical Advisory Committee (TAC)
o The Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) is comprised of 15 representatives of agencies that
contribute to the implementation and planning of the transportation systems developed by the
MPO (see Appendix B: Committee Membership). The TAC provides an early technical review of
plans, programs, community needs and funding decisions. These meetings are open and
provide opportunities for public comments.
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 Bicycle Pedestrian Advisory Committee (BPAC)
o The Bicycle Pedestrian Advisory Committee (BPAC) focuses on non-motorized forms of
population movement and is comprised of 15 members (see Appendix B: Committee
Membership). The BPAC is scheduled to meet six times a year, every other month. In FY 2009,
the BPAC members became directly involved in the data collection and design related to
updating the Martin County Bicycle Map. Meetings are open and provide opportunities for
public comments.
 Local Coordinating Board for the Transportation Disadvantaged (LCB-TD)
o Local Coordinating Board for the Transportation Disadvantaged (LCB-TD) assists in the
development of transportation service planning as well as overseeing the administration of the
Transportation Disadvantaged Trust Fund for the area. The committee includes 17 members,
meets quarterly, and meetings are open to the public (see Appendix B: Committee
Membership). Public Hearings are held before the LCB-TD annually to share information and
give the public an opportunity to comment on Transportation Disadvantaged (TD) services.
Transportation assistance is provided to members of the public who wish to attend.

REGIONAL COORDINATION
On a regional perspective, the Martin MPO partners with the St. Lucie TPO, the Indian River MPO, the
Palm Beach MPO, and the Treasure Coast Regional Planning Council on issues of regional and
interagency significance. Together, the Martin, St. Lucie and Indian River MPOs, in conjunction with the
Treasure Coast Regional Planning Council, coordinate on updates to the regional long-range
transportation plan to ensure a regional voice articulates transportation priorities and funding,
enhances information sharing between the MPOs, and creates a regional decision-making process for
the Treasure Coast. The Quarterly Treasure Coast Transportation Committee meetings consist of
transit planners, transit providers and operators and CTCs from Martin, St. Lucie and Indian River
Counties.
The Martin MPO also frequently interacts and coordinates with the Treasure Coast Regional Planning
Council (TCRPC) on large-scale developments, and a staff member of the TCRPC is a member of the
TAC. The 2035 Long Range Transportation Plan was developed in coordination among the Martin and
St. Lucie MPOs and ensured adequate projections of the transportation needs to the year 2035, as well
as included regional public outreach efforts. As the 2040 Regional Long Range Transportation Plan is
developed, the three Treasure Coast M/TPO’s (Martin, St. Lucie & Indian River) are working together to
determine needs on a region-wide basis and to ensure that a regional transportation network is
identified.
Regional transportation network needs and facilities are also periodically discussed with the Palm
Beach County MPO. Informal meetings between the Chairmen staff of the Martin MPO and the Palm
Beach MPO have occurred regularly. These discussions have considered potential transit, regional
roadway, and greenway partnerships. As a major regulatory and funding agency supporting the MPO
and transportation facilities in the county, FDOT District IV is a regular member of the TAC and an exofficio member advisor of the MPO Policy Board.
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Steering committees and coordination with Martin County Community Redevelopment Agencies
(CRAs) for specific projects, plans and programs often include MPO involvement. The Indian River
County MPO has also participated in regional planning efforts. On April 10, 2006, all three MPOs
entered into an inter-local agreement forming the Treasure Coast Transportation Council (TCTC). The
TCTC is comprised of the Chair and Vice-Chair of two members from each of the M/TPOs. and serves to
review the State Transportation Regional Incentive Program (TRIP) funding decisions. The TCTC meets
at least twice a year, or as needed, to consider regional planning issues, projects and funding.

STATE COORDINATION
At a statewide level, the Martin MPO coordinates with a number of other agencies at the local,
regional and statewide levels as a member of the Metropolitan Planning Organization Advisory Council
(MPOAC). Annually, the MPO also coordinates with FDOT District 4 staff to determine and review the
MPO’s list of project priorities. This partnership is critical in the execution of projects identified in the
MPO’s planning products and also helps to construct FDOT’s 5-year Work Program. State personnel
also serve in an advisory capacity to the MPO Policy Board and attend the Technical Advisory
Committee (TAC) meetings. Further, FDOT staff have recently played a role in assisting the MPO
develop Plans, such as the Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) and Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety
Action Plan (FY 2016). Information and data collected also assists FDOT in statewide planning efforts.
District 4 staff has also played a key role in the distribution of federal and state information/legislation
to the MPO’s.

GENERAL PUBLIC
The best planning decisions and processes are made within the context of citizen participation. It is by
this understanding that the MPO will make every effort to create an open process for the community
to receive information, provide comments and receive a response by providing a full opportunity for
citizens to be involved in the funding decision-making process.
The MPO seeks to gather input from more than those people represented on agency boards and
committees, but also those residing throughout the Metropolitan Planning Area. By ensuring that all
interested persons have access and greater ability to participate in transportation decisions, the MPO
staff and its Board will have input to assist in critical transportation planning and funding decisions for
the County and the region.
In order to participate on a committee as a member, all interested applicants are asked to fill out an
application that can be found at the Martin County MPO website at martinmpo.com/committees. After
filling out the form, the application must be emailed to mbrassar@martin.fl.us. The MPO staff will
review the application and determine if the applicant is eligible to serve on the committee that they
have applied for. If the applicant is selected, they will receive an email with an informational packet
regarding what that committee is responsible for, the bylaws and any other information that would be
beneficial to the applicant. To access the advisory committee application, visit:
https://www.martinmpo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Application-for-Appointment-to-MPOCommittees-Color.pdf
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Members of the public who do not wish to sit on a committee can also get involved in the
transportation planning process in a number of different ways. Open Houses held in various locations
within the county for specific projects allow for individuals to come for five minutes or stay the entire
duration. Electronic comments can also be submitted or if one does not have a computer, can drop
suggestions off at the County Administrative building. Public Hearings for documents such as the TIP
and LRTP allow for citizens to indicate projects they support or disprove of. All advisory committee and
MPO Board meetings are also open to the public for any citizen wishing to attend.

YOUNGER GENERATION
The MPO wants to engage members of the younger generations and encourage their involvement in
the transportation planning
process.
Instilling
in
younger
generations the importance
of their civic involvement in
The MPO wants to
transportation decisions will
ensure a more informed community
engage members of the
today as well as a more
civic-minded community in the
younger generations
future.
and encourage their
involvement in the
transportation planning
The MPO will expand public
outreach to our future leaders and
process
decision makers.
This
outreach will include all generations
from elementary school age
children, college students, to young
professionals. The purpose of this expanded outreach is threefold: it enables information to be passed
to households through their children; it encourages stewardship of the community for future
generations and it provides a clear perspective of emerging needs and trends. This planned outreach
may engage the younger generation by utilizing the tools and techniques discussed in this PIP. Type of
outreach may include Speakers Bureau, small group meetings and MPO notices and information on
student “take home” packages, Teach-In classroom sessions, college bulletins and civic associations for
young professionals.

TRADITIONALLY UNDER-SERVED POPULATIONS
The MPO continues to expand efforts to seek and consider the needs of the traditionally underserved
and underrepresented groups using the existing transportation system.
An example of an under-served population is households without a vehicle. According to the 2015
American Community Survey 5 year estimate, there are approximately 2,860 households without a
vehicle. That accounts for 4.6% of Martin County households. These households rely on the public
transit system, as well as other alternative methods of travel to get to and from locations. Recognizing
this population and learning where they are can be beneficial to identify other needs.
These populations may be those with Limited English Proficiency (LEP), the Elderly, or low
income/transportation disadvantaged. Within the Martin MPO area, these populations include elderly
communities, household without access to a vehicle, and Spanish-speaking residents in the
Indiantown, Golden Gate and Port Salerno areas.
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In regards to persons with Limited English Proficiency (LEP), the US Department of Transportation
(Federal Register/ Volume 70, Number 239) provides guidance on public outreach to populations
whose primary language is other than English. This policy outlines four factors to be considered in
determining when the MPO should produce materials or make efforts to translate information into
other languages:
1. The number and proportion of LEP persons in the area;
2. The frequency with which LEP persons come in contact with the program;
3. The importance of the service provided by the program; and
4. The resources available and overall MPO cost.
The LEP Policy gives the MPO flexibility in determining when and what language assistance is
appropriate based on local characteristics and consideration of the four factors listed above.
In regards to the elderly and low income/ transportation disadvantaged populations (households
without access to a vehicle), the MPO will determine when and what assistance necessary to convey
MPO information and gather input. In some cases, this may be audio information for the visually
impaired or written information for the hearing impaired, or access to information for the physically
disabled. To ensure involvement of these diverse and traditionally underserved populations, the MPO
provides the following:
 Audio tapes of each advisory committee and policy board meeting
 Meetings held in ADA accessible buildings
 Agendas and other documents available in Spanish, Mayan, Creole when appropriate
 Website availability of documents and publications
 Televised MPO Board meetings
 Continued evaluation of transportation services to the transportation disadvantaged population

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS
The MPO will engage interested parties and encourage their participation and input in MPO actions.
Special interest groups serve as a project stewards, assist in the dissemination of timely and relevant
project information, and can provide valuable feedback. Careful consideration will be made to the
MPO proposed action to ensure that appropriate special interest groups are identified and involved.
These groups could include civic, institutional, businesses and neighborhood interests.
A brief example of the special interest groups that the MPO will seek to target includes:
 Neighborhood Advisory Committees (NAC)
 Martin County Interagency Coalition
 St. Lucie Interagency Group
 Council on Social Agencies (COSA)
 Chamber of Commerce
 Council on Aging
 Business Organizations
 Realtor Association of Martin County
 Retirement Groups/AARP
 Local Trucking and Freight Companies
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AAA
Recreational Users (Bike, Run, Walk)
Men’s and Women’s Clubs
Professional Business Organizations
Neighborhoods - Hobe Sound (south), Tequesta, Booker Park, Indianwood HOA etc.
Religious organizations/Churches
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5.0 OUTREACH TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES
The MPO will continue to employ a variety of outreach tools and techniques to reach the targeted
populations. These outreach activities may apply to multiple audiences, or be tailored to a specific
group. As various public outreach tools and techniques are used, if a particular technique is not a
success, the MPO staff can discuss the use of other techniques and include those in subsequent
updates of the plan. This will ensure the best techniques are being employed by the MPO.
The outreach tools and techniques described in this PIP are divided into five distinct categories:
1. Program Management
Program management consists of the community focused relationship developed by the MPO
throughout project development. This consists of day-to-day contact with the community by
the MPO Policy Board, the Advisory Committee and staff.
2. Public Participation
Public Participation is vital to the successful completion of any project. The MPO can use
various methods to inform the public. Formats could include public workshops, radio,
television and newspaper advertisements or Public Service Announcements.
3. Public Notification
In order to allow members of the public access to project related information, be aware of
upcoming workshops or events or provide feedback/comments on projects, the MPO will use
the most appropriate methods to disseminate project related information i.e. maintain contact
mailing database.

4. Public Feedback
To maintain a two-way line of communication between the MPO and the public, it is important
for the public to feel comfortable to provide feedback on the project process, purpose and
needs and proposed alternatives. These outreach tools and techniques can be used to engage
the public and solicit feedback.
5. List of Project Priorities Meeting
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PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
ADVISORY COMMITTEES
In addition to the Policy Board, the MPO relies on its four advisory committees to gather public input
and disseminate information. All advisory committee meetings are open to the public and public
notice is provided in the Stuart News as well as posted on the County and MPO websites
(www.martinmpo.com). Meeting schedules are established for the year and are available on the
website or by contacting the MPO directly. Occasionally, special sub-committee meetings are
scheduled.
MPO materials are sent by electronic mail to committee and policy board members as well as the
county administrator and various other interested parties. These materials are also available on the
MPO website.
Information regarding MPO projects, initiatives, and document updates will be summarized in and
published in an annual report and made available to all interested parties. A copy of the annual report
will be also be posted on the MPO website, and hardcopies will be available at select libraries and at
the MPO office.
For any MPO meeting, persons with questions or concerns about nondiscrimination, or who require
special accommodations under the American with Disabilities Act or language translation services (free
of charge) should contact Bolivar Gomez, Planner (Title VI/Non-discrimination Contact) at (772) 2885412 or bgomez@martin.fl.us. Hearing impaired individuals are requested to telephone the Florida
Relay System at #711. Transportation assistance for disabled persons may be arranged by calling 1866-836-7034. An agenda of items to be considered will be available to the public in the
Administrator’s Office, 2401 SE Monterey Road, Stuart, Florida. Items not included on the agenda may
also be heard in consideration of the best interests of the public health, safety, welfare, and as
necessary to protect every person’s right of access.
If any person decides to appeal any decision made with respect to any matter considered at the
meetings or hearings of any board, committee, agency, council, or advisory group, that person will
need a record of proceedings and, for such purpose, may need to insure that a verbatim record of the
proceedings is made, including testimony and evidence upon which the appeal is based.
The MPO coordinates with the County’s General Counsel’s office to provide presentations to the MPO
Board and Advisory Committees on the Florida Sunshine Law. The “Florida Commission on Ethics”,
“Guide to the Sunshine Amendment” and “Code of Ethics for Public Officers and Employees” booklets
are made available to all committee members and the public.
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
PUBLIC MEETINGS/OPEN HOUSES
The MPO and its advisory committees will conduct public meetings/open houses on a periodic basis to
present information and receive input on transportation planning and projects. The meetings can be
associated with a regularly scheduled board or committee meeting. Meetings will also be held at other
times and places to accommodate the audience for a project or program. Formal public hearings to
receive comments will be held prior to adoption of work products such as the LRTP, or as required by
law, and will be duly advertised in the Stuart News (see Appendix C: Sample Public Notice). The work
programs are made available to the public in Public Libraries, at the MPO office, and on the MPO
website. By request, or as needed, meeting information can be presented in Spanish.
Comment forms will also be distributed to the public to receive input on specific programs or projects
as appropriate, and are available at MPO Board meetings, public or special meetings and often
included in the distribution of newsletters on general or specific topics (see Appendix D: Comment
Forms). The forms request contact information and a summary of the question or comment to be
made. This information may be obtained in a summary report in the future, through an interface of
the MPO website and the County GIS database.
VISUALIZATION
Clear and easy to understand graphic are important in communicating ideas, particularly to those who
are not familiar with the project and/or the transportation planning process. Visualization tools such
as display boards, maps, photographs, 3-D graphics, and other illustrative renditions of transportation
concepts will be used to help the community make informed decisions. Graphics for newsletters,
mailings, advertisements, websites, information displays and boards, PowerPoint presentations will
also be utilized. During the development of the 2040 LRTP, it was important to provide easy to
understand and comprehensible material for the general public. The 2040 LRTP Cost Feasible Plan
broke down base revenue forecast via pie charts to easily display dollar amount percentages (i.e.
where the funds come from and types of facilities it funds). In addition, the TDSP contained easy to
understand concept charts which displayed populations that qualify as Transportation Disadvantaged
and how overlap can occur.
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CHAMBER MEETINGS
The MPO actively participates with the Martin/Stuart Chamber of Commerce providing information on
MPO plans and programs, as well as funding issues. Twice per year, and as requested, the MPO attends
the Chamber of Commerce’s Transportation Sub-Committee Meeting. Chamber of Commerce
directors and staff are also included on the Martin MPO mailing list and receive information about
workshops, meetings, and surveys. The MPO Director will also address the Martin County Economic
Council at least annually and as requested.
TRAINING
When necessary the MPO coordinates workshops or training sessions for committee members and
local agencies of the MPO, as needed. Federal and state transportation information resources
highlighting successful initiatives implemented by the Martin MPO will continue to be used. The MPO
staff will maintain an Outreach Log that captures attendance/trainings course offered by the MPO and
a list of attendees at those trainings. In addition, MPO staff will participate in Title
VI/Nondiscrimination training offered by FHWA/FDOT and will maintain a log of when trainings
occurred.
TEACH-IN
To target outreach to school-age children (and their families) and the younger generation, the MPO
may work with the Martin County School District, colleges and school transportation coordinators (as
appropriate) to organize an MPO Teach-In. This effort will involve MPO staff providing a short lesson
plan to students on the role of the MPO, and the importance of public participation in the
transportation, decision-making process.
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STUDENT TAKE-HOME PACKAGES
In addition to the Teach-In as a means of targeting school-age children (and their families), the MPO
may request that MPO notices and information be included in student “take home” packages. The
MPO will solicit the assistance of the Martin County School District and school transportation
coordinators to determine what information will be included in student “take home” packages. It is
envisioned that this effort will be done once per school year, and perhaps include the MPO calendar of
meetings, critical issues facing the region, and information on how students and parents can be more
actively involved in the MPO. This information will also be available on the MPO website under a
heading of information of interest to young people.
PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
MAILING AND EMAIL LISTS
The MPO will continue to utilize an extensive mail and email database to convey information to the
public, publicize upcoming meetings and events and solicit input. Since Martin County and the MPO
work in close coordination, an existing mail and email database maintained by Martin County will also
be used by the MPO. This will ensure that one master list exists and is as comprehensive as possible.
Notifications, when necessary, will be sent via electronic and/or direct mail to members in the Martin
County/Martin MPO community database.
OUTREACH LOG
The MPO staff maintains an Outreach Log that captures various public outreach activities and actions.
As requests for speaking engagements, presentations, etc. are made of the MPO, staff will log those on
the Outreach Log. The Log not only records events but also provides general information about the
purpose of the event, general attendance, and outcome. This enables the MPO to record public
outreach actions and input that effect transportation decisions.
NEWSLETTERS/FLYERS
During the study process, newsletters will be prepared. The newsletter may include information
concerning the overall schedule for the proposed project, updates to the study process, dates for
upcoming public meetings, and contact information for stakeholders to submit questions/comments to
the project team. The newsletters will be mailed to all stakeholders on the current mailing list and
placed on the project website. Additional copies will also be sent to the Florida Division of Blind
Services and the Talking Book Library Service, for the visually impaired. Upon request, copies will be
made available to local businesses, churches, community centers, and other service agencies for
display and distribution.
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RADIO
MPO staff will use radio broadcasting as a means of providing information to the public about
upcoming MPO events and traffic safety related information. The MPO uses Public Service
Announcements (PSA) to provide notice of meetings as well as participates in on-air interviews with
local media related to transportation planning and decisions. The WQCS Radio Reading Service will
also be used, when applicable, as a means of providing information to the visually impaired in the area.
TELEVISION
Board and committee meetings are broadcast live and also re-aired on MCTV Channel 20 on Comcast
and Channel 99 on AT&T U-verse (locally). The MCTV studio is located on site at the County
Administration Building, near the MPO Offices. The MPO has also used MCTV to tape special MPO
public service announcements; for example, the 2040 LRTP Kickoff video was taped and replayed on
MCTV in addition to the MPO webpage. Further, MCTV publishes a schedule of programming that is
available on the Martin County website, as well as displays an electronic billboard on Channels 20 and
99 when there is no scheduled programming. A complete schedule of MPO televised meetings is
available for public information.
PUBLIC FEEDBACK
INTERACTIVE GROUP ACTIVITIES
Interactive Group activities are an emerging tool for visioning purposes. Alternative scenarios are
presented to attendees and are asked to solve transportation related issues. These activities are
intended to expand public understanding and awareness of the project process.
REQUEST FOR SERVICE (RFS) SYSTEM
The MPO is also connected by email to Martin County’s “Request for Service” (RFS) System to assist in
recordation and follow-up of requests received by post, telephone, e-mail, fax, and in person. Reports
drawn from the RFS system will assist in assessing public outreach needs of the MPO and in more
efficiently responding to daily public requests. It is also a useful tool for reporting the requests and
assessing the effectiveness of the Public Involvement Plan (PIP) eliminating the need to compile this
information by hand. Response to public inquiries is made within 7 working days of the date of receipt.
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SPEAKERS BUREAU
A public information presentation has also been developed and is available for staff, MPO consultants
and members of the Policy Board and Advisory Committees. The presentation is delivered to
community groups who wish to obtain basic information about the authority and responsibility of the
Martin MPO and its Public Involvement Process. This presentation can be used for impromptu
requests for the Martin MPO to address a community group and for outreach meetings scheduled by
the MPO. The MPO staff will maintain an Outreach Log that captures attendance/presentations at
events, meeting, etc.
BOOTH EVENTS
The MPO will continue to seek opportunities to host a booth at local events in an effort to reach
additional people. These booth events may be project specific or more general in nature, about overall
MPO activities. Specifically, the MPO will seek to host an event booth at places such as Indian River
State College. The purpose of this booth event is to disseminate information and gather input from
people, who might not normally seek out MPO meetings to attend.

SURVEYS
The MPO uses surveys to gather feedback from the public on plans and programs, as well as on the
effectiveness of various public outreach techniques. At meetings, the MPO will use brief surveys of
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attendees to track participant interest, demographics and the effectiveness of meeting notices,
handouts, website, etc. In addition, the MPO has access to an online survey system known as “Survey
Monkey” which can be used to conduct online surveys through the MPO website to obtain public
feedback on transportation and regional planning issues.

WEBSITE
The MPO website has been enhanced to ensure it has both a user-friendly interface (capable of being
easily updated by the MPO) as well as the latest technologies for gathering/disseminative information.
The home page includes basic information about the MPO including the Policy Board and a statement
of purpose from the organization. The contact page lists detailed contact information for the MPO
office, such as address, phone/fax numbers, and e-mail addresses. A simple e-mail form will allow
users to send comments or questions to the MPO. Users could include their contact information
should they need a follow-up or reply by the MPO.
The website includes a list of all MPO Board Meetings and MPO Advisory Committee meeting dates
with a link to the full agenda item packet. The agendas are formatted to allow the download of all
pertinent material for a meeting or event selected by the user. Projects, documents, maps, and
brochures will be available and cross-referenced when necessary to provide the most up-to-date
information in specific areas of interest. The MPO will include basic information such as “related links”
and specific details about the MPO, its Advisory Committees and its operations. In addition, links
connected to official information about priority projects will be posted when the information is made
available to the MPO. The MPO uses website software to track visits made to the MPO website and
pages. This data provides staff an additional method of monitoring public involvement.
Well-equipped computer rooms are available throughout the county. At present, all x county libraries
have computers equipped with high-speed Internet access and are staffed with personnel, making the
MPO website available to all income groups. These resources allow for greater access to information
and the availability of this tool will greatly enhance how the MPO can assess the public’s involvement.
These tools ensure all neighborhoods within Martin County have participation opportunities.
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SOCIAL MEDIA
The MPO will evaluate the use of social media and other viral marketing tools to reach out to the
public, publicize public meetings and workshops, exchange ideas and information and to solicit
feedback as appropriate. Social media and viral technology that can be used may include: Facebook,
LinkedIn and YouTube. In recent years, the MPO has utilized Social Media to engage the public. Moving
Martin Forward, a Facebook page was created during the development of the 2040 Long Range
Transportation Plan (LRTP). Announcements, scheduled open house dates and materials were all
posted on MMF. A public service announcement video was also created for the 2040 LRTP and is
located on a YouTube platform: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TxZr56wjLP4. The county’s
twitter page has also been utilized to welcome public attendance at open houses and also how to
become acquainted with the MPO process.

TRACKING/FEEDBACK MECHANISMS
The MPO will track and assess the extent to which information received from the public
successfully links with the planning and decision-making processes. Involving the public early and on a
continuous basis during the planning process will enhance the success and viability of the project,
reduce the potential for conflict and minimize project stopping issues that would result in costly delays
and overruns during project implementation.
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Outreach tools will be devised to ensure that all comments are high-quality input, add value to the
process and help to build consensus. Feedback received as a result of all surveys, questionnaires,
comment forms etc. will be analyzed and provided to the Martin MPO Policy Board, consultants and
the public when appropriate and/or upon request. Rationale will be given and distributed to the public
to explain the basis for incorporating or not incorporating recommendations.
Understanding that the public is taking the time and energy to participate in the planning process, the
MPO will acknowledge receipt of comments received so that interested parties are made aware that
their comments were considered as a part of the planning process.

LIST OF PROJECT PRIORITIES (LOPP) MEETING
CORRESPONDANCE
Martin MPO staff will email Martin County Public Transit annually and no later than June 1 to request
the Program of Projects for the following fiscal year in order to assist them in the public participation
requirements from Federal Transit Administration.
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6.0 MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS
The PIP provides guidance for evaluating MPO public involvement techniques. Each year, the MPO
assesses the effectiveness of its techniques and strategies to ensure that funds and time are invested
efficiently and only after consultation with the public on regular and as-needed basis. The MPO
measures its overall performance by conducting a Public Involvement – Annual Report. This report
reviews the five Objectives and strategies listed below and assesses if/when they are met on an annual
basis. The 2015 Public Involvement Plan – Annual Report was approved by the MPO Policy Board in
February
2016
and
can
be
found
here:
https://www.martinmpo.com/wpcontent/uploads/2016/12/PIP-Annual-Report_15_final.pdf.
The overall goal of the PIP is to establish an on-going process through which citizen input is regularly
captured that guides the development of MPO plans, programs, documents, and funding decisions.
The overall PIP goal is restated, followed by objectives and measures of effectiveness. The intent of
these measures is to provide tangible targets to ensure strategies and objectives are being met. In
addition, these measures will assist the MPO in determining which public outreach techniques are
more effective than others allowing outreach to be refined overtime. On the following pages, Table 2
– Measures of Effectiveness outlines each PIP objective and it’s strategies with identified measures.
These measures provide tangible targets to evaluate which public outreach techniques are most
effective.
Goal:

To establish an on-going process through which citizen input is regularly identified and
considered in the development of MPO plans and documents.
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Table 2 – Measures of Effectiveness

OBJECTIVE 1 – Advisory Committee Participation and Involvement
STRATEGY
TOOL
To hold regular public
meetings with its
standing Advisory
Committees, to
obtain their input on
all document,
project, and funding
determinations prior
to submitting them
to the MPO Policy
Board.

Strategy 1a
Advisory Committee
positions are filled.
Strategy 1b
Advisory Committees
receive meeting
notices and
information at least 7
days prior to meetings.

Strategy 1c
Advisory Committee
recommendations /
actions are presented
to MPO Board.
Strategy 1d
The MPO shall strive to
continuously improve
the Public Involvement
Plan to ensure that
public feedback is
considered in the
transportation decision
making process.

MEASURE

 Program
 Maintain 80% of all Committee positions filled during the course of
Management
the year.
 Public
Notification
 Program
 80% of Advisory Committee meeting notices and information were
Management
sent at least 7 days prior to the meeting. (Documentation)
 Public
 Martin MPO Staff members meet at least twice annually with the
Notification
Palm Beach MPO staff members to discuss regional issues and
provide that input to the Advisory Committees. (Outreach Log)
 Martin MPO Staff members meet at least once per year with the
Chamber of Commerce / Economic Development Council to
discuss transportation issues and provide that input to the
Advisory Committees. (Outreach Log)
 Program
 100% of Advisory Committee recommendations or actions are
Management
logged and subsequently presented to MPO Board.
(Documentation)
 Public
Participation
 Program
 The MPO shall continuously evaluate the public participation
Management
activities and techniques in the PIP and prepare an annual report
to the MPO Board that will contain an evaluation of the
 Public
effectiveness of the PIP.
Participation
 The Public Involvement Plan shall be reviewed and adopted, with
revisions if necessary, every two (2) years. (Documentation)
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OBJECTIVE 2 – Information Accessibility
STRATEGY
To provide equitable
public access to
information
regarding
transportation
decision making.

TOOLS

Strategy 2a
Meetings and events
are held at convenient
times and locations.

 Public
Participation
 Public
Notification

Strategy 2b
Persons with
disabilities are
provided access to
information and
participation
opportunities.
Strategy 2c
Public involvement
activities and events
are geographically
dispersed throughout
the MPO area.
Strategy 2d
Public involvement
activities and events
target a diverse group
of participants.

 Public
Notification
 Public
Participation
 Public
Feedback
 Public
Participation
 Public
Feedback
 Public
Participation
 Public
Feedback

MEASURE
 At least 75% of participants and invitees stated the meeting or
event was held at a convenient time and location. (Survey)
 Attend or sponsor at least two public events on a weekend.
(Documentation)
 Project or Plan Specific Public Meetings are held neighborhood
facilities located within the study area. (Outreach Log)
 MPO staff will participate in at least three (3) speaking
engagements per year. (Outreach Log)
 100% of disabled persons who requested accommodations were
provided accommodation to meet their needs. (Survey, Comment
Forms)
 100% of meetings, events and project-related information sources
are accessible to persons with disabilities. (Documentation)
 Meeting for the LRTP and TIP, special public meetings and/or
workshops are provided in at least 3 separate areas of the MPO
region. (Documentation, Maps)
 At least one meeting or opportunity is located in each affected area
in the MPO region (pertains to corridor or area-specific actions).
(Documentation, Maps)
 Number of Public Meetings specifically designed and held for
targeted and underserved groups, i.e. elderly, disabled, low-income
and other minorities. (Outreach Log)
 Conduct at least one (1) Teach-In class per year. (Outreach Log)
 Develop at least one (1) class plan with the Martin County School
District or local university. (Outreach Log)
 MPO staff will present MPO plans or programs at a minimum of
three (3) Neighborhood Advisory Committee (NAC) Meetings to
obtain feedback and engage diverse communities. (Outreach Log)
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Strategy 2e
Public information is
available in a format
for traditionally
underserved
populations.

 Public
Notification
 Public
Feedback

 At least 75% of those surveyed at the NAC meetings agree that the
presentation was effective in providing information and gathering
input. (Survey)
 For specific geographic areas, materials are produced in other
languages. (Documentation, Samples)
 Translators are available at public meetings, events, booths,
outreach activities in areas where a high proportion of the
population is non-English speaking. (Documentation)
 For specific disabled groups, materials are produced for their use,
for example audio information for the visually impaired or written
information for the hearing impaired. (Documentation, Samples)
 Increase the number of organizations contacted to increase
targeted and underserved participation at Public Meetings.
(Documentation)
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OBJECTIVE 3 – Feedback in the Process
STRATEGY
To engage the
public early,
often, and with
clarity so that
opportunities
exist for public
feedback in the
transportation
decision making
process.

TOOLS

MEASURE

Strategy 3a
Public information
disseminated is clear,
informative and explains
MPO actions.

 Public
Notification

 Annually evaluate how attendees or respondents:
o Heard about the meeting
o Aware of the MPO process and responsibilities
o Understands the issue(s) to be resolved
o Believe their comments were/are incorporated in decisions

Strategy 3b
The MPO responds to public
inquiries within 7 working
days of the date of receipt.
Strategy 3c
Meeting notices and
information is available at
least 5 days prior to
meetings.
Strategy 3d
MPO will provide follow-up
information to groups

 Public
Notification
 Public
Feedback
 Public
Notification
 Public
Feedback

 75% of all responses to public inquiries are made within 7 working
days of the date of receipt. (Documentation)
 75% of all responses to media inquiries are made within 1 working
day of the date of receipt. (Documentation)
 80% of public meeting notices were sent at least 5 days prior to the
meeting. (Documentation)
 80% of public meeting information was made available at least 5
days prior to the meeting. (Documentation)

 Public
Participation
 Public
Feedback

Strategy 3e:
Public participation
opportunities will be made
available at key decisionmaking points.

 Public
Participation
 Public
Feedback

 Public Involvement Summary will include a narrative describing
how public comment shaped the selected alternative.
(Documentation, Presentation)
 MPO will make publications and documents available to the public
at least 15 days at locations that are ADA accessible and centrally
located. (Documentation)
 MPO staff will provide follow-up notices to groups in the form of
meetings, flyers or update to the website. (Documentation)
 Visualization tools and easy to understand graphics will be used to
illustration plans and concepts. (Documentation)
 MPO staff will be available to provide project related information.
 100% of public meeting comments are logged, summarized and
analyzed and distributed to applicable staff, Board and
Committees. (Documentation)
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Strategy 3f:
Public feedback is
incorporated into
transportation decision
making.

 Public
Participation
 Public
Feedback

 A record of public comments and how they were integrated into
the transportation planning process is maintained by MPO staff.
(Documentation)
 MPO staff will conduct annual surveys to evaluate public needs
and recommend revisions to MPO work products.
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OBJECTIVE 4 – Public Outreach Tools and Techniques
STRATEGY
TOOLS
To use a variety
of methods to
involve and
engage the
public.

Strategy 4a
The MPO utilizes varied
public involvement
techniques.

 Program
Management
 Public
Notification
 Public
Feedback

Strategy 4b
The MPO conducts surveys
on the effectiveness of
public outreach techniques.

 Program
Management
 Public
Feedback

MEASURE
 At least three (3) separate techniques are used to involve/engage
the public in decision making. (Documentation i.e. ads, website,
meetings)
 All MPO announcements and meeting materials are posted to the
MPO website at least 5 days prior to meetings and events.
(Documentation)
 MPO participates in one (1) Teach-In event with school-age children.
(Documentation)
 Information about the MPO and activities is made available for the
Student Take Home Packages once (1) during the school year.
(Documentation)
 The MPO participates in at least two (2) community events per year.
(Documentation)
 Once per year, the MPO staff conducts a survey of the public on how
well outreach techniques are working. (Documentation, Survey)
 50% of those surveyed agreed that MPO public outreach techniques
were effective in providing information and gathering input.
(Documentation, Survey)
 50% of those surveyed agree that [a specific technique] was effective
in notifying them of MPO actions. (Survey, Questionnaire at
meeting)
 The MPO will track rate of return for all surveys, questionnaires
and/or comment forms. (Documentation)
 100% comments are logged, summarized and analyzed and
distributed to applicable staff, Board and Committees.
(Documentation)
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Strategy 4c
Public information is
available in languages other
than English, as
appropriate, or in other
means to address
disabilities.

 Public
Participation
 Public
Notification
 Public
Feedback

Strategy 4d
The MPO uses varied
website tools to provide
information and gather
input.

 Public
Participation
 Public
Notification
 Public
Feedback

Strategy 4e
The MPO uses the website
to track public interest in
activities.

 Public
Participation
 Public
Notification
 Public
Feedback

 Within 72 hours’ notice, the MPO will provide meeting notices in
other languages or means to address disabilities. (Documentation,
Samples)
 In specific geographic areas and for specific community meetings,
100% of presentation materials are produced in a language other
than English. (Documentation, Samples)
 MPO staff utilizes maps and other visual techniques to convey
information.
 At least 3 separate website tools are used to involve/engage the
public in decision making, for example, online surveys, online
comment form, interactive calendar, online idea submissions and
discussions, electronic documents available, etc. (Website
Documentation)
 MPO will attempt to use social media to provide information,
capture input and provide responses to public comment.
 Monthly, the MPO tracks the number of ‘hits’ and referral sources
(where hits are coming from) to the website. (Website Tracking,
Documentation)
 Key Utilizing Google Translate, all pages of the MPO website are
available in languages other than English. (Documentation)
 Project specific web pages are developed and tracked as a method
to gather public feedback
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OBJECTIVE 5 – Public Input on Program of Projects for Martin County Public Transit
STRATEGY
TOOLS
MEASURE
To provide
Strategy 5a
 Correspondence
opportunities
Request the Martin County  List of Project
for the public to Section 5307 POP
Priorities (LOPP)
provide input on
annual meeting
the Martin
between FDOT
County Section
and MPO staff.
5307 Program of
Projects (POP).
Strategy 5b
 Program
POP will be included with
Management
the MPO LOPP and
and Public
presented at the CAC, TAC,
Feedback
BPAC and MPO Policy Board
meetings in September. The
public will have the
opportunity to:
 Provide input on
the POP
 Be involved in
prioritizing of the
POP for funding

 Request annually (by June 1) Martin County Section 5307 POP
for the following fiscal year
 Request annually (by August 15) a copy of the Section 5307 POP
advertisement in the local newspaper

 Request (by August 15) a representative from Martin County
Public Transit attend the September CAC, TAC, BPAC and MPO
Policy Board meetings when the LOPP and POP are discussed
 Request (by 14 days prior) a representative from Martin County
Public Transit attends the CAC, TAC, BPAC and MPO Policy Board
meetings when a TIP Amendment for public transit funding is
considered.
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7.0 PROGRAM EVALUATION
Table 3 – Public Outreach Tools and Techniques Evaluation Matrix, on the following page, will be used
to help consider and identify the most appropriate and feasible outreach tool and technique and can
be used to determine the tools and techniques effectiveness in engaging the public.
Table 3 – Public Outreach Tools and Techniques Evaluation Matrix
OBJECTIVE 1
To hold regular
public meetings
with its standing
Advisory
Committees, to
obtain their
input all
documents,
projects and
funding
determinations
prior to
submitting them
to the MPO
Policy Board.

OBJECTIVE 2
To provide
equitable access
to information
regarding
transportation
decision making.

OBJECTIVE 3
To engage the
public early,
often and
clearly as well as
incorporate
public feedback
in
transportation
decision making.

Objective 4
To use a variety
of methods to
engage the
public

OBJECTIVE 5
To provide
opportunities
for the public to
provide input on
the Martin
County Section
5307 Program of
Projects (POP).

X

X

X

Program Management
Advisory
Committee

X

Public Participation
Public
Meetings/Open
Houses
Visualization
Chamber of
Commerce
Meetings
Training

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

Public Notification
Emails
Outreach Log
Newsletters/
Flyers
Radio
Television

X
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Public Feedback
Interactive
Group Activities
Request for
Service (RFS)
Booth Events
Surveys
Website
Social Media

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

List of Project Priorities Meeting
Correspondence

X
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APPENDIX A: OUTREACH LOG
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Date

Request (Inquiry/Event)

Staff Person

Purpose/Action

Questions/Comments/Notes
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APPENDIX B: COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP
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Appendix B: Committee Membership
The Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) – The function of the Citizens Advisory Committee is to provide
public involvement and input to the MPO. It is referred to as the CAC and advises the MPO by reviewing,
reacting to, and providing comment on transportation planning issues and needs. The CAC consists of 11
voting members appointed by the MPO.
Membership is comprised of eight citizens residing in the following areas.
∗ 5 – Unincorporated Martin County – appointed one by each Martin County Commissioner
∗ 1 – City of Stuart – appointed by the City of Stuart Commission
∗ 1 – Town of Sewall’s Point – appointed by the Town of Sewall’s Point Commission
∗ 1 – Town of Jupiter Island – appointed by the Jupiter Island Commission
∗ 3 – Citizens at large, including a minimum of one disabled or 65 years or older citizen and one racial
minority citizen appointed by the MPO.
All CAC members must reside within Martin County jurisdictional boundaries. The CAC meets every other
month or as needed to provide public input on all matters prior to MPO action.
The Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) – The responsibility of the Technical Advisory Committee, is to
serve the MPO in an advisory capacity on technical matters, including promoting communication among
members, promoting coordination of transportation planning and programming, reviewing technical sufficiency,
accuracy, and completeness of appropriate studies, making priority recommendations for transportation plans
and program implementation, and providing technical responses on other transportation planning issues.
The TAC is composed of 14 voting members and an undesignated number of non-voting members. The voting
member sponsoring agencies are as listed below.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Martin County Engineering
Martin County Growth Management
City of Stuart Planning
City of Stuart Public Works
Town of Sewall’s Point
Town of Ocean Breeze Park
Town of Jupiter Island
Witham Airport Management
Public Transit Provider
Florida Department of Environmental Protection
Treasure Coast Regional Planning Council
Florida Department of Transportation District IV Planning and Environmental Manager
Florida Department of Transportation District IV Office of Modal Development Manager
Transportation Director – Martin County School Board
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The Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee (BPAC) - The function of the Bicycle
and Pedestrian Advisory Committee is to provide public involvement and input to the MPO
on all bicycle and pedestrian issues and advise the MPO by reviewing, reacting to, and
providing comment on transportation planning issues and needs related to bicycle and
pedestrian issues. The BPAC shall consist of 15 voting members appointed as follows.
Each member of the MPO Policy Board shall appoint one citizen.
The MPO Staff Director or his/her designee, shall appoint eight citizens representing bicycle
and pedestrian interests and selected from representative groups such as those listed below.
5 Representatives Appointed by their district commissioners
- District 1
- District 2
- District 3
- District 4
- District 5
2 Representatives Appointed by the City of Stuart Commission
- Stuart 1
- Stuart 2
1 Representative Appointed by the Town of Sewall's Point
- Sewall’s Point
7 Representatives Appointed by the MPO Administrator with the intent of representing individuals
with disabilities, merchants, the county parks and recreation department, the bicycling community,
the elderly, neighborhood and homeowner associations, and a parent of a school child.
- Individuals with disabilities
- Merchants
- Parks and Recreation Department
- Bicycling Community
- The Elderly
- Neighborhood and Homeowner Associations
- Parent of a School Child
3 Non-voting members representing the Martin County Sheriff s Office, the City of Stuart
Police Department, the Town of Sewall's Point Police Department, or FDOT
- Martin County Sheriff s Office
- City of Stuart Police Department
- Town of Sewall's Point Police Department
- FDOT
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BEFORE THE MARTIN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION (MPO)
MARTIN COUNTY, FLORIDA
**********************************************************************************

Notice of Public Hearing
Public Involvement Plan (PIP) Amendment
Notice is hereby given that there will be a public hearing held by the Martin Metropolitan Planning
Organization (MPO). The purpose of this hearing is to amend the Public Involvement Plan (PIP) for the Martin
MPO. This hearing will be held on May 20, 2013, by the Martin MPO Board during their regular
meeting in the Commission Chambers on the first floor of the County Administration Building, 2401 S.E.
Monterey Road, Stuart, Florida 34996. The regular meeting begins at 9:00 a.m. All interested persons are
invited to attend and be heard. The PIP Amendment will be considered for adoption at this meeting.
Public participation is solicited without regard to race, color, national origin, age, sex, religion, disability or
family status. Persons with questions or concerns about nondiscrimination, or who require special
accommodations under the American with Disabilities Act or language translation services (free of charge)
should contact Bonnie Landry, Senior Planner (Title VI/Non-discrimination Contact) at (772) 223-7983 or
blandry@martin.fl.us. Hearing impaired individuals are requested to telephone the Florida Relay System at
#711. Transportation assistance for disabled persons may be arranged by calling 1-866-836-7034. An agenda
of items to be considered will be available to the public in the Administrator’s Office, 2401 SE Monterey Road,
Stuart, Florida. Items not included on the agenda may also be heard in consideration of the best interests of the
public health, safety, welfare, and as necessary to protect every person’s right of access.
A copy of the PIP Amendment has been available to the public for its 45 day public review at the main
receptionist desk on the first floor of the County Administration Building, 2401 S.E. Monterey Road, Stuart,
Florida 34996, on the MPO Website at http://www.martinmpo.com and in the reference sections of the Blake
Library, Peter & Julie Cummings Library, Elisabeth Lahti Library, Hobe Sound Public Library, Hoke
Library, and Robert Morgade Library. Items not included on the agenda may also be heard in consideration
of the best interests of the public's health, safety, welfare, and as necessary to protect every person's right of
access.
If any person decides to appeal any decision made with respect to any matter considered at the meetings or
hearings of any board, committee, agency, council, or advisory group, that person will need a record of the
proceedings and, for such purpose, may need to insure that a verbatim record of the proceedings is made, which
record should include the testimony and evidence upon which the appeal is to be based.

Español: Si usted desea recibir esta información en español, por favor llame al 772-221-1498.
THIS NOTICE DATED: 18th OF APRIL 2013.
NOTICE TO PUBLISH: This ad is to appear on Saturday, May 20th , 2013.
Submitted by:
Beth Beltran, Martin MPO Administrator
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www.martinmpo.com
Phone: (772) 221-1498
Fax: (772) 221-2389

THE MARTIN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION (MPO)
WELCOMES YOUR COMMENTS
Name______________________________________________________
City_________________________

Zip____________

Phone_______________________

Email________________________

Have you ever heard of the MPO before?

Yes_____

No_____

If yes, do you know what the MPO does?

Yes_____

No_____

Currently on MPO email list?

Yes_____

No_____

Would you like to be added to the email list?

Yes_____

No_____

Interests: circle all that apply:
Roadways
MPO Agendas

Sidewalks

MPO Minutes

Congested Intersections

Bike paths/lanes
Long Range Planning

Other: _________________

Comments regarding Transportation Improvement Program (you may use backside):
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Martin MPO LRTP preguntas de la encuesta en línea (Enero 2015)
1. ¿Dónde vives?
o Stuart
o Sewall’s Point
o Jensen Beach/Ocean Breeze Park
o Jupiter Island/Hobe Sound
o Indiantown
o Palm City
o Rio
o Port Salerno
o Golden Gate
o St. Lucie County
o Palm Beach County
o Otro (Por favor especifique)

2. Si está empleado (o un estudiante), ¿en qué municipio o área es su trabajo
principal (o escuela) situada?
o Stuart
o Sewall’s Point
o Jensen Beach/Ocean Breeze Park
o Jupiter Island/Hobe Sound
o Indiantown
o Palm City
o Rio
o Port Salerno
o Golden Gate
o St. Lucie County
o Palm Beach County
o Estoy jubilado /desempleado
o Otro (Por favor especifique)
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3. Si usted tiene control sobre el transporte presupuesto, ¿cuál es su prioridad?
Clasifique las diez prioridades enumeradas en orden de importancia (10 =máxima
prioridad, 1 =prioridad más baja, utilizar el "Comentario" sección de listado
prioridades adicionales):
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Barrio la seguridad del tráfico y calmante
Ampliar el servicio de autobuses existente
Mantenimiento de carreteras existentes / gestión
de la congestión
Construcción acera y reparaciones
Waterways
Conectado a la red de carriles en carretera en
bicicleta
Compartir el viaje y park-and-ride
La construcción de nuevas carreteras y puentes /
carretera ensanchamiento
Tri-Rail estación de tren / servicio
Greenways y senderos
Comentarios:
__________________________________________________________________________
4. En su opinión, ¿qué porcentaje del total de fondos deben ser invertidos en
diversas mejoras en el transporte en el condado de Martin?

o

Rutas de senderismo , carriles bici y greenway senderos

o

Opciones de transporte público , incluidas otras opciones para compartir el viaje
de autobús y ferrocarril

o

Sistema de carreteras mediante la adición de más carriles o caminos nuevos

o

Proyectos de gestión de la congestión , la mejora del sistema de señales de
tráfico , mayor mantenimiento vial

Page 2 of 5
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5. ¿Qué importancia tienen estas estrategias de crecimiento para mejorar la calidad
de vida? Clasifique las mejoras en orden de importancia (10 =lo más importante, 1
=menos importante, utilizar el "Comentario" para las estrategias de crecimiento
adicional):
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Reparación y mantenimiento de las
carreteras existentes, aceras, puentes y otras
infraestructuras
Preservar espacios abiertos y las tierras de
labrantío
Preservar monumentos históricos y los
barrios
Fomentar comunidades habitables y
transitables
Enfoque regional crecimiento alrededor
nodos de conexión como la I-95/SR 76
interchange
Alentar a otros en el desarrollo de los
suburbios urbanos límite servicios
Fomentar desarrollo compacto en la medida
de lo posible que es compatible con una gran
variedad de opciones de transporte
multimodal
Mezcla complementaria usos de la tierra
(vivienda, comercio, Oficina)
Buscar empleos y casas más cerca uno del
otro
Ofrecen una variedad de estilos de vivienda
Comentarios:
___________________________________________________________________________
6. Si financiación adicional para las mejoras de transporte es necesario para reducir
la brecha entre lo que se necesita y lo que puede ser financiado, ¿cuál sería la
probabilidad que usted se de apoyo cualquiera de las siguientes fuentes?
Muy
Probable

Algo
Probable

No Es
Probable

Mayor impuesto a gasolina
Mayores impuestos sobre las ventas
Mayores impuestos a la propiedad
Peaje en carreteras
Honorarios de impacto de desarrollo
Page 3 of 5
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Bono de transporte (préstamo)
No financiación adicional
Otro (Por favor especifique):
__________________________________________________________________________

7. ¿Cuál es tu modo más común de transporte para ir al trabajo o a la escuela?
o Caminar
o Bicicleta
o Conducir solo
o Compartir coche
o Tránsito público
o Otro (Por favor especifique):

8. En el futuro si se dispone de opciones de transporte multimodal ampliado, ¿Cómo
prefiere viajar al trabajo o escuela? (Fila 1 a 3 para sus opciones de tres
principales)
1

2

3

Caminar
Bicicleta
Conducir solo
Compartir coche
Autobús / Autobús expreso
Viaje de Tri-Rail
Otro (Por favor especifique):
__________________________________________________________________________
9. Por favor lista necesidades de transporte que usted es consciente de en el
condado de Martin. (Ejemplos: Necesitan acera en la calle principal de Bus
Avenue a Bicyclist Way)
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
10. ¿Cuál es tu género?
o Hombre
o Mujer
o Prefiero no contestar
11. ¿Qué categoría describe tu edad?
o Mas joven 20
o 20-29
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o
o
o
o
o
o

30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70 o más viejo
Prefiero no contestar

12. Otros comentarios:
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
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MPO ACRONYMS
AADT ........ Annual Average Daily Traffic
ADA………Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990
AOR........... Annual Operating Report
AAR........... Administrative Approval Request
AADT ........ Annual Average Daily Traffic
ARC ........... Advocates for the Rights of Challenged
AARP ........ American Association of Retired Persons
BCC ........... Board of County Commissioners
BPAC......... Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee
BPAC......... Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee
BPSAP ....... Bicycle and Pedestrian Safety Action Plan
CFR .......... Code of Federal Regulations
CIP ............. Capital Improvement Program
CAC ........... Citizens Advisory Committee
CMS........... Congestion Management System
CTC ........... Community Transportation Coordinator
CTD ........... Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged
CTPP ......... Census Transportation Planning Program
CR .............. County Road
CRA ........... Community Redevelopment Area
CUTR ........ Center for Urban Transportation Research
DOPA ........ Designated Official Planning Agency
EJ…………Environmental Justice
ETAT ......... Environmental Technical Advisory Team
ETDM........ Efficient Transportation Decision Making
FAA ........... Federal Aviation Administration
FAC ........... Florida Administrative Code
FCTS ......... Florida Coordinated Transportation System
FDOT......... Florida Department of Transportation
FHWA ....... Federal Highway Administration
FPTA ......... Florida Public Transportation Association
FS............... Florida Statutes
FSUTMS ... Florida Standard Urban Transportation Model Structure
FTA ........... Federal Transit Administration
FTP ............ Florida Transportation Plan
FY .............. Fiscal Year
GIS-TM ..... Geographical Information System - Transportation Modeling
GUI ............ Graphic User Interface
HPMS ........ Highway Performance Monitoring System
ITS ............. Intelligent Transportation System
JPA ............ Joint Participation Agreement
LCB ........... Local Coordinating Board
Martin Metropolitan Planning Organization
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LEP……….Limited English Proficiency
LGCP ......... Local Government Comprehensive Plan
LOS ........... Level of Service
LRTP ......... Long-Range Transportation Plan
MPA .......... Metropolitan Planning Area
MPO .......... Metropolitan Planning Organization
MPOAC ..... MPO Advisory Council
NAC........... Neighborhood Advisory Committee
NEPA......... National Environmental Policy Act
OMD .......... Office of Modal Development
PD&E ........ Project Development & Environmental (Study)
PEA ........... Planning Emphasis Areas
PIP ............. Public Involvement Plan
POP ............ Program of Projects
RFP ............ Request for Proposal
SAFETEA-LU…..Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users
SEE ............ Sociocultural Effects Evaluation
SFRTA....... South Florida Regional Transportation Authority
SIS ............. Strategic Intermodal System
SR .............. State Road
STIP ........... State Transportation Improvement Program
TAC ........... Technical Advisory Committee
TAZ ........... Traffic Analysis Zone
TCQSM ..... Transit Capacity and Quality of Service Manual
TCRPC ...... Treasure Coast Regional Planning Council
TCSP ......... Transportation and Community and System Preservation (Grant)
TDM .......... Transportation Demand Management
TDP ........... Transit Development Plan
TD.............. Transportation Disadvantaged
TDSP ......... Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan
TEA-21 ...... Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century
TIMAS....... Transportation Inventory Management and Analysis
TIP ............. Transportation Improvement Program
TITLE VI
TMA .......... Transportation Management Area
ULAM ....... Urban Land use Allocation Model
UPWP ........ Unified Planning Work Program
USC ........... United States Code
USDOT ...... United States Department of Transportation
UZA ........... Urbanized Area
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ITEM
NUMBER:

5E
MARTIN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE (CAC)
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
MEETING DATE: DUE DATE:
UPWP#:
February 8, 2017
February 1, 2017
2.1
WORDING:
TITLE VI AND OTHER NONDISCRIMINATION POLICY AND PLAN AMENDMENT
REQUESTED BY: PREPARED BY:
DOCUMENT(S) REQUIRING ACTION:
MPO
Bolivar Gomez
Title VI and other Nondiscrimination Plan
BACKGROUND
Martin MPO must comply with both Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and Federal
Transit Administration (FTA) regulations with regard to Title VI and other Nondiscrimination.
FHWA requires the MPO to review the Title VI language on a regular basis to assure it is
current.
In December, MPO staff attended a Civil Rights roundtable where the Title VI and Other
Nondiscrimination Plan was reviewed by Carey Shepherd, Civil Rights Program Coordinator for
FHWA. Based on review by FHWA and FDOT, staff drafted an updated Plan and the following
Amendments include:
•
•
•
•

Added organization structure chart that displays the structure for the Title
VI/Nondiscrimination Program.
Updated top languages spoken at home in Martin County derived from the US Census
Bureau’s 2011-2015 American Community Survey (ACS) data.
Added Nondiscrimination Program Achievements and Goals section.
Added Title VI/Nondiscrimination Activity Log.

This draft will be forwarded to Mr. Shepherd to assure the Martin MPO Title VI Plan includes all
required language in preparation for the Joint FHWA/FTA Certification Review scheduled in
April.
ISSUES
Staff will present the updated Title VI and Other Nondiscrimination Policy and Plan at the
February 8th Citizens Advisory Committee meeting.
______________________________________________________________________________
RECOMMENDED ACTION
Review the document and recommend MPO Policy Board approval.
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FISCAL IMPACT
None
APPROVAL
MPO Policy Board
ATTACHMENTS
Title VI and other Nondiscrimination Policy and Plan with the proposed Amendments
highlighted in yellow.
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DRAFT
Martin County, FL
Board of Commissioners
Title VI and Other Nondiscrimination Policy and Plan
I. Title VI/Nondiscrimination Protection:
Policy Statement:
Martin County values diversity and welcomes input from all interested parties,
regardless of cultural identity, background or income level. Moreover, Martin County
believes that the best transportation systems and community services result from
careful consideration of the needs of all of its communities and when those communities
are involved in the decision making process. Thus, Martin County does not tolerate
discrimination in any of its programs, services or activities. Pursuant to Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 and related laws and regulations, Martin County will
not
exclude from participation in, deny the benefits of, or subject to discrimination anyone
on the grounds of race, color, national origin, sex, age, disability, religion, income or
family status.
Complaint Procedures:
Martin County has established a discrimination complaint procedure and will take
prompt and reasonable action to investigate and eliminate discrimination when found.
Any person who believes that he or she has been subjected to discrimination based
upon race, color, national origin, sex, religion, age, disability, family or income status in
any of Martin County’s programs, services or activities may file a complaint with the
Martin County Title VI Coordinator:
A complaint must be filed within one hundred eighty (180) days after the date of the
alleged discrimination, unless the time for filing is extended by the FTA, FHWA or other
federal or state authorities.
If possible, complaints should be in writing, signed by the complainant or his/her
representative(s), and must include the complainant(s) name, address and telephone
number, along with a description of the alleged discrimination and the date of the
occurrence. Allegations of discrimination received via e-mail will be acknowledged and
processed. Allegations received by telephone will be documented in writing and
provided to the complainant(s) for review before processing. If complainant is hearing
or speech impaired, call the Florida Relay Service (FRS) by dialing 711 or 1-800-9558771 (TTY) or email the Title VI Coordinator for assistance.
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Complaints should be submitted to:
Martin County Board of Commission

VACANT
Title VI Coordinator
2401 SE Monterey Road
Stuart, FL 34996
Email:
Phone: 772-221-1320

Martin MPO

and/or

Bolivar Gomez
Title VI/Nondiscrimination Contact
2401 SE Monterey Road
Stuart, FL 34996
Email: bgomez@martin.fl.us
Phone: 772-288-5412

Organization Structure
The following chart displays Martin County’s organizational structure for the Title
VI/Nondiscrimination Program:

Martin County Board of
Commissioners:
Title VI Coordinator

Martin Metropolitan
Planning Organization
(MPO) Administrator

Martin MPO
Title
VI/Nondiscrimination
Contact

Complaint Investigation
Upon receipt of a signed complaint, the Title VI Coordinator will, within five (5) working
days, provide the complainant or his/her representative with a written acknowledgement
of the complaint.
The Title VI Coordinator will take reasonable steps to resolve the matter and respond to
the complaint within thirty (30) days. The Title VI Coordinator has ‘easy access’ to the
Martin County Administrator and is not required to obtain management or other
approval to discuss discrimination with the County Administrator.
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Regardless of whether Martin County is able to satisfactorily resolve the complaint, the
Title VI Coordinator will provide a copy of the complaint, along with a record of its
disposition, to the applicable federal or state agency, or oversight board, for further
processing, if required.
Retaliation
Retaliation is prohibited under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and related federal
and state nondiscrimination authorities. It is the policy of Martin County that persons
filing a complaint of discrimination should have the right to do so without interference,
intimidation, coercion or fear of reprisal. Anyone who feels he/she has been subjected
to retaliation should report such incident to the Title VI Coordinator.
II. ADA/504 Statement
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Section 504), the Americans with
Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) and related federal and state laws and regulations forbid
discrimination against those who have disabilities. Furthermore, these laws require
federal aid recipients and other government entities to take affirmative steps to
reasonably accommodate the disabled and ensure that their needs are equitably
represented in transportation programs, services and activities.
Martin County will make every effort to ensure that its facilities, programs, services, and
activities are accessible to those with disabilities. Martin County will make every effort
to ensure that its advisory committees, public involvement activities and all other
programs, services and activities include representation by the disabled community and
disability service groups.
Martin encourages the public to report any facility, program, service or activity that
appears inaccessible to the disabled. Furthermore, Martin County will provide
reasonable accommodation to disabled individuals who wish to participate in public
involvement events or who require special assistance to access facilities, programs,
services or activities. Because providing reasonable accommodation may require
outside assistance, organization or resources, Martin County asks that requests be
made at least five (5) calendar days prior to the need for accommodation.
Questions, concerns, comments or requests for accommodation should be made to the
Martin County’s ADA Officer:
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Judy Lamb
ADA Coordinator
2401 SE Monterey Road
Stuart, FL 34990
Email: jlamb@martin.fl.us
Phone: 772-221-1396
Fax: 772-221-1383
Hearing or speech impaired: 711 or 1-800-955-8771
Martin County has an informative ADA webpage that describes the County’s
accessibility program as well as provides certain resources to the community that is
disabled. All website information is available in alternative formats. For more
information, contact the Accessibility Coordinator.
In addition, Martin County has a Transit ADA plan specific to transit services. That plan
is included in Section VII of this plan.

III. Limited English Proficiency (LEP) Plan

Introduction
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits recipients of federal financial assistance
from discriminating against or otherwise excluding individuals on the basis of race,
color, or national origin in any of their activities. It has been recognized that one form of
discrimination occurs through an inability to communicate due to a limited proficiency in
the English language. Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Executive Order 13166,
and various directives from the US Department of Justice (DOJ) and US Department of
Transportation (DOT) require federal aid recipients to take reasonable steps to ensure
meaningful access to programs, services and activities by those who do not speak
English proficiently.
To determine the extent to which LEP services are required and in which languages, the
law requires the analysis of four factors:
1. The number or proportion of LEP persons eligible to be served or likely to be
encountered by the County’s programs, services or activities.
2. The frequency with which LEP individuals come in contact with these
programs, services or activities.
3. The nature and importance of the program, service, or activity to people’s
lives.
4. The resources available and the overall cost to the County.
The goal of the Martin County Limited English Proficiency (LEP) Access Plan is to
ensure that the County recognizes the needs of limited English proficient (LEP)
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members of the community and implements a plan to communicate effectively and
ensure reasonable access to our processes, information and decision-making.

Martin County Four Factor Analysis
To determine the extent to which LEP services are required and in which languages, the
law requires the analysis of four factors. The following sections address each of these
with respect to the Martin County planning area.
Factor 1: Review of LEP Populations
Understanding the needs of the community begins with identifying the number of
Limited English Proficiency (LEP) persons eligible to be served, likely to be served or
likely to be encountered by the County through its programs, services or activities. In
an effort to determine potential LEP needs in the County planning area, staff reviewed
data available through the U.S. Census Bureau American Community Survey for the
period of 2011 through 2015.
Data collected for Martin County indicated that 6.7% of the total population 5 years and
older speak English less than “very well”. Further analysis shows that 81.9% of the
same population speaks Spanish; 11.4% speaks an Indo-European language; 3.3%
speaks an Asian or Pacific Islander language; and 3.4% speaks another language (see
Table 1). This information led staff to review the Spanish speaking LEP group to
identify whether this population was concentrated into specific communities.

Table 1: The Top Languages Spoken at Home in Martin County
No. of % of
% of LEP
% of LEP
% of LEP
% of LEP
LEP
LEP
Persons
Persons who Persons who
Persons
Perso Perso who speak speak Indospeak Asian
who speak
ns
ns
Spanish
Euro
or Pacific
Other
Languages
Islander
Languages
Languages
145,332 9,791 6.7%
81.9%
11.4%
3.3%
3.4%

Populati
on 5
years
and
older

Source: US Census Bureau’s 2011-2015 American Community Survey
Spanish (81.9%) was reported to be the most prevalent language spoken by persons
that speak English less than “very well.” After reviewing the data in GIS, it appears that
a high concentration of LEP persons live in the Indiantown and Port Salerno areas.
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Factor 2: Assessing Frequency of Contact with LEP Persons
The results of the census data indicate that Spanish is the most prevalent language
spoken by the LEP population in Martin County. To date, the County has not received
any requests for translation or interpretation of its programs, services or activities into
Spanish or any other language.
Factor 3: Assessing the Importance of County Programs
All of the County programs are important; however, those related to safety, public
transit, right-of-way, the environment, nondiscrimination and public involvement are
among the most important. The County must ensure that all segments of the
population, including LEP persons, have been involved or have had the opportunity to
be involved in the planning processes to be consistent with its nondiscrimination goals.
Factor 4: Determining Available Resources
When planning any activity, it is imperative that an organization assess the resources
available to conduct the activity in a way that is meaningful and balances those efforts
with the overall cost to the organization. To that end, Martin MPO contracted with
Language Line in October 2013 to assure speakers of other languages may effectively
participate in the transportation planning process. Language Line offers over the phone
and face to face translation to more than 200 languages, 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. This professional translation service also provides translation of written
documents to assure the most accurate translation of all written materials provided to
the public. For meetings located in areas with a large percentage of LEP citizens, the
Martin MPO has an on-site translator available. The Martin MPO will review and update
this plan as needed.
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Language access implementation plan and procedures
Martin County will:


Maintain a list of employees who competently speak Spanish and other
languages and who are willing to provide translation and/or interpretation
services and distribute this list to staff that regularly have contact with the public.



Provide meeting, program and services availability notifications in English and
Spanish, where appropriate, particularly where programs or activities are located
in Indiantown, Port Salerno or any other area identified as having higher LEP
populations.



Develop agreements with local agencies, colleges/universities and community
partners to provide oral and written LEP services with reasonable notification.



Identify events and activities that may require a translator to ensure meaningful
access by LEP persons.



State in outreach documents that language services are available free of charge
in a language LEP persons can understand.



Provide Spanish language outreach materials from other organizations including
federal, state and local transportation agencies when possible.



Provide Spanish language format in informational materials that assist in the
accessibility of Martin County services.

For questions or concerns regarding Martin County’s commitment to nondiscrimination
or to request LEP services, contact the Title VI Coordinator.

IV. Public Involvement:
In order to plan for efficient, effective, safe, equitable and reliable transportation
systems, and other county services, Martin County must have the input of its public.
Martin County spends substantial staff and financial resources in furtherance of this
goal and strongly encourages the participation of the entire community. The Local
Coordinating Board for the Transportation Disadvantaged (LCB-TD) is composed of
disabled representatives, persons over the age of 65, Veterans Service Office and the
Florida Division of Vocational Rehabilitation or Division of Blind Services. The LCB-TD
provides information, advice, direction and support to the Community Transportation
Coordinator (CTC) of Martin County for the delivery of transportation disadvantaged
services. Representatives of underserved populations will also serve on other MPO
advisory committees. Further, Martin County holds a number of meetings, workshops
and other events designed to gather public input on project planning and construction.
Martin County officials and employees attend and participate in other community events
to promote its services to the public.
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Martin County is constantly seeking ways of measuring the effectiveness of its public
involvement. Persons wishing to request special presentations by Martin County;
volunteer in any of its activities or offer suggestions for improvement of Martin County’s
public involvement should contact the Title VI Coordinator or any other County
department or official. For additional information about Martin MPO Public Involvement,
please visit our website:
http://www.martinmpo.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/FY2014_Martin_PIP.pdf .
Nondiscrimination Program Achievements & Goals:
Identified during the completion of the Public Involvement Plan – Annual Report 2016,
the following were accomplished in the Nondiscrimination program: Public involvement
activities were geographically dispersed throughout the county (including various focus
groups during the development of the 2040 Long Range Transportation Plan [LRTP]),
all meeting notices and information were sent at least 7 days prior to the meeting, all
meetings were held in ADA accessible locations, and various age groups were targeted
such as children grades K-5. Various programs and planning products such as the
LRTP, TIP and UPWP went through the advisory committees prior to being adopted to
ensure nondiscrimination. The Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) for instance, is
made up of Citizen-At-Large – Racial Minority Person and Citizen-At-Large – Disabled
Person or over 65. Two achievable goals for the Nondiscrimination Program are to
conduct a survey to evaluate the effectiveness of public outreach techniques and
efforts, and to use the updated Community Characteristics Report specified below (V.
Data Collection) to assist in future project selection and assist in equity analysis.
V. Data Collection:
FHWA regulations require federal-aid recipients to collect and analyze racial, ethnic and
other similar demographic data on beneficiaries of or those affected by transportation
programs, services and activities. Martin County accomplishes this through the use of
census data, American Community Survey reports, Environmental Screening Tools
(EST), driver and ridership surveys, its Community Development Department and other
methods. From time to time, Martin County may find it necessary to request voluntary
identification of certain racial, ethnic or other data from those who participate in its
public involvement events. This information assists Martin County with improving its
targeted outreach and measures of effectiveness. Self-identification of personal data to
Martin County will always be voluntary and anonymous. Moreover, Martin County will
not release or otherwise use this data in any manner inconsistent with the federal
regulations. The Martin MPO is updating the Community Characteristics Report using
the 2015 American Community Survey 5-year data (2011-2015). The report will include
minority, age, poverty, mobility, and Limited English Proficiency data, as well as
additional demographic information that is vital in identifying diverse groups and
incorporating there needs into the transportation decision-making process.
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VI. ASSURANCES:

Every three (3) years, or commensurate with a change in Martin County executive
leadership, Martin County must certify to US DOT and other applicable federal and state
agencies that its programs, services and activities are being conducted in a
nondiscriminatory manner. These certifications are termed ‘assurances’ and serve two
important purposes.
First, they document the Martin County’s commitment to
nondiscrimination and equitable service to its community. Second, they serve as a
legally enforceable agreement by which Martin County may be held liable for breach.
The public may view assurances on Martin County’s website or by visiting Martin
County offices.
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APPENDICES A and E
During the performance of this contract, the contractor, for itself, its assignees and successors in
interest (hereinafter referred to as the “Contractor”) agrees as follows:
(1.) Compliance with Regulations: The Contractor shall comply with the Regulations relative to
nondiscrimination in Federally-assisted programs of the U.S. Department of Transportation
(hereinafter, “USDOT”) Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 21, as they may be
amended from time to time, (hereinafter referred to as the Regulations), which are herein
incorporated by reference and made a part of this Agreement.
(2.) Nondiscrimination: The Contractor, with regard to the work performed during the contract,
shall not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, age, disability, religion
or family status in the selection and retention of subcontractors, including procurements of
materials and leases of equipment. The Contractor shall not participate either directly or
indirectly in the discrimination prohibited by section 21.5 of the Regulations, including
employment practices when the contract covers a program set forth in Appendix B of the
Regulations.
(3.) Solicitations for Subcontractors, including Procurements of Materials and Equipment:
In all solicitations made by the Contractor, either by competitive bidding or negotiation for
work to be performed under a subcontract, including procurements of materials or leases of
equipment; each potential subcontractor or supplier shall be notified by the Contractor of the
Contractor’s obligations under this contract and the Regulations relative to nondiscrimination
on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, age, disability, religion or family status.
(4.) Information and Reports: The Contractor shall provide all information and reports required
by the Regulations or directives issued pursuant thereto, and shall permit access to its books,
records, accounts, other sources of information, and its facilities as may be determined by the
Florida Department of Transportation, the Federal Highway Administration, Federal Transit
Administration, Federal Aviation Administration, and/or the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration to be pertinent to ascertain compliance with such Regulations, orders and
instructions. Where any information required of a Contractor is in the exclusive possession of
another who fails or refuses to furnish this information the Contractor shall so certify to the
Florida Department of Transportation, the Federal Highway Administration, Federal Transit
Administration, Federal Aviation Administration, and/or the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration as appropriate, and shall set forth what efforts it has made to obtain the
information.
(5.) Sanctions for Noncompliance: In the event of the Contractor’s noncompliance with the
nondiscrimination provisions of this contract, the Florida Department of Transportation shall
impose such contract sanctions as it or the Federal Highway Administration, Federal Transit
Administration, Federal Aviation Administration, and/or the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration may determine to be appropriate, including, but not limited to:
a. withholding of payments to the Contractor under the contract until the Contractor
complies, and/or
b. cancellation, termination or suspension of the contract, in whole or in part.
(6.) Incorporation of Provisions: The Contractor shall include the provisions of paragraphs (1)
through (6) in every subcontract, including procurements of materials and leases of
equipment, unless exempt by the Regulations, or directives issued pursuant thereto. The
Contractor shall take such action with respect to any subcontract or procurement as the

2
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Florida Department of Transportation, the Federal Highway Administration, Federal Transit
Administration, Federal Aviation Administration, and/or the Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration may direct as a means of enforcing such provisions including sanctions for
noncompliance. In the event a Contractor becomes involved in, or is threatened with,
litigation with a sub-contractor or supplier as a result of such direction, the Contractor may
request the Florida Department of Transportation to enter into such litigation to protect the
interests of the Florida Department of Transportation, and, in addition, the Contractor may
request the United States to enter into such litigation to protect the interests of the United
States.
(7.) Compliance with Nondiscrimination Statutes and Authorities: Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. § 2000d et seq., 78 stat. 252), (prohibits discrimination on the basis of
race, color, national origin); and 49 CFR Part 21; The Uniform Relocation Assistance and
Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, (42 U.S.C. § 4601), (prohibits unfair treatment
of persons displaced or whose property has been acquired because of Federal or Federal-aid
programs and projects); Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1973, (23 U.S.C. § 324 et seq.),
(prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex); Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973,
(29 U.S.C. § 794 et seq.), as amended, (prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability);
and 49 CFR Part 27; The Age Discrimination Act of 1975, as amended, (42 U.S.C. § 6101 et
seq.), (prohibits discrimination on the basis of age); Airport and Airway Improvement Act of
1982, (49 USC § 471, Section 47123), as amended, (prohibits discrimination based on race,
creed, color, national origin, or sex); The Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1987, (PL 100-209),
(Broadened the scope, coverage and applicability of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
The Age Discrimination Act of 1975 and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, by
expanding the definition of the terms “programs or activities” to include all of the programs or
activities of the Federal-aid recipients, sub-recipients and contractors, whether such
programs or activities are Federally funded or not); Titles II and III of the Americans with
Disabilities Act, which prohibit discrimination on the basis of disability in the operation of
public entities, public and private transportation systems, places of public accommodation,
and certain testing entities (42 U.S.C. §§ 12131 -- 12189) as implemented by Department of
Transportation regulations at 49 C.F.R. parts 37 and 38; The Federal Aviation
Administration’s Non-discrimination statute (49 U.S.C. § 47123) (prohibits discrimination on
the basis of race, color, national origin, and sex); Executive Order 12898, Federal Actions to
Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations, which
ensures non-discrimination against minority populations by discouraging programs, policies,
and activities with disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects
on minority and low-income populations; Executive Order 13166, Improving Access to
Services for Persons with Limited English Proficiency, and resulting agency guidance,
national origin discrimination includes discrimination because of limited English proficiency
(LEP). To ensure compliance with Title VI, you must take reasonable steps to ensure that
LEP persons have meaningful access to your programs (70 Fed. Reg. at 74087 to 74100);
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, as amended, which prohibits you from
discriminating because of sex in education programs or activities (20 U.S.C. 1681 et seq).

3
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NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
Please be advised that the Martin County Board of County Commissioners’
services operate according to the Title VI Regulation, 49 CFR, Part 21 which
states:

NO PERSON OR GROUP OF PERSON SHALL BE DISCRIMINATED
AGAINST WITH REGARD TO ANY OF ITS PROGRAMS, SERVICES, OR
ACTIVITIES ON THE BASIS OF RACE, COLOR OR NATIONAL ORIGIN.
If you feel you have been discriminated against in reference to above and would
like to register a complaint, please call: 772 -221-1320
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Martin County Board of Commissioners

Title VI / Nondiscrimination Program
Complaint of Discrimination
Complainant(s) Name:

Complainant(s) Address:

Complainant(s) Phone Number:
E-mail Address:
Complainant's Representative's Name, Address, Phone Number and Relationship (e.g. friend, attorney, parent, etc.):

Name and Address of Agency, Institution, or Department Whom You Allege Discriminated Against You:

Names of the Individual(s) Whom You Allege Discriminated Against You (If Known):

 Race
… Color
… National
Date of Alleged Discrimination:
Discrimination Origin
Because of:
 Sex
… Age
…
Handicap/Disability
Please list the name(s)
and phone number(s) of any person, if known, that the Volusia Transportation Planning
 Income Status
… Retaliation
 Other
Organization could contact for additional information to support or clarify your allegation(s).

Please explain as clearly as possible how, why, when and where you believe you were discriminated against.
Include as much background information as possible about the alleged acts of discrimination. Additional pages
may be attached if needed.

Complainant(s) or Complainant(s) Representative(s)
Signature:

Date of Signature:
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Junta de comisionados del Condado de Martin

Titulo VI / Programa Antidiscriminatorio
Querella de Discriminación
Nombre del querellante:

Dirección:

Número de teléfono:
Dirección de correo electrónico:

Nombre, dirección, teléfono y relación (ej. amigo, abogado, pariente, etc.) del Representante del querellante:

Nombre y dirección de la Agencia, Institución, o Departamento que usted alega discrimino en su contra:

Nombre(s) del Individuo(s) Quien(es) Usted Allega Discrimino Contra Usted Si lo(s) Conoce:

 Raza
 Color
 Origen Nacional
Fecha de la alegada discriminación:
 Incapacidad/Impedimento Físico
 Edad
Razón de la
 Sexo
 Represalia  Status de Ingreso
discriminació
 Otro
n:
Favor de indicar el nombre (s) y número(s) de teléfono(s) de alguna persona(s) que del Condado de Martin puede comunicarse
para información adicional que clarifique o respalde su alegación o alegaciones.

Favor de explicar tan claro como sea posible, como, porque, cuando y donde usted cree que fue discriminado. Incluya suficiente
información acerca de los antecedentes según le sea posible, de los alegados actos de discrimen. Puede añadir paginas
adicionales, si es necesario.

Firma del Querellante(s) o su Representante:

Fecha:
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Martin MPO
Title VI/Nondiscrimination
Activity Log
Date

Activity

Additional Comment(s)

August 4, 2016

FHWA/FDOT Title VI & ADA
Training

Held at Broward MPO office

December 15, 2016

Civil Rights Roundtable (PreCertification)

Held at St. Lucie TPO office
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ITEM
NUMBER:

5F
MARTIN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE (CAC)
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
MEETING DATE:

DUE DATE:

February 8, 2017

February 1, 2017

UPWP#:

4.1

WORDING:

LONG RANGE TRANSPORTATION PLAN AMENDMENT (LRTP) REQUESTED BY:

PREPARED BY:

DOCUMENT(S) REQUIRING ACTION:

MPO

Beth Beltran/
Alice Bojanowski

2040 LRTP Amendment

BACKGROUND
The 2040 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) was approved on December 14, 2015.
Known as the Moving Martin Forward plan, this plan details how Martin County’s multimodal
transportation system will evolve over the next 25 years.
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), in cooperation with the Federal Transit
Administration (FTA), prepared an Expectations Letter on meeting federal requirements for the
2040 LRTP. The next Federal Certification review of the Martin MPO will occur in April 2017.
ISSUES
The FHWA preliminary review of the LRTP has occurred. Modifications to the LRTP text,
tables and figures are proposed, based on the FHWA’s LRTP checklist. These changes will
provide greater clarity and ease of use for the Moving Martin Forward LRTP plan.
______________________________________________________________________________
RECOMMENDED ACTION
a. Motion to approve the LRTP Amendment, with comments.
b. Motion to approve the LRTP Amendment, without comments.
c. Provide direction.
FISCAL IMPACT
N/A
APPROVAL
MPO
ATTACHMENTS
• Chapter 9: Multimodal Cost Feasible Plan -- proposed Pages 65-71(C)
• Chapter 11: Plan Implementation -- proposed Pages 80-82
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Chapter 9: Multimodal Cost Feasible Plan
The Martin 2040 Cost Feasible Plan (CFP) is a multimodal plan that utilizes funding sources
traditionally designated only for roadway improvements to fund projects including roadway needs,
public transit, and non-motorized transportation projects identified in the Needs Plan. This
“flexing” of roadway funding for use on multimodal transportation needs is in addition to the
funding that is dedicated for Transit and grant programs such as the Transportation Alternatives
Program.
In this CFP, roadway funding from sources such as Transportation Management Area (TMA), or
SU funds, is applied for projects such as the Cove Road capacity enhancements. Furthermore,
SU funds are identified for roadway maintenance purposes on the federal aid highway system.
Maintenance was identified as one of the top priorities during the Public Engagement component
of this Plan.
Furthermore, funding is set aside in the CFP for Congestion Management Process (CMP)
strategies and Livable Communities Initiative (LCI), such as improvements for parking, Mapp
Road and Bridge Road. Some of the Non-SIS Other Arterials (OA) funding is allocated for
projects such as the U.S. 1 Corridor Retrofit and Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities. This funding
strategy is a realization that local and state governments cannot “build their way out of
congestion.”

Cost Feasible Plan
The CFP was developed to guide transportation investments in Martin County to the year 2040.
The CFP is based on guidance from the MPO, stakeholder agency input, public engagement
outcomes, and project prioritization based on the approved LRTP Goals and Objectives. Table
9-1 depicts the Moving Martin Forward prioritization analysis and Table 9-1a, also found in
Appendix E-1, includes the prioritization criteria.
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Martin MPO 2040 LRTP

Moving Martin Forward
martin2040.com

Table 9-1. Moving Martin Forward Prioritization Analysis

Road Name

From

To

Type

Existing +
Future
Committed
Lanes
Lanes

Length
(Miles)

Exist
V/C

Future
Capacity
2040
Benefit
V/C

Emergency
Evacucation
Routes

Transportation Truck Multimodal
Regional
Disadvantaged Routes Connectivity Connectivity

2040
Environmental/ Consistency
Community
with Goals and Prioritization
Objectives
Score Total
Impacts

2040
Prioritization
Rank

New 2 Lane Road
Willoughby Boulevard

Monterey Road

SR 5 (US 1)

New 2 Lane Road

0

2

0.84

0

0

5

0

7

0

10

0

5

10

37

7

Cove Road

SR 76 (Kanner Highway)

Willoughby Blvd

Widen to 4L from 2L

2

4

2.13

2

6

10

7

4

5

10

5

5

10

64

2

Cove Road

Willoughby Blvd

SR 5 (US 1)

Widen to 4L from 2L

2

4

1.07

2

6

10

7

4

5

10

5

5

10

64

2

Cove Road

SR 5 (US 1)

CR A1A

Widen to 4L from 2L

2

4

1.12

0

2

10

7

4

5

10

5

5

10

58

6

CR 713 (High Meadow Avenue)

I-95

CR 714 (Martin Highway)

Widen to 4L from 2L

2

4

2.64

2

6

5

0

4

5

10

5

5

10

52

5

SR 714 (Martin Highway)

CR 76A (Citrus Boulevard) Martin Downs Boulevard

Widen to 4L from 2L

2

4

0.88

2

10

5

7

4

10

10

5

5

10

68

1

SR 76 (Kanner Highway)

Widen to 6L from 4L

4

6

0.45

0

2

5

7

7

5

10

0

10

10

56

4

Widen from 2 to 4 Lane

Widen from 4 to 6 Lane
Indian Street
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Table 9-1a. Roadway Project Prioritization Criteria
Description of Criteria

Score

Existing Volume to Capacity Ratio
< 0.80
0.80 - 0.89
0.90 - 0.99
1.00 - 1.09
1.10 - 1.19
> 1.20

0
2
4
6
8
10

Future (2040) Volume to Capacity Ratio
< 0.80
0.80 - 0.89
0.90 - 0.99
1.00 - 1.09
1.10 - 1.19
> 1.20

0
2
4
6
8
10

Capacity Benefit
Not a capacity project
Improves capacity/provides new connection
Improves capacity/provides new connection and eliminates the need to widen adjacent deficient roadway(s)

0
5
10

Emergency Evacuation Routes
Not an evacuation route
Collector road designated as evacuation route
Arterial road designated as evacuation route
Interstate road designated as evacuation route

0
4
7
10

Transportation Disadvantaged
Project serves communities with less than 5 percent of TD population within a one-mile radius
Project serves communities with 5 - 10 percent of TD population within a one-mile radius
Project serves communities with 10 - 20 percent of TD population within a one-mile radius
Project serves communities with more than 20 percent of TD population within a one-mile radius

0
4
7
10

Truck Routes
Not a truck route
County truck route
State truck route

0
5
10

Multimodal Connectivity
Not designated as intermodal access route or multimodal corridor
Intermodal access route or includes corridor improvements for transit and/or non-motorized transportation

0
10

Regional Connectivity
Improves a road that does not provide connection to adjacent county/counties
Improves a county/local road that provides connection to adjacent county/counties or to a SIS/State roadway
Improves a SIS/State roadway that provides connection to adjacent county/counties

0
5
10

Environmental/Community Impacts
High impact
Medium impact
Low impact

0
5
10

Consistency with Goals and Objectives
Project may include aspects that significantly deviate from goals and objectives
Project is consistent with goals and objectives

0
10
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Since Transportation improvement projects that are programmed for implementation through
2020 have their funding sources already allocated in the TIP and those projects were
considered to be committed improvements and thus appear in the existing+committed (E+C)
roadway network. instead of in the CFP. T he M P O ’ s T r a n s p or ta t i o n I m p r o v e m e nt
P r o g r a m ( T I P) i s i nc l u d e d i n t h e C o st F e a s i b l e P l a n i n t he f i r st ti m e f r a m e .
These TIP Roadway Projects are shown in Table 7-4 on page 42 and Figure 7-1 on page 43.
T a b l e 9 - 1 b b e l o w s ho w s t h e s u m m a r y o f f u n d i n g s o u r c e s f o r t h e f i v e y e a r s o f
the TIP.
Table 9-1b. Summary of Funding Sources

TIP 5-Year Summary of Funding Sources
Funding Source
Federal
Local
State
Total

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
Total
9,450,054 24,099,947 2,614,164 10,512,169 4,884,728 51,561,062
1,285,676
733,867 10,460,123
6,084,391 1,141,373 1,214,816
50,831,935
5,880,099
6,105,518
8,544,210
86,925,640
15,563,878
31,098,323 76,073,255 9,709,079 17,903,363 14,162,805 148,946,825

The CFP contains Needs Plan projects grouped into implementation timeframes based on funding
availability and guided by the prioritization analysis. The implementation timeframes for planning
purposes as provided in State and Federal guidelines for LRTP development are listed below:



2016-2020 (TIP)
2021-2025



2026-2030



2031-2040

The projects included in the CFP will have positive outcomes for future transportation mobility in
the Martin MPO area. The following outcomes are anticipated to be achieved by implementing
the 2040 Multimodal CFP.


Improve mobility and accessibility for transit and non-motorized transportation modes



Flex a portion of federal funds for roadway system maintenance on the federal aid highway
system



Continue to work together with the FDOT and the St. Lucie TPO for implementation of the
U.S. 1 Corridor Retrofit Project to improve mobility and accessibility



Achieve roadway level of service (LOS) standards for overcapacity roadways



Reduce travel times and the cost of travel to important destinations



Improve safety through reduced crashes, injuries, and fatalities
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Table 9-2 and Figure 9-1 depicts the Multimodal CFP. The pie-chart images in Figures 9-2, 9-3,
9-4, and 9-5 depict the funding allocation for projects based on revenue forecasts. Table 9-2a
includes further detailed information regarding planning timeframes, funding allocation, and cost
projections. (See also Appendix E-2). All of the Roadway Needs Plan projects are projected to
be cost feasible through the revenue streams anticipated to be available through 2040.
Table 9- 2. Multimodal Cost Feasible Plan

Description

Estimated
Implementation
Timeframe

US 1

Corridor Retrofit
Project

2021-2040

Congestion Management Process Strategies / Livable
Communities Initiative

CMP / LCI Funds

2021-2040

Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities(1)

Bicycle and
Pedestrian Trails

2021-2040

Transit

2021-2040

Maintenance

2021-2040

Project

Transit Projects
System Maintenance(2)
SR 714 (Martin Hwy) from CR 76A (Citrus Blvd) to Martin
Downs Boulevard
CR 713 (High Meadow Ave) from I-95 to CR 714 (Martin
Hwy)
Indian St from SR 76 (Kanner Hwy) to Willoughby Boulevard
Willoughby Blvd from Monterey Road to SR 5 (US 1)
Cove Rd from SR 76 (Kanner Hwy) to US 1(3)
Cove Rd from US 1 to CR A1A
Village Parkway Extension from Martin Highway to St. Lucie
County

Widen from 2 lanes
to 4 lanes
Widen from 2 lanes
to 4 lanes
Widen from 4 lanes
to 6 lanes
New 2-lane road
Widen from 2 lanes
to 4 lanes
Widen from 2 lanes
to 4 lanes
New 4-lane road

2021-2025
2021-2025
2026-2030
2026-2030
2031-2040
2031-2040
Developer Funded

Non-Motorized projects will be prioritized in a future Martin MPO Action Plan.
application of Federal TMA funds to roadway maintenance needs will be for roadways on the federal aid highway system.
(3) ROW and Design costs are included in the 2026-2030 planning timeframe.
(1)

(2) The
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Figure 9-1. Multimodal Cost Feasible Plan

Legend - Figure 9.1
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Miles

Federal/State (SIS) Projects
Federal/State (SIS) funds are funding two
facilities, 55% is allocated to I-95 from Palm
Beach County line to St. Lucie County line and
the remaining 45% is funding SR 710 (Warfield
Boulevard) from Martin County Line to CR 609

I‐95,
55%

SR 710 ,
45%

(Allapattah Road).

Figure 9- 2. Federal/State (SIS) Projects
Federal/State (Non-SIS) Projects
Federal/State (Non-SIS) funds are funding a
variety of different projects. Two facilities

CR 713,
4%

SR 714,
13%

were identified; 13% is allocated to SR 714
(Martin Highway) from CR 76A (Citrus) to
Martin Downs Boulevard and partial funding
of 4% towards CR 713 from I-95 to CR 714
(Martin Highway). In addition, 41% funds the

Multimodal,
41%

U.S. 1 Corridor Retrofit with the remainder of
41% towards multimodal projects.

US 1,
41%

Figure 9- 3. Federal State (Non-SIS) Projects
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Other Federal (TMA, TA, Transit) Projects
Other Federal (TMA, TA, Transit) funds are
funding a variety of different projects. Funds
allocates 31% towards CMP/LCI and partial

CMP/LCI,
31%

funding of 9% for Cove Road from SR 5 (U.S.
1)

to

CR

A1A,

and

60%

of

roadway

maintenance. The application of Federal TMA
funds to roadway maintenance needs will be for

Roadway
Maintenance,
60%

roadways on the federal aid highway system.

Cove
Road,
9%

Figure 9- 4. Other Federal (TMA, TA, Transit) Projects
Local (Fuel Tax, Impact Fees, Transit from General Fund)
Local (Fuel Tax, Impact Fees, Transit
5%

from General Funds) funds a variety of
different

projects.

Funds

9%

allocates

21%

7%

partial funds of 21% for CR 713 (High
Meadows Avenue) from I-95 to CR 714
(Martin Highway), 58% for Cove Road
from SR 76 (Kanner Highway) to CR
A1A, 7% for Indian Street from SR 76
(Kanner
Boulevard,

Highway)
9%

to
for

Willoughby

Boulevard from Monterey Road to SR 5
(U.S. 1), and 5% towards multimodal
projects.

58%

Willoughby

CR 713

Cove Road

Indian Street

Willoughby Boulevard

Multimodal
Figure 9- 5. Local (Fuel Tax, Impact Fees, Transit
from General Fund)
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Table 9-2a - YOE Cost and Implementation Timeframe

Martin MPO Cost Feasible Plan - YOE Cost and Implementation Timeframe
Non-SIS State Funds
Description

2021-2025

SR 714 (Martin Hwy) from CR 76A (Citrus Blvd) to Martin Downs Boulevard

Project

Widen from 2 lanes to 4 lanes

$14,653,488

2026-2030

2031-2040

CR 713 (High Meadow Ave) from I-95 to CR 714 (Martin Hwy)

Widen from 2 lanes to 4 lanes

$2,933,677

CR 713 (High Meadow Ave) from I-95 to CR 714 (Martin Hwy)

Widen from 2 lanes to 4 lanes

$1,778,814

US 1

Corridor Retrofit Project

$4,117,011

$13,050,000

$28,600,000

Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities

Bicycle and Pedestrian Trail

$4,117,011

$13,050,000

$28,600,000

$27,600,000

$26,100,000

$57,200,000

Description

2021-2025

2026-2030

2031-2040

CR 713 (High Meadow Ave) from I-95 to CR 714 (Martin Hwy)

Widen from 2 lanes to 4 lanes

$27,153,160

Cove Rd from SR 76 (Kanner Hwy) to Willoughby Boulevard

Widen from 2 lanes to 4 lanes

Cove Rd from SR 76 (Kanner Hwy) to Willoughby Boulevard

Widen from 2 lanes to 4 lanes

Cove Rd from Willoughby Boulevard to SR 5 (US 1)

Widen from 2 lanes to 4 lanes

Cove Rd from Willoughby Boulevard to SR 5 (US 1)

Widen from 2 lanes to 4 lanes

Cove Rd from SR 5 (US 1) to CR A1A

Widen from 2 lanes to 4 lanes

$1,871,631

Cove Rd from SR 5 (US 1) to CR A1A

Widen from 2 lanes to 4 lanes

$15,021,295

Total

Developer Funded

County and Municipal Funds
Project

$2,792,430
$34,882,724
$1,402,770
$17,615,474

Indian St from SR 76 (Kanner Hwy) to Willoughby Blvd

Widen from 4 lanes to 6 lanes

$8,482,331

Willoughby Blvd from Monterey Road to SR 5 (US 1)

New 2-lane road

$11,964,401

Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities

Bicycle and Pedestrian Trail

Total

Developer Funded

$5,451,915

$1,352,406

$27,153,160

$30,093,848

$70,743,530

2021-2025

2026-2030

2031-2040

$0

$0

$0

$59,061,821

2021-2025

2026-2030

2031-2040

Developer Funded

$3,000,000

$3,000,000

$6,000,000

$6,765,000

$6,765,000

$10,093,242

$9,765,000

$9,765,000

$19,530,000

Developer Funded
Project
Village Pkwy Extension from Martin Hwy to St. Lucie County

Description
New 4-lane road

Developer Funded
$59,061,821

Total
TMA/TALU Funds
Project
Congestion Management Process Strategies / Livable Communities Initiative

Description
CMP / LCI Funds

Cove Rd from SR 5 (US 1) to CR A1A

Widen from 2 lanes to 4 lanes

Maintenance

Maintenance Funds

Total

$3,436,758
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Projects are included in the Multimodal Cost Feasible Plan to improve mobility and accessibility
for public transit. The Transit Needs Plan projects listed in Table 9-3 are projected to be cost
feasible through 2040. (See also Appendix D-4).

Transit improvement projects are

implemented through the Transit Development Plan (TDP), which is updated every five years.

Aviation projects in Martin County are implemented through the Airport Master Plan. The Martin
County Airport (Witham Field) is owned and managed by the Martin County Board of County
Commissioners as a general aviation airport that serves Martin County and the Treasure Coast
region. The Airport Layout Plan (ALP) is an important component of the Airport Master Plan
and contains information used by the Federal Aviation Authority (FAA) to program future funding
assistance and to monitor the airport’s compliance with design standards and grant assurances.
The Airport Master Plan also allows the FAA to anticipate budgetary and procedural needs and
to protect the airspace required for facility or aircraft approach procedure improvements.
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Martin MPO 2040 LRTP

Moving Martin Forward
martin2040.com

Table 9-3 - Transit Project Cost Estimates

Project Description
Services
Continue to maintain and operate existing bus service

Location/Quantity

Plan
Reference

Public Comment

Cost (2013
dollars)

2021-2025

2026-2030

2031-2040
2.09

1.38

1.70

$

478,400 $

3,296,176 $

4,066,400 $ 10,008,128

$

217,250 $

1,496,853 $

1,846,625 $

4,544,870

Downtown Tram - Expand

Systemwide
TDP - 2014-2023
Expand route to Johnson Avenue (MCTS), Martin Memorial (ocean/Osceola), hospital and major employment
areas

Hutchinson Island bus route

New Service - 45 minute headway & 2 net new vehicles

TDP - 2014-2023

$

221,800 $

1,528,202 $

1,885,300 $

4,640,056

Indiantown Route

Increase frequency (45 minute headway)

TDP - 2014-2023

$

162,800 $

1,121,692 $

1,383,800 $

3,405,776

New Regional Service

Treasure Coast Express (90 minute headway)

TDP - 2014-2023

$

125,200 $

862,628 $

1,064,200 $

2,619,184

Palm City bus Route

New Service - 30 minute headway & 2 net new vehicles

TDP - 2014-2023

$

212,700 $

1,465,503 $

1,807,950 $

4,449,684

Stuart Route

Increase frequency (80 minute headway)

TDP - 2014-2023

$

249,300 $

1,717,677 $

2,119,050 $

5,215,356

Transit Service

Expand service hours to accommodate employment commuter trips

Public Workshop

$

217,250 $

1,496,853 $

1,846,625 $

4,544,870

Transit Service - New
Transit Service - New
Transit Service - New

Public Workshop
Public Workshop
Public Workshop

$
$
$

217,250 $
217,250 $
217,250 $

1,496,853 $
1,496,853 $
1,496,853 $

1,846,625 $
1,846,625 $
1,846,625 $

4,544,870
4,544,870
4,544,870

Transit Service - New

NW Jensen Beach Boulevard - US 1 to Indian River Drive
Add transit route from Sewall's Point to environmental studies center, Locations along Savannah Road
Create transit route that connects Indiantown to other communities (Stuart, Jensen Beach…)
Create route that connects vocational schools to high schools and community activity centers (YMCA, Kane
Center)

Public Workshop

$

217,250 $

1,496,853 $

1,846,625 $

4,544,870

Transit Service - New

SR-710 - Indiantown to Mangonia Park Tri-Rail Station

2040 SIS Needs Plan

$

217,250 $

1,496,853 $

1,846,625 $

4,544,870

Treasure Coast Connector

Increase frequency (30 minute headway)

TDP - 2014-2023

$

335,300 $

2,310,217 $

2,850,050 $

7,014,476

Public Workshop

Amenities
Add Bus Shelter

SE Lantana Avenue, near Alamanda

Public Workshop

$

26,000 $

35,828 $

44,200 $

54,392

Add Bus Shelter

Florida Avenue, near Eucalyptus

Public Workshop

$

26,000 $

35,828 $

44,200 $

54,392

Add Bus Shelter

Florida Avenue, near Begonia

Public Workshop

$

26,000 $

35,828 $

44,200 $

54,392

Add Bus Shelter

SE Lantana Avenue, near Comus

Public Workshop

$

26,000 $

35,828 $

44,200 $

54,392

Bus Stop Improvements

25 (shelters and ADA upgrades, new shelters, and bike racks)

TDP - 2014-2023

$

650,000 $

895,700 $

1,105,000 $

1,359,800

APC software (including interface to AVL)

Systemwide

TDP - 2014-2023

$

96,000 $

132,288 $

163,200 $

200,832

Bus acquisition (fleet replacement and new buses)

3 buses

TDP - 2014-2023

$

3,168,000 $

4,365,504 $

5,385,600 $

6,627,456

Bus equipment upgrade (AVL, APC, E-reader, Wi-Fi)

5 buses

TDP - 2014-2023

$

117,500 $

161,915 $

199,750 $

245,810

Fixed route scheduling software (including hardware and CAD interface)

Systemwide

TDP - 2014-2023

$

405,200 $

558,366 $

688,840 $

847,678

Fleet parking and wash station

20 buses

TDP - 2014-2023

$

2,700,000 $

3,720,600 $

4,590,000 $

5,648,400

New Administration and operations center

5,280 sq ft

TDP - 2014-2023

$

1,584,000 $

2,182,752 $

2,692,800 $

3,313,728

Park-and-Ride Lots (Expansion* (1) and new (4))

120 spaces

TDP - 2014-2023

$

876,000 $

1,207,128 $

1,489,200 $

1,832,592

Maintenance & Operations

*Expansion of park-and-ride facility is for Florida's Turnpike - Mile Marker 133
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Chapter 11: Plan Implementation
The Moving Martin Forward plan is intended to be a starting point for coordinated transportation
investments for the next 25 years. It addresses the future multimodal needs and how it helps
maintain and enhance Martin County’s quality of life. The multimodal aspects of this plan are
a fundamental tenet of how the transportation plan will benefit Martin County.
Federal law requires that this plan include both long-range and short-range program strategies /
actions that lead to the development of an integrated intermodal transportation system to
facilitate the efficient movement of people and goods (FHWA). For this Moving Martin Forward
plan, the Martin MPO together with local and regional agencies considered roadways, transit,
nonmotorized transportation and intermodal connections to improve the operational
performance of our multimodal transportation system. Included in this plan are:


Regional land use, development, housing, and employment goals and plans



Projected demand for transportation services over 20 years



Policies, strategies, and projects that the MPO recommends for the future



Cost estimates and reasonably available financial sources for operation, maintenance,
and capital investments

The Moving Martin Forward plan is the long range transportation plan (LRTP) for Martin County,
serving as the blueprint to guide priorities for transportation projects within Martin County. The
planned transportation system is efficient and effective and offers choices for people who cannot
drive,

providing

travel

flexibility.

The

LRTP

is

comprehensive,

county-wide,

and

interjurisdictional. This plan integrates land uses and multimodal transportation choices with air
quality, safety, economic, and other regional issues. The plan balances investments in the
various travel modes against anticipated funding from federal, state and local sources. The plan
is updated based on population and economics, and reflects changing conditions and updated
planning principles.
In coordination with the LRTP, the MPO manages the five-year Transportation Improvement
Program (TIP) The TIP identifies, prioritizes and allocates the anticipated funding for
transportation improvements over the next five years. Updated annually, the TIP is how the
- LRTP proposed 2017 edits -
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long range transportation projects of the community get programmed for implementation. The
LRTP sets up the projects that get implemented by the TIP. These two plans represent the
consensus among local, state and regional officials, together with the community, for which
transportation projects are to be implemented in the short term. The TIP becomes the capital
improvements element of the LRTP, and effectively puts the LRTP into action.
Moving Martin Forward is a living document and may be updated as needed in accordance with
the Martin MPO’s Public Involvement Plan.
To monitor the success of the LRTP, Travel Time is
the proposed performance measure.

Travel time

costs refer to the cost of time spent on transport,
including waiting as well as actual travel. It includes
costs to consumers of personal (unpaid) time spent
on travel, and costs to businesses of paid employee
time spent in travel. It is the product of time spent
traveling multiplied by unit costs. Comparing the
outputs of the E+C model and the CFP model, a
countywide decrease of $230,873 per day in total
travel time cost is anticipated. See Figure 11-1, below.

Figure 11-1. Travel Time

Total Travel Time Cost per Day
(in 2040 Dollars)

-$230,873
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The following recommendations for implementation of the Moving Martin Forward plan are made
based on the analysis conducted during the LRTP.


Implement the multimodal Cost Feasible Plan.



Conduct a future detailed evaluation of roadway grade separation options over the FEC
Railroad corridor to address impacts from expanded rail freight and inter-city passenger
rail trains.



Prepare a bicycle and pedestrian facilities network master plan to identify and prioritize
non-motorized transportation improvements.



Prepare a study to develop a product to enhance the quantitative and qualitative criteria
for CMP/LCI project selection. The enhanced criteria would help identify priorities for
future funding within the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP).



Continue to work together with FDOT for implementation of the U.S. 1 Corridor Retrofit
Project to improve mobility and accessibility in the County’s business corridor.
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ITEM NUMBER:

5G

MARTIN METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION
CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE (CAC)
AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
MEETING DATE:
DUE DATE:
UPWP#:
February 8, 2017
February 1, 2017
1.1
WORDING:
SCOPE OF SERVICES - PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
REQUESTED BY:
PREPARED BY: DOCS REQUIRING ACTION:
MPO
Beth Beltran/
Scope of Services for Professional
Ricardo Vazquez
Services
BACKGROUND
The adopted FY2016/17 - FY2017/18 Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) specifies that
the MPO will obtain one or more General Planning Consultants (GPCs) to provide assistance to
staff on a task order basis.
ISSUES
Kimley-Horn and Associates is a General Planning Consultant (GPC) that was selected through a
competitive process to provide professional transportation planning services. Funds for this
work are appropriated by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), administered by the
Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT).
The scope will be discussed at the February 8th CAC meeting. Task Order #4 with Kimley-Horn
and Associates, Inc. will be for resources necessary to assist in the preparation of the upcoming
FHWA Audit in April.
______________________________________________________________________________
RECOMMENDED ACTION
a. Approval of the Scope of Services for Professional Services
b. Provide input
APPROVAL
MPO
FISCAL IMPACT
$10,500
ATTACHMENTS
a. Scope of Services for Professional Services
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Martin Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO)
Agreement for Continuing Services
Contract Number: RFQ#2015-2825
Exhibit “A”
Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc.
Scope of Work – Task Order No. 4
Professional Assistance Support Tasks
BACKGROUND
The Martin MPO is the primary agency for coordinating transportation planning activities affecting
Martin County. One of the functions of the MPO is to maintain Federal and State certification. The
Martin MPO requests the assistance of its consultant team Kimley-Horn for professional assistance
support tasks, including assistance with certification.
PURPOSE
The purpose of this task order is to provide professional assistance support tasks to the Martin MPO.
Professional assistance support may include but not be limited to the following: assistance with Federal
certification review processes, assistance with answering Federal certification review questions,
professional support at the Federal Certification review meeting, assisting in the preparation and followup for the conducting of the Federal certification review public meeting, technical document reviews, and
other administrative initiatives consistent with the FY 2016/17 – FY 2017/18 Unified Planning Work
Program (UPWP).
This scope of services describes the specific work tasks to be undertaken for the Martin MPO. The work
tasks will be performed by Kimley-Horn and subconsultant The Firefly Group.
TASK 1:
Professional Assistance Support Tasks
Upon authorization from the Martin MPO, the Consultant will perform professional assistance support
tasks as requested by MPO staff consistent with the FY 2016/17 – FY 2017/18 UPWP.
The Consultant will assist the MPO in the preparation for the Federal Certification review meetings. The
meetings are scheduled to be held on April 26 and April 27 at the Martin County Administrative Center
(2401 SE Monterey road, Stuart). The Consultant’s project manager will attend the Federal Certification
review meetings and provide support to the MPO staff in responding to questions and assisting with
demonstrating compliance with questions from Federal reviewers. Particular areas where the Consultant’s
assistance may be requested include questions regarding the long range transportation plan (LRTP),
bicycle and pedestrian planning, Title VI, and measurable results on public awareness. In addition, the
consultant may assist with the preparation and follow-up of formal written responses to Federal
Certification review questions.
The Martin MPO is scheduled to hold a public meeting for its Federal Certification review on April 27,
2017, from 4:00 – 6:00 PM at the Martin County Commission Chambers.
The subconsultant Firefly Group will perform the following community outreach, public relations and
communications tasks in support of the Federal Certification review.
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•
•

•
•

Press release development
Direct outreach and communications with key stakeholders, including but not limited to business,
civic and environmental groups, community redevelopment representatives, bicycle and pedestrian
committee members and other individuals and groups with an interest in local transportation planning
efforts
Coordination and support to stakeholders who are interested in providing public comment during the
meeting
Assistance with logistics relating to the layout, agenda and format of the meeting

METHOD OF COMPENSATION
Services for this task order will be billed on an hourly basis with a maximum limited amount in
accordance with the provisions in the overall contract. Expenses will be billed in accordance with the
provisions in the overall contract. The lump sum amount for this task order is $10,500.00.
SCHEDULE:
The Consultant team will provide the services requested by the MPO as expeditiously as practical to meet
the schedule requirements of the MPO including the meeting dates referenced herein.
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